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We can imagine that this complicated ar-
ray of moving things which constitutes "the 
world" is something like a great chess game 
being played by the gods, and we are ob-
servers of the game. We do not know what 
the rules of the game are; all we are allowed 
to do is to watch the playing. Of course, if we 
watch long enough, we may eventually catch 
on to a few of the rules. 
Richard P. Feynman 
Abstract 
The presence of structural variation in seismically anisotropic media complicates 
the offset- and azimuth-dependent wave behaviour and leads to difficulties in 
interpretation and estimation. Studies of anisotropy are therefore often conducted 
in areas where the strata are known to be horizontal. The primary concern of 
this thesis is to investigate the effects of these non-horizontal reflecting interfaces 
on the parameter estimation. I achieve this by deriving approximate analytical 
equations for shot gathers, which allow me an insight into the physics governing 
the problems. 
I consider three different, but important, types of anisotropic material: First, for 
transverse isotropic media with a vertical axis of symmetry (TIV), I investigate 
the effects of dip on the travel time for imaging purposes. Secondly, transverse 
isotropic media with a horizontal axis of symmetry (TIH) are used as a model for 
a vertically fractured materials; I extend existing techniques for fracture strike 
estimation to dipping layers. Finally, for a combination TIV and TIH media, 
which represents orthorhombic symmetry, analysis of the AVO behaviour in the 
symmetry plane leads to an inversion procedure for crack density. 
For a dipping TIV layer I show that the shot gather formulation of the travel 
time can be decomposed into structure- and anisotropy-independent parts. A 
thorough investigation using synthetic seismograms reveals that this separation 
is valid for up to 15% P-wave anisotropy and dip angles of up to 20 degrees. I 
propose an additional processing step to enhance seismic data if anisotropy and 





I extend an estimation method for the fracture strike in a TIll medium to 
dipping layers. An analytical analysis shows that the application of a non-linear 
global optimization scheme is required to invert the strike direction satisfactorily. 
This new method is applied to a real data set, and the general trend of the 
regional strike direction is confirmed. 
The third type of anisotropy (orthorhombic), is investigated by its dynamic 
response. A derivation of all pure and mode-converted reflection coefficients in 
the symmetry plane is followed by a separation approach to extract the crack-
dependent contribution. I demonstrate that a special acquisition geometry can 
lead to the inversion of the parameter crack density. 
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Notations and conventions 
In this section all the mathematical variables and other abbreviations that are 
use throughout the thesis are explained. They are arranged by chapters in the 
order of their appearance. 
General 
Symbol Meaning 
TI transverse isotropic 
TIV transverse isotropic with a vertical axis of 
symmetry 
TIH transverse isotropic with a horizontal axis 
of symmetry 
TI 1  transverse isotropic with an orientation of 
the symmetry axis perpendicular to the 
reflector 
NMO normal moveout 
DM0 dip moveout 
AVO amplitude versus offset 
GA genetic algorithm 
Notations and conventions 
Chapter 2 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
t time S 
t time increment S 
0 phase angle 
group angle 
point in space in 
point in the vicinity of ± in 
U(i5) displacement of 1 in 
derivative of the i-th component of the dis- agj  
placement with respect to the j-th spatial 
component 
e 3  components of the strain tensor 
components of the unit vector in 
AV = dV volume element m3  
AS = dS surface element m2 
T traction N/m2 




P force on the surface AS N 
f forces acting on the volume AV N 
x, i=1,3 Cartesian axes in 
R j unit vectors in the directions of the Carte- in 
sian axes x 
ajj stress tensor N/rn2 
Notations and conventions 
	
3 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
second derivative of U with respect to time rn/s2 
ckl elastic tensor N/m2 
hij volume source density of strain rate s 
W energy kg m2 /s2 
Lamé parameter N/m2 
shear modulus N/rn2 
Cij Voigt notation of the elastic tensor N/rn2 
Vq P VqSv, VSH phase velocities for P, Sv and Sh waves rn/s 









VG group velocity rn/s 
(n) A vectorial amplitude 
r (xi) eikonal t 
W frequency Hz 
slowness s/rn 
Fik Kelvin- Christoffel matrix 
Cm  eigenvalues of F k N/rn2 
eigenvectors of Fk 
Q 	= transformation matrix from ray coordi- 
nates ('y) to Cartesian coordinates (xi) 
Notations and conventions 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
p) 	Pa matrix used to describe the dynamic ray 
tracing system 
Chapter 3 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
Aij density normalised elastic constants 
to zero-offset time t 
X source-receiver offset in 
V group velocity m/s 
S indicator of the source position 
R indicator of the receiver position 
dip angle of the reflector 
D distance to the reflector at the CMP point in 
Vapp apparent moveout velocity for a dipping m/s 
reflector 
X1, x2 offsets of the reflection from the top and in 
the bottom of the target 
ray angle relative to the vertical 
2 azimuths 1 and 2 
v 1 , v 2  phase velocity above and in the target rn/s 
layer 
ti interval travel time s 
tai azimuthal interval travel time s 
tboUom travel time for the the top and the bottom s 
of the target 
Notations and conventions 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
81,82, 8' )  distances m 
z1 , z, Lz depth of the top, the bottom and the in- in 
terval of the target 
Px,Pz horizontal and vertical slowness s/rn 
T(x) travel time for the walkaway VSP t 
a, b, x0 parameters of the best fitting ellipse s/rn 
Chapter 4 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
R(RX , R, R) reflection point in 
Rec in 
(Rec, Rec, Rec) receiver in 
0 phase angle 
group angle 
Dz depth of the reflector at the source point in 
image point in 
d1 , d2  the length of the two segments of the ray in 
L length of the ray path in 
I part of the length of the ray path related in 
to horizontal layers 
part of the length of the ray path related in 
to the dip 
Notations and conventions 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
anisotropic but dip-independent part 
T anisotropic but dip-independent part 
Xmjn, x0 offset where the minimum travel time is m 
observed for anisotropic and isotropic lay- 
ers 
Chapter 5 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
Vh horizontal velocity rn/s 
v 0 NMO velocity rn/s 
Xl,X2,X3,X4 offsets of the different segments of the ray m 
for a dipping target 
ZL1 , ZL27  ZL3  depths of the different segments In 
ZA depth of point A In 
L1 , L2, L3 , L4  lengths of the 4 segments In 
a, 0 incidence and transmission angle 
d1 , /d depth and thickness of the target In 
take off angle of the ray at the source 
e dip of the reflector 
Xo , Yo,  a, b parameters of the ellipse for the GA inver- m 
sion 
Notations and conventions 
Chapter 6 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
rq p, TqS reflected qP- and qS-coefficients 
ta p, tqS transmitted qP- and qS-coefficients 
qP- and qS incidence angles 
i2, J2 qP- and qS transmission angle 
j* 	* qP- and qS polarisation angles 
Pi, a, /3i density, qP-velocity at angle i1 and qS- kg/rn3, 
velocity at angle ji  of the upper medium m/s, m/s 
.02, Cr2, /32 density, qP-velocity at angle i2 and qS- kg/rn3, 
velocity at angle J2  of the lower medium m/s, m/s 
i, /j the L 	variations represent 
a, z/3 change across the interface m/s 
Lp kg/ml 
R reflectivity matrix 
X, Y impedance matrices 
Xii, Y23 components of X and Y 
X2, Yij components of X and Y kg/(m2s) 
(ep1 ep3)T qP polarisation vector 
(es1 es3 )T qS-wave polarisation vector 
(si s3p)T qP slowness vector s/rn 
(si 83s )T qS-wave slowness vector s/rn 
generalised density kg/M3 
(p, (s deviations between the polarisation direc- 
tion (* and j*) and the propagation direc- 
tion (i and j) of qP-wave and the qS-wave 
Notations and conventions 
Symbol Meaning Unit 
P7 c,  I3b isotropic background density and P and S kg/rn3 , 
velocity m/s, m/s 
Zp, Zs Isotropic P- and S impedances kg/(m2s) 
LZ8 Difference in Z wetween upper and lower kg/(rn2s) 
medium 
Ed fracture density 
Ear the aspect ratio of the fractures 
a f  P-wave velocity of the fluids within the rn/s 
fractures 
ao, 00 vertical velocities m/s 
cc crack contribution to the deviation of the 
polarisation 
Yp, Ys TIV dependent velocity parts 




Investigations in the Earth's subsurface are designed to improve the knowledge 
about the interior of our planet and in a more commercial sense to assess the 
economical value of mineral or hydrocarbon resources. Among the objectives of 
experiments are the recovery of structural changes in the subsurface and physical 
parameters describing the rock and their variation with depth and location. Apart 
from information gathered in boreholes, most experiments are indirect, meaning 
that methods which intend to determine the relevant parameters are used without 
direct contact to the material of interest. Seismic reflection data fall into this 
category. 
Estimations from seismic measurements are designed to recover the velocity 
structure with depth, the spatial distribution of seismically significant interfaces 
or other internal rock parameters such as porosity or permeability (C1arbout, 
1994). A simplification of the mathematical framework and a reduction in the 
calculation time for the models is desirable. Traditionally this is achieved by as-
suming isotropic materials, even though the phenomena of anisotropy, an angular 
dependence of physical parameters, are known through theoretical contribution 
for over a century. 
10 	 Thesis objectives 
The models are based on the recordings from single azimuth P-wave data where 
anisotropy is extremely difficult to detect. However, with the improvement of 
acquisition technology, which allows multi-component and multi-azimuth record-
ings, the significance of anisotropy for exploration purposes is recognised grad-
ually. The effects can be detected in both compressional- (Helbig, 1994) and 
shear-wave (Crampin, 1981) data. This thesis focuses on P-waves. 
Evaluations of P-wave anisotropy can be traced back to Backus (1965), who 
determined approximate equations for the variation of the P-wave velocity as 
a combination of elastic constants. Levin (1978) analyses the accuracy of travel 
time equations based on these derivations and Helbig (1983) discusses the velocity 
variation in media with elliptical anisotropy. To be more applicable, Banik (1984) 
derives a set of effective parameters, a concept, which is applied very successfully 
to media with TIV symmetry and weak anisotropy by Thomsen (1986). Following 
his derivations, Sena (1991) extends the methodology to azimuthally anisotropic 
layers. Further work related to velocity and travel time analyses can be found 
in Li and Crampin (1993a) or Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994). All these studies 
contain analytical approximations describing the problems which are required 
because the complexity of the model has to be limited. Furthermore, first or 
second order linearizations in the parameters of interest are common and it is 
convenient to limit the model to horizontal layers. 
But this may be an oversimplification if the strata are non-horizontal. Some 
techniques such as the reflectivity method (Fuchs and Muller, 1971) will fail 
because their foundations demand horizontal layers, and some such as the NMO 
correction, may lead to erroneous results. The investigation into the influence of 
dip on anisotropic parameters is vital. Either the structure dependency has to be 
corrected (Levin, 1990) or estimation methods have to be developed to calculate 
parameters including the dip (Tsvankin, 1995b). 
Thesis objectives 	 11 
The influence of dip and its significance has been widely recognised. During 
the course of my research, publications such as Tsvankin (1995b) or Alkhalifah 
(1995) showed the possibilities of the new developments. I investigate in this 
thesis how the anisotropic parameter estimation is influenced by the presence of 
dip. I analyse the effects of dip on estimation methods and quantify the influence 
using analytical approximations. These equations lead to extensions of existing 
or new estimation methods which take the dip into account. It is necessary to 
distinguish between different types of anisotropy as each is described by a different 
set of parameters. 
1.2 	Outline of the thesis 
In Chapter 2 I introduce the theoretical concepts such as wave propagation, 
anisotropy and ray tracing, which build the basis for all the derivations presented 
during this thesis. I explain how the wave equation is derived and show the prin-
ciples of ray tracing. This is important as most of the synthetic seismograms and 
travel time data in this thesis are calculated using a ray tracing package. 
Chapter 3 shows the influence of dipping and anisotropic layers on a 3D sur-
vey. Travel time diagrams and principal investigation techniques are presented. 
For the detection of the fracture strike the basic investigation tool is explained 
and the difficulties arising from dipping targets are introduced. The concept of 
the influence of dip is extendible to transmission measurements and I show an 
application to a real data example from a walkaway VSP experiment. 
The theoretical derivations for the travel time in a dipping anisotropic layer are 
laid down in Chapter 4. Different orientations of the symmetry axis of the elastic 
tensor are discussed and a separation approach of anisotropy and structure is 
derived from the synthetic investigations. The theory is applicable to 3D data as 
12 	 Thesis objectives 
well, and relevant formulas are given in Appendix A. 
Chapter 5 shows the application and development of methods to estimate 
anisotropic parameters in the presence of dip. For a TIV material they are based 
on the derivations presented in Chapter 4. The results from the synthetic inves-
tigations are encouraging. For the fracture strike estimation a completely new 
method is developed. Theoretical investigations show that a non-linear global 
inversion scheme is required to overcome the difficulties. The mode of action of 
this genetic algorithm is explained and applied to a synthetic example. 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 focus on the investigation of the kinematic properties. 
In Chapter 6 I develop analytical equations for the reflection coefficient for the 
interface of two orthorhombic media. For thin cracks, the formulation for the 
P-P reflection coefficient can be separated in crack parameter dependent and 
independent parts and with a special acquisition geometry an inversion for the 
crack density may be possible. 
Finally, in Chapter 7 I apply some of the methods to a marine data set. After 
a normal processing sequence to get a stacked section for each of the four marine 
lines, I use the NMO ellipse and the interval travel time for the non-linear inver-
sion scheme to estimate the fracture strike. Analyses of the AVO gradient for the 
different directions confirm the results from the kinematic investigations. 
CHAPTER 2 
A review of anisotropy, seismic 
body waves and ray tracing 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I review some of the basic theoretical concepts on which the 
mathematical derivations and methods applied in this thesis are based. It is 
designed to introduce the principal ideas and characteristics of anisotropy, wave 
propagation in an anisotropic medium and the synthesis of these waves using the 
concept of ray tracing. 
I explain the basic principles of wave propagation which involves the formulation 
of the stress-strain relationship including the elastic tensor. It is designed to lay 
the foundation for all the methodology used throughout this thesis which does 
not explicitly involve wave propagation but contains it as an underlying concept. 
I demonstrate how the basic kinematic ray tracing system can be derived from 
the equations of motion and explain the method of dynamic ray tracing. It can 
be used to calculate amplitudes along the ray and is the concept on which the 
ray tracing package ANRAY (Gajewski and PenëIk, 1987) is based. ANRAY is 
used extensively in later chapters to calculate synthetic seismograms and travel 
time curves in models with non-horizontal interfaces. 
13 
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2.2 Seismic anisotropy 
Seismic anisotropy is basically the angular dependency of elastic parameters 
which describe the rock. Every material is described completely by the elements 
of the elastic tensor and the density. If any material shows a directional depen-
dency of the wave propagation it must therefore be expressed in the elements of 
the elastic tensor. Anisotropy causes a difference between the vertical and hori-
zontal P and S-wave velocity as well as azimuthal changes (Helbig, 1994). One 
significant difference from an isotropic solid is the existence of a third distinct 
body wave instead of only two which exist in isotropic media (derven, 1987). 
The second shear wave is polarised perpendicular to the first one and both are po-
larised in a plane perpendicular to the P-wave polarisation direction. During the 
passage through an anisotropic material, these two shear waves, usually referred 
as fast and slow, travel with different velocities, which allows the observation of 
a phenomenon called shear wave birefringence. But as the main area of investi-
gation for this thesis are marine reflection data, shear waves play only a minor 
role. 
Another complication worth mentioning is the difference between the phase and 
the group velocity in an anisotropic solid. The schematic illustration of Figure 2.1 
describes this difference. If a point source excites one arbitrary mode, the wave-
fronts for an isotropic material is spherical and centred about the point source. 
A later wavefront at a time t + At can be constructed using Huygens' principle or 
the superposition of plane waves (Helbig, 1994). In this case, the group velocity 
which is associated with the propagation of energy and the phase velocity which 
is associated with the advance of plane wavefronts, are the same. This is not true 
for wave propagation in an anisotropic medium, where the wavefronts are not 
spherical and the directions associated with the energy transport and the plane 
waves no longer coincide. 




point 	 point 





Vph __________•________'• vefront 
gop 
Figure 2.1: A graphical example for the difference between the phase and the group 
velocity for wave propagation in an isotropic and anisotropic media. The 
group velocity corresponding to the angle e is associated with the prop-
agation of energy. The phase velocity corresponds to the angle 0 and 
is associated with the plane wave locally perpendicular to the wavefront 
(after Thomsen, 1986) 
All these phenomenon can mathematically be described for an elastic solid by 
the equations of motion and the generalised Hooke's Law. These two concepts 
are developed in greater detail in the following sections. 
2.3 	The principles of body wave propagation 
If seismic motions are studied in the earth, an analytical framework is necessary to 
describe the equations for the energy that propagates. To formulate the equations 
of motion in a generally homogeneous elastic anisotropic medium it is important 
to define and formulate the relevant quantities such as displacement, strain and 
stress. They are derived from the analysis of particle motion inside a solid body 
if this body is exposed to forces. These derivations are laid down in great detail 
in many books on seismology, for example, Aki and Richards (1980) or erven 
(1987) or in books on solid state physics (Feynman et al., 1963). 
16 	 A review of anisotropy, seismic body waves and ray tracing 
2.3.1 The strain tensor 
The Lagrangian notation describes the displacement of a particular particle and 
the change in displacement with time. The symmetric strain tensor which de-
scribes the distortion of a medium is introduced here and I show how it can be 
derived from the displacement. The derivation follows the one presented by Aki 
and Richards (1980). 
+U(x) 
(0,0,0) 
Figure 2.2: How the change in the displacement can be expressed 
Consider a point ö and a point nearby 	The idea is to derive an expression 
for the distance between the two points if 6i has been displaced by 50. From 
Figure 2.2 it follows that 
- 	 (2.1) 
= 11(+o)—U(k), 	 (2.2) 
where 61CJ is the quantity which expresses the difference in the displacement. If the 
displacement ö is small, then the term Ti+ ) can be expanded into a Taylor 
series. It has to be taken into account that it is a three-dimensional process. The 
strain tensor is derived by comparison of the lengths öi and ö + 80 where the 
assumption is made that 	can be expanded into a Taylor series and that the 
OY j 
terms aujare so small that they can be neglected. It follows that for small 
3 aj 
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linear deformations the correction between the two length can be expressed by 




The geometrical effect of the strain tensor is made apparent by relating the 
strained and unstrained displacement magnitudes 
öi + 60 = 	(1 + 	eij 	vv), 	 (2.4) --- -, 
new length 	old length 	strain tensor 
where vjti are the components of the unit vector i. 
2.3.2 The traction 
To describe the forces which are acting between particles within a continuum the 
concepts of traction and stress tensor are introduced. Traction is defined as a 
vector of a contact force with which particles on one side of the surface act upon 
those on the other side. As can be seen from Figure 2.3, the traction is defined 
as the limit of the force applied over an infinitesimally small surface element. 
2.3.3 The stress tensor 
The deformation of a body is described by the inspection of an infinitesimally 
small volume element LW bounded by the surface AS. Both surface and volume 
forces act on LW. The alteration of the position of a point within LW is quantified 
by the sum of all these forces. This can be expressed mathematically as 
aN 
3JJ 
pdV=fffdV+ff1(fT)dS. 	 (2.5) 
V 	 V 	S 
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raction due to this mat 
on this materia 
Figure 2.3: Traction T 	urn 
6s-.o 6s  
An 
Figure 2.4: Body of the volume AV bound by the surface AS with force P and 
normal vector i. 
As the volume element becomes infinitesimally small it follows that if dS vanishes 




O(V) 	0. 	 (2.6) 
Suppose the volume becomes a thin disk as shown in Figure 2.5 then equation 
2.6 implies that 
-i(-). 	 (2.7) 
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Figure 2.5: Position of the stress vectors if AV is represented by a thin disk. 
X -1  
-x 
x l  
X2 
Figure 2.6: Tetrahedral shaped volume LW. 
To derive the stress tensor the volume element AV is given a tetrahedral shape in 
the origin of the coordinate system as shown in Figure 2.6. *j are the unit vectors 
in the directions of the Cartesian axes x. Equation 2.6 takes the following form 
for Figure 2.6: 
+ (—*2 )OCA + (—*3)OAB + 	)ABC) 0. 	(2.8) 
The components of the normal vector to the plane ABC can be written as 
OCB OCA OAB 
ABC' ABC' ABC' 	
(2.9) 
and a new description of the traction depending on its components parallel to 
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the coordinate axis can be stated as 
= '(*.)n, 	 (2.10) 
which leads to the definition of the stress tensor (Tij through 
T3 = a 3n. 	 (2.11) 
It can be shown from the calculation of the rate of change of angular momentum 
in comparison to the moment of forces that the stress tensor is symmetric 
= o. 	 (2.12) 
2.3.3.1 Equations of motion 
Having defined stress and strain, the equations of motion can be derived from 
equations 2.5 and 2.11 through the application of Gauss' theorem to if T(dS): 
S 
ff T(idS) = ff crndS = N ajj, dV. 	 (2.13) 
This allows the substitution of the surface integral by a volume integral and 
leaves only volume integrals in equation 2.5. In the following formulation of the 
equations of motion the double dots represent the second derivative with respect 
to time, the index describes the different components and the prime indicates the 
spatial derivative. 
NVji - f - ajjj) = 0 	 (2.14) 
= pUt . 	 (2.15) 
These are the equations of motion where the acceleration times the mass (pU) 
is equal to the sum of the forces f + oj3,. 
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2.3.4 Deformation-stress relation 
To link material properties to the equations of motion the concept of elasticity 
has to be introduced. It connects the material properties to the stress and strain 
tensor. A medium is called elastic if it possesses a natural state (ojj =Cij= 0) 
to which it returns in case all applied forces vanish. Hooke's Law for a linear 
elastic medium is an experimental determination for this and can be written in 
the following form 
	
= Cijklfkl 	 (2.16) 
The relation between stress and displacement can then be expressed as 
9ij = cuki(Uu, + 	 (2.17) 
In case that action of external sources causes the deformation of the body the 
given time-rate of deformation can be written as (Savié, 1995) 
5taij = cuk1[(U + t j,i - h)]. 	 (2.18) 
where the symmetric tensor h 3 is known as the volume source density of strain 
rate. 
Since ajj and €jj are symmetric, the so called elastic tensor ck1 contains certain 
symmetries itself. 
ckl = cuk1 	 (2.19) 
ckl = c1k. 	 (2.20) 
A third symmetry relation can be found under the assumption that it is possible 
to use the adiabatic assumption in seismics. The high frequency used in seismic 
implies that the thermodynamic system is not able to adjust fast enough. Using 
the adiabatic approximation means that the energy of the deformation is equal 
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to the internal energy. Therefore, the deformation energy can be expressed in a 
similar form to the energy of a coiled spring as 
W = 	 (2.21) 
But the energy is independent of the exchange of €jj and EkI  (Feynman et al., 
1963). Therefore the final symmetry relation is given by 
ckl = ck1, 	 (2.22) 
which arises from the existence of a strain energy function. 
A fourth rank tensor like c kl where each index may take values between 1 and 
3 contains 81 elements, but if the symmetry relations are considered the number 
of independent elements can be dramatically reduced. The first two symmetries 
(Equation 2.19 and 2.20) leave 6x6 elements which reduce to 21 if equation 2.22 
is used. This means that these 21 constants completely describe any anisotropic 
elastic medium. The forth rank elastic tensor may be conveniently condensed by 
replacing the 4 suffixes, ijkl, with two suffixes, mn, defined such that 
ij(ji) or kl(lk) = 11 -* 1,22 -* 2,33 —* 3,23 — 4, 13 —* 5,12 - 6. 	(2.23) 
This notation, often refered as the Voigt notation, allows the elastic tensor to be 
written as a symmetric 6 by 6 matrix: 
ij k1 	11 22 33 23 13 12 
11 C11 C12 C13  C14 C15 C16 
22 c22 c23 C24 C25 C26 
33 . . C33 C34 C35 C36 
23 . . . c44 c45 c46 
13 C55 C56 
12 . . . . . 
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2.3.5 Elastic tensors for special media 
For most of this thesis a medium that requires 21 elastic constants is far too 
general. I will now introduce the elastic tensors for the media relevant to this 
thesis. Those are materials with isotropic, hexagonal and orthorhombic symme-
tries. Isotropic materials show no directional dependence of physical parameters 
while hexagonal materials consist of a single rotational symmetry axis so that in 
any direction perpendicular to this the material properties appear directionally 
invariant. These materials are commonly described as "Transversely Isotropic" 
(TI). The distinction between a vertical and a horizontal axis is important. 
2.3.5.1 Isotropy 
Isotropic materials are of the highest possible symmetry and show no directional 
dependency of any physical parameter. Therefore the stress tensor must be re-
lated to the strain tensor in a form which is independent of the choice of the 
coordinate direction. To describe the elastic tensor in the isotropic case two 
variables, the so-called Lamé parameters A and are sufficient 
A+21u 	A 	A 	0 0 0 
A+2p. 	A 	0 0 0 




Examples of such materials are water or glass. 
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2.3.5.2 Transverse isotropy with vertical axis of symmetry 
In the case of transverse isotropy, 5 elastic constants are sufficient to describe 
the material as c66 can be expressed as c66 	cll—c12 This type of anisotropy is 
associated with fine layering where individual particles are preferentially aligned. 
The symmetry axis is usually orientated in the direction perpendicular to the 
layering (Figure 2.7) and the elements of the elastic tensor are distributed as 
shown in equation 2.25. The equivalent media theory states that this stack 
of layers can be replaced by an equivalent homogeneous anisotropic material 
which possesses an equivalent response. Any non-fractured horizontal sedimen-
tary sequence could have transverse isotropy. Examples are sandstones or clay. 
Figure 2.7: Model of a TIV ma- 
terial 
Cii C12 C13 0 0 0 
C11 C13  0 0 0 
C33 0 0 0 




2.3.5.3 Transverse isotropy with horizontal axis of symmetry 
The number of independent elastic constants is exactly the same as in the 
TIV case. This type of anisotropy can be caused by differences in the hor-
izontal components of the stress tensor. TIH anisotropy can be caused by 
a non-uniform horizontal stress regime. One possible model for a rock ex- 
posed to non-uniform horizontal stress is based upon cracks and fracture sys-
tems. A set of aligned circular cracks can be described by an equivalent 
C33 C13 C13 0 0 0 
C11 C12 0 0 0 
Cl1 0 0 0 





Figure 2.8: Model of a TIH ma- 
terial 
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medium of a transverse isotropic material with a horizontal axis of symme-
try where the direction of the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the crack 
face (Figure 2.8). Note that now the tensor elements 1,2 and 1,3 have the 
same value (equation 2.26) while for TIV materials 1,3 and 2,3 are the same. 
2.3.5.4 Orthorhombic 
A material with orthorhombic symmetry can be constructed as a combination of 
horizontally layered sedimentary sequence (TIV) which contains vertically aligned 
cracks (TIH) as shown in Figure 2.9. The number of elastic constants that are 
required to describe such a material has risen to nine (equation 2.27). 
Figure 2.9: Model of an or- 
thorhombic material 
( C11 C12 C13 0 0 0 
C22 C23 0 0 0 
0 C33 0 0 
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2.4 	Theory of weak anisotropy 
For weak TI, the phase velocities of VqP, Vqsv and VSH at the phase angle 9 
measured from the vertical axis can be expressed in terms of linear combinations 
of the Thomsen parameters €, ö and 'y (Thomsen, 1986) 
Vq p(0) = Vqpo(1 +ösin2 9cos2 9+€ sin 4 O), 	(2.28) 
Vqsv(0) = 	s[1  + 	- 6) sin  0cos2 9], 	(2.29) 
qSO 
VSH(0) = V1so(1+7sin2 9), 	 (2.30) 
where T4po  and V,so  are the vertical qP and qS-wave phase velocities. Thomsen's 
parameters are defined as combinations of elastic constants for a TI medium. 
C11 - C33 	
(2.31) E = 
2C33  
C66 - C44 	
(2.32) 
2C44  
- 	(C13 + C44)2 - (C33 - C44)2 	
(2.33) 
- 2C33(C33 - C44) 
where c and represent the P- and S-wave anisotropies. Elliptical anisotropy 
is present only if c - 6 = 0. Therefore c - 6 / 0 defiles the deviation from 
elliptical anisotropy or the an-ellipticity of the medium. In the case of isotropy 
all Thomsen parameters reduce to zero. 
For simplicity, I denote Vq p(9) as V(0) with P standing for phase. Travel time 
calculation requires the group velocity VG() at the ray angle '/' corresponding 






The connection between 0 and 0 is given (Berryman, 1979) by 
'b(0) = 0 + LO, 	 (2.35) 












0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Angle [deg] 
Figure 2.10: The phase and group velocity for a model with c = 0.15. 
with 
tan(LO) - 	 (2.36) - Vp(0) dO 
/.O is the angle between the phase and the group ray. Note that equation (2.28) is 
only valid for weak anisotropy while equations (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36) are valid 
for arbitrary TI anisotropy for wave propagation in symmetry planes. Inserting 
equation (2.28) into equation (2.34) and taking only the linear terms in € and 6 
yields the weak anisotropy expression for the group velocity 
	
VG (0) = V 0 (1 +6 sin 2 ()cos2(b) +€ sin 4()), 	(2.37) 
A relationship between the phase velocity, the corresponding group velocity and 
the phase velocity at the ray angle can be derived as 
V() > VG (0) > Vp(0). 	 (2.38) 
If equation 2.34 is expanded into a Taylor series it gives 
)2) 
VG((0)) = V(0) 	
1 	/dV (0)
1+ 
2V(0) dO 	' 	
(2.39) 
but here equation 2.36 can be inserted and expanded for small angles LO which 
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leads to 
V(9) +1 dVP(0)Ag 	 (2.40) 
which is greater than V(). To prove the second relationship, I insert equation 
2.35 into Vp((0)) and expand it for small angles LO. This gives 
Vp((9)) = 
VP (0) + dVp(G)Ao 	 (2.41) 
dO 
This is greater than VG((0)) and proves the inequality. 
2.5 Introduction to ray tracing 
To allow the numerical solution of the equation of motion for a model composed 
of several materials as described above, the concept of ray tracing is introduced. 
The calculation package ANRAY (Gajewski and PenëIk, 1987), which is used in 
later chapters to calculate synthetic seismograms for models with non-horizontal 
interfaces, is based on this theory. It was chosen for its flexibility as far as the 
model and the distribution of receivers is concerned and for the accuracy with 
which travel times and amplitudes can be calculated. An introduction to the 
theory is appropriate at this stage as it shows what is meant by "high-frequency 
approximation", why there is only one shear wave in isotropic media or why 
complex models can be handled. Many of the leading theoretical contributions 
to this area come from erven (1987), erven et al. (1977), PenëIk (1979) 
or Hubral (1980). The following derivations of the eikonal equation and the ray 
tracing system are based on the work by erven (1987). 
The propagation of waves in a two-dimensional or even three-dimensional space 
is a highly complicated process. There are no analytical solutions of the elas-
todynamic equations of motion for this general problem. One of the numerical 
methods uses a high frequency (HF) approximation for the solution of the elas- 
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todynamic equations and is called ray tracing. To be applicable, the dimensions 
of the inhomogeneities have to be larger than the seismic wavelength. In 3D the 
two point ray tracing, where a source and receivers at arbitrary positions are 
connected, may be computationally very time consuming. 
2.5.1 The elastodynamic equation 
The elastodynamic equations can be derived if Hooke's Law [equation 2.16] is 
inserted into the equation of motion [equation 2.15]. This leads to the following 
form 
pUi,tt = oij,j + f, 	 (2.42) 
pU 	= (C 3k1Uk,1), + f. 	 (2.43) 
A possible solution to this equation is the so called ray series solution. 
2.5.2 HF solution of the elastodynamic equations 
The displacement U is expressed as a high frequency (HF) ray series where the 
vectorial amplitude 	depends on the frequency omega (w). It can be written 
in the following form 
n=oo 
Ui 	e_t_T(xj)) E A(—iw)), 	 (2.44) 
n=O 
where (x) is the real-valued phase function or eikonal. The expression (x) - t 
constant describes a moving wave front and the slowness vector p=  VT(x) is 
perpendicular to this wave front. 
The solution to the problem is found if equation 2.44 is inserted into the elasto- 
dynamic equation [equation 2.43], assuming that there are no body forces (fi = 0) 
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and only the zeroth order in the ray series is taken into account. This leads to 
an eigenvalue problem of the following form 
(Fk - öik)Ak
(0)  = 0, 	 (2.45) 
where Fjk = 1Cijk19 jO7,1. This equation, the so called Kelvin- Christoffelequation, 
has three eigenvalues which correspond to the three high frequency seismic body 
waves which may generally propagate in an inhomogeneous anisotropic elastic 
medium. If equation 2.45 is compared to the general definition of the eigenvectors 
of a matrix F 
(F k - Gmöik)g 	0, 	 (2.46) 
where Cm are the eigenvalues and 9T  the eigenvectors, it is clear that 
the eigenvectors of equation 2.45 are given byThey are usually called 
the polarisation vectors and are mutually perpendicular. 
equation 2.45 has a non-trivial solution if at least one of the eigenvalues 
equals unity. 
The eigenvectors of 2.45 can only be determined if the three eigenvalues are non 
degenerant. This is not the case if the medium is isotropic, where the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the two identical eigenvalues are confined to a plane determined 
by any two of the independent eigenvectors. 
2.5.3 	The eikonal equations and the ray tracing system 
From the fact that at least one of the eigenvalues of the Christoffel equation 
has to equal unity a set of first order non-linear partial differential equations 
can be derived, the so-called eikonal equations, whose characteristics or solutions 
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and the ray tracing system is given by 
dXi 	- v2 A, 	 (2.48) di- - 
dpi
- v-(). 	 (2.49) 
To solve the system, a starting point and the initial conditions for the slowness 
at that point have to be known. The ray tracing system will lead to the ray and 
the travel time along it. This system is valid for isotropic materials where the 
distinction between the phase and the group velocity is not necessary because 
they are equal. However, in an anisotropic medium this is no longer true. The 
ray tracing system now written as 
dx - 1 O 






where G(p, x3 ) is the relevant eigenvalue of the elastodynamic ray theory matrix 
F and pi = 7 j 
This system requires the solution of the Eigenvalues Cm and therefore the phase 
velocity, but in addition the derivatives of the eigenvalues with respect to the 
slowness and spatial coordinates are also required. The derivative with respect to 
the slowness equals the group velocity and this is the velocity which determines 
the travel time along the ray (erven, 1987). 
2.5.4 Dynamic ray tracing 
To evaluate amplitudes along the ray a different set of differential equations has 
to be found which allows not only the calculation of kinematic properties but also 
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ray amplitudes. A useful concept is to evaluate the properties of the ray tube (see 
Figure 2.11), where a family of rays cut out a vectorial surface element (ABCD) 
for a given time T. 
A0 O- 
Figure 2.11: The concept of the ray tube 
The density of the rays may change as the tube progresses from To to 'r and 
therefore the size of the surface element changes. However, the size of the surface 
element is directly related to a quantity called the ray Jacobian which is inversely 
proportional to the ray amplitude. To implement the dynamic ray tracing a 
method to evaluate the ray Jacobian at any point of the ray has to be found. 
The ray Jacobian is defined as the determinant of the matrix Q 	 which y j  
describes the transformation from ray coordinates ('yj)  to Cartesian coordinates 
(xi). Ray coordinates describe a coordinate system where two coordinates ('yr, 'y) 
specify the ray and the third parameter is varying along the ray. The matrix 
elements Q (i1,2,3; j1,2) together with a matrix p) 	can be included 
in the ray tracing system [equation 2.48 and 2.49] and lead to a system of 12 
differential equations. To calculate the complete transformation matrices Pij  and 
Qjj the elements Q3 and P 3 have to be determined. They evolve from kinematic 
ray tracing. To calculate the ray Jacobian, and with it the amplitude, therefore 
both the kinematic and the dynamic ray tracing system have to be solved. 
CHAPTER 3 
The effects of dip on travel time 
analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
The idea of a seismic experiment is to reveal as much information as possible 
about the subsurface. This chapter explains how the travel time can be used to 
accomplish this goal and how different influences such as dipping layers or dif-
ferent anisotropic materials complicate this task significantly. Nevertheless these 
effects may aggravate the estimations but will also lead to additional medium 
parameters apart from the isotropic velocity or the depth of the interface. 
Seismic investigations can be divided into two major groups - the kinematic 
and dynamic aspects of wave propagation. The dynamics concentrate on the 
behaviour of the amplitude and the kinematics deal with the travel time as the 
main area of interest. Travel time is defined as the time a disturbance takes to 
travel from a source to a designated endpoint, when it expands according to the 
laws of elasticity throughout a model which may be of any complexity. It is the 
most simple and most reliable measurement in seismic, as it is independent of 
any mode changes and changes of the wavelet due to the model. 
Travel time analyses have been carried out for a long time. With progress in 
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theoretical knowledge together with the need for the recovery of more parameters, 
the methods became progressively sophisticated. Levin (1990) showed that the 
moveout velocity for a transversely isotropic layer (TIV) with an orientation of the 
symmetry axis of the medium perpendicular either to the surface or the interface 
can be approximated by a cosine correction of the true velocity. Li and Crampin 
(1993b) gave a method to estimate anisotropic parameters as did Tsvankin (1994) 
or Sena (1991) among others. Recently, methods have evolved (Li, 1997) which 
allow even the estimation of the strike direction of a fractured reservoir just from 
surface seismic experiments. 
Below I demonstrate how the travel time in three dimensions changes for models 
with varying reflector orientations and different types of anisotropic materials. 
The model which is used for the calculations is shown in Figure 3.1 and the 
parameters are given in Table 3.1. 























Table 3.1: Material parameters (density normalised elastic constants, Thomsen pa-
rameters and density) for the travel time calculation. The TIH properties 
result from the TIV by a rotation of 90 degrees. 
3.2 Isotropy 
If a sequence of sediments is deposited horizontally and no further geological pro-
cesses change the structure a suitable model representation is a stack of horizontal 
isotropic layers. The travel time from the first interface is given by 
= t + 	 (3.1) 
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max. 3000m 
S 	 R 
1500m 
100 
Figure 3.1: Section of the model along the x-axis for the travel time calculations. 
The dashed line indicates the position of the reflector in the dipping 
case. 
which shows the well known hyperbolic moveout. Here x is the distance between 
the source and the surface receiver and to is defined as the travel time for zero 
incidence. No azimuthal change is expected for the travel time and the medium 
velocity v can be recovered. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of the travel time 
for such a model after a 3D survey. 
The velocity v can be determined as the one which shifts the travel times for 
all offsets to the zero offset travel time. It is called the normal moveout velocity. 
The depth of the reflector can then be estimated from the zero offset travel time. 
Therefore a measurement along one line with arbitrary direction is enough to 
recover the parameters. 
If the model is changed from a horizontal to a dipping interface an additional 
parameter is introduced. It is useful to write the travel time equation for this 
problem in two ways: first for a shot gather and then for a common-midpoint 
gather (CMP) as each of the formulations is designed to recover different parame-
ters. The travel times for all diagrams are calculated for shot gathers because it is 
extremely computation time consuming to construct CMP gathers with ANRAY 
especially if the reflector is dipping (3.3). 
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Figure 3.2: Travel time variation for a 3D survey and a horizontal reflector beneath 
an isotropic layer 
The shot-gather formulation can be derived from equation 4.9 






where to is the zero offset time, q  the dip angle, x the source to surface receiver 
offset and v the medium velocity. For a measurement in the dip direction the 
offset at which the minimal travel time is recorded, can be used to evaluate the 
dip of the reflector. 
The CMP gather formulation leads to an apparent NMO velocity (Levin, 1990) 
= (2D)2 + (x)2 	
(3.3) 
V 	 Vapp 
where D is the distance between the surface and the reflection point measured 
normal to the reflector at the midpoint, x is the source-surface receiver offset and 
Vapp the apparent moveout velocity which is given by 
Vapp = 
V 
. 	 (3.4) 
cos 
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Figure 3.3: Travel time variation for a 3D survey and a 10 degrees dipping reflector 
beneath an isotropic layer. 
From a single line it is only possible to estimate the dip properly if the survey is 
conducted in the dip direction. If on the other hand the aim of the experiment is 
to gain a good image of the reflector any line will give the same results because 
different apparent velocities will be used for different directions during the NMO 
correction. 
3.3 Anisotropy 
In the following sections the influence of a dipping interface is investigated for 
materials with hexagonal symmetry. For both cases, vertical and horizontal ori-
entation of the symmetry axis are covered. 
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3.3.1 Transverse isotropy with vertical axis of symmetry 
(TIV) 
As stated earlier, the vertical axis of symmetry indicates that no azimuthal change 
in the travel time is considered. However, in a vertical plane the angular depen-
dent velocity is higher for horizontal propagation than for vertical. Therefore, the 
zero offset time does not differ from that shown in Figure 3.2 but all the non-zero 
offset arrivals are earlier. The percentage difference between the fast and the 
slow velocity is a measure of the anisotropy of the medium. This is indicated by 











Figure 3.4: Travel time variation for a 3D survey and a horizontal reflector beneath 
a horizontal TIV layer. 
The estimation process combines two different stages. If the motivation is to 
calculate anisotropic parameters, a technique should be applied which uses the 
residual moveout to estimate the horizontal velocity (Li and Crampin, 1993b). 
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This quantity is the moveout left in the data after isotropic processing. The 
strategy is somehow different if the objective is to find the best image of the 
reflector. In this case anisotropy has to be included in the NMO process as 
suggested by Tsvankin (1994) or Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995) to compensate 
for the non-hyperbolic moveout. 
For a dipping reflector with the symmetry axis of the medium still perpendicular 
to the reflector (TI 1) the travel time distribution shows the same shift as the 
isotropic model (Figure 3.5). To use the estimation techniques described above 
















Figure 3.5: Travel time variation for a 3D survey and a 10 degrees dipping reflector 
beneath a 10 degrees dipping TI layer with the symmetry axis perpen-
dicular to the reflector (TI 1). 
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3.3.2 Transverse isotropy with horizontal axis of symme-
try (TIH) 
Another type of material can be composed by a rotation through 90 degrees of the 
symmetry axis of the TIV medium. For a horizontal layer the axis is parallel to 
the surface. One consequence is that the velocity changes for different azimuths. 
A 3D travel time survey (Figure 3.6) should therefore clearly show an azimuthal 
variation in the travel time. Also the vertical velocity is now faster than the 
horizontal which is indicated by the earlier arrival of the zero-offset in Figure 3.6 
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Figure 3.6: Travel time variation for a 3D survey and a horizontal reflector beneath 
a horizontal TIH layer. 
To achieve a better image in any direction the anisotropic NMO correction 
will suffice. However, to estimate anisotropic parameters accurately, such as the 
difference between direction of the fast and slow velocity, a 3D survey is necessary 
even for a single layer. 
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For a dipping interface the ray paths are not confined to one vertical plane and 
the energy may travel along different segments of the ray at different speeds. The 
dip moves the minimum travel time in the up-dip direction and the non-circular 
form of the travel time distribution is still maintained as shown in Figure 3.7. 
An estimation method for this parameter combination is presented in chapter 5, 
based on the fracture strike estimation scheme which is explained in the next 
section. 
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Figure 3.7: Travel time variation for a 3D survey and a 10 degrees dipping reflector 
beneath a 10 degrees dipping TIH layer. The lack of data points is a 
result of the ray tracing package ANRAY95, which requires the take-off 
angle of the rays at the source. Only a very fine grid would have had the 
chance to hit all receiver points but the computation time would have 
increased dramatically. 
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3.4 Interval moveout 
One anisotropic parameter which can be detected from surface measurements is 
the strike direction of fractures described by a transverse isotropic medium with 
a horizontal axis of symmetry (TIH). Sena (1991) or Tsvankin (1995a) suggested 
the detection of the fracture strike from azimuthal variations in the P-wave NMO 
velocity. Li (1997) gives a scheme to evaluate the fracture strike relative to the 
survey direction for a four line configuration based on the interval travel time. All 
these techniques assume a horizontally layered model and the effects of dipping 
layers are not addressed. 
For transverse isotropy with a vertical symmetry axis (TIV), Kühnel and Li 
(1996) discussed the anisotropic effects on P-wave travel time in the presence 
of dip and argued that the effects of the dip and anisotropy show an ordered 
relationship and may be separated from each other using an iteration scheme for 
weak anisotropy and gentle dips. For the fractured TIH medium, Sayers (1997) 
presented a method to compensate for the effects of dip using P-wave travel time 
to determine the fracture strike from walkaway VSPs. However, for fracture 
detection using surface seismics the effects of dip and how to compensate for the 
dips has not been fully investigated. 
I will first review and examine the estimation method for horizontal layers fol-
lowed by a synthetic data example to illustrate the required steps. 
3.4.1 The horizontal target - a review 
In the following section I give a brief review of the method formulated by Li 
(1997) for a horizontal fractured layer, and examine the effects of offset variation 
and extend the concept for 3D data analysis. The model is assumed to contain 
two horizontal layers: a TIV overburden and a fractured reservoir as shown in 
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Figure 3.8: Ray path for the P-P reflection from the top and the bottom of the 
reservoir. 
Consider a line-azimuth at ç to the strike direction of the symmetry axis of 
the TIH target layer. The interval moveout for this line azimuth is defined as the 
differential moveout between the reflection events from the top and the bottom 
of the target. Ati is a function of the azimuth and offset, 
2x+Zz2 2/x+z? 
X 	bottom - top - 	 \ 	 j \ - top, 
	
Vp2 (02, 
 y) Vpl 
f
(/1) 
where, as shown in Figure 3.8, x is the source-receiver offset, x1 the offset of 
the transmission point at the top of the fractured target, x2 = x/2 - x1, 9 
the incidence angle at the transmission point, and 02 the incidence angle at the 
bottom of the target. z1 and Az are the thickness of the overburden and the 
target and v,1 and v,2 are the compressional velocities of the overburden and the 
target. 
Consider now two line-azimuths at 01 and 02  to the strike direction of the 
TIH target. The azimuthal interval moveout is defined as the differential interval 
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moveout between the two azimuths. Denoting the interval moveout for the two 
line-azimuths as Atil and /42 , /tai can be written as 
/tai = IA42 - t j j. 	 (3.6) 
For a horizontally-layered overburden as shown in Figure 3.8 and to the first order 
of the Thomsen parameters, noting equation (3.5) and the ray velocity equation 
(Sena, 1991) 
v(0, ) = v o[1 + (6 - 2€) sin  0 sin2 0 + (e - 6) sin4 0sin4 0], 	(3.7) 
gives (see Appendix A.4), 
(xx-2x1) 	2 




x - 2x1  
sin 02 	 , 	 (3.9) 
O x - 2x1)2 + 4Lz2  
and v 02  is the interval vertical velocity of the fractured layer. 
Equation (3.8) allows the calculation of the azimuthal interval moveout for any 
two azimuths. For two orthogonal azimuths (Figure 3.9), equation (3.8) can be 
greatly simplified. Letting 01 = q and 2 	+ 7/2 gives, 
X) = x 2x1 sin 
02 [2€ —6 - (€ —6) sin  021 cos 20 = A(x, €, 6) cos 2 (3.10) 
VP02 
which agrees with experimental results published by Garotta (1989). 
If the second set of orthogonal lines (lines 3/4 Figure 3.9) is rotated by 45° relative 
to the first one (lines 1/2 Figure 3.9) it enables the calculation of the strike angle 
ç of the reservoir because the second set will have a sin 20 periodicity instead 
of the cos 25 variation of the original set. A cross-plot analysis of the two sets 
shows a linear trend. The fracture strike is then found as half the slope of the 
best fitting line to the cross plotted data. 




Figure 3.9: The four line configuration for the detection of the fracture strike ç.  The 
lines 1/2 and 3/4 each built a set of orthogonal lines. The two sets are 
separated by 45 degrees. After Li (1997). 
3.4.2 Variation with offset 
As offset increases, the time separation of the reflection events from the top and 
bottom of the fracture layer decreases. Thus, the interval moveout for the layer 
decreases with increasing offset. This can be demonstrated analytically for a weak 





and for any other angle by 
= 2 (- - AS 1, 	 (3.12) 
\V2 	Vi) 
where the variables are shown in Figure 3.10. 
Figure 3.10 shows the ray diagram and the variables which will be used. As is 
the distance between the points A and B. The difference in the travel time for 
a weak velocity contrast is simply the difference in length between 82 and /s, 
divided by the velocity of the layer. The next step is to find expressions for these 
quantities. 
In this derivation I assume a small impedance contrast between the overburden 
and the target and therefore neglect Snell's law at the interface. The derivation 
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X 
Z 
Figure 3.10: Ray paths and variable definitions for the following derivation of the 
interval moveout. 
is designed to explain why the zero-offset interval travel time is larger than the 
far-offset. This is sufficiently achieved by the approximation. It follows from 
Figure 3.10 that 
X 
tan  = - 	 (3.13) 
2z' 
Z1  








s = x2 +4z?. 	 (3.16) 
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S2 is given by the difference between the whole segment s and s1  
S = 81 + 82, 	 (3.18) 
S2 	




For the simplest of all cases, where the two velocities are equal, the interval 
moveout is directly proportional to the difference in length between s2 and /.s. 
This difference can be expressed as 
82 - AS = 	+ 4Z2 - 	x2 + 4z?. 	 (3.20) 
Developing the square roots of equation 3.20 into a Taylor series gives 
4z2  
S2 - S 
x2 
2 
= —(z2 - z) 	 (3.21) 
X 
which clearly shows the decrease with offset. An example for z1 = 1500m, z = 
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Figure 3.11: Difference in the ray path for z = 1900m, z1 = 1500m and v1 = v2. 
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3.4.3 3D variations 
An example of the variation of the interval moveout resulting from a 3D survey 





























Figure 3.12: Variation of the interval travel time for a TIll target layer. 
The parameters of the model are: Two reflectors at 1500m and 1900m. The 
material in the overburden is TIV (E = 0. 11, 6 = 0.0,')' = 0.12). 6 is zero because 
the material is constructed by thin layering where 6 zero by definition. The 
material of the target layer is derived from the same isotropic parameters as the 
top but now showing TIH anisotropy with e = 0. 16, 6 = 0.0, 'y = 0.17. 
The decrease in the internal moveout with increasing offset is clearly visible, 
as predicted. The maximum of the interval moveout coincides with the source 
location (zero-offset rays), where both the top and the bottom reflections have a 
minimum. This is the essential requirement for the method to work. The black 
semi circle indicates a survey with a fixed offset at 2km. The formula for the 
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interval moveout predicts a cos 20 behaviour. Figure 3.13 shows the difference 
between the interval travel time for two perpendicular lines with offsets along the 
semi circular path (solid line) together with the results calculated by Equation 
3.10 using the known model parameters (dotted line). The two curves fit well 
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Figure 3.13: Azimuthal variation of the difference in the interval moveout between 
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Figure 3.14: Interval travel time variation of the interval moveout for a 10 degrees 
dipping TIH target layer with the orientation of the fast axis rotated by 
45 degrees. All the other parameters are the same as in the horizontal 






I do not expect the method to be directly applicable if the target layer is dipping, 
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because of the asymmetry of the ray path. Figure 3.14 shows the results for the 
same parameters as the previous model, but with a 10 degree dipping target. The 
centre of the resulting geometrical feature (ellipse etc.) has shifted due to the 
change in the minimum of the travel time for both layers. 
Although the directionality of the TIH material can be picked visually from the 
3D data plot, the four line estimation scheme will not give any results without 
further processing. An analytical investigation of how the dip will influence the 
position of the minimum point and a scheme for how to solve this problem are 
presented in Chapter 5. 
3.4.4 Synthetic example for horizontal layers 
I now estimate the direction of the symmetry axis of a TIH medium for a synthetic 
model using the method described in the previous section. The model consists of 
two layers with the top of the reservoir at 1500m and a thickness of 300m. The 
overburden is a weak anisotropic material (€ = 0.03, 6 = 0.02, "y = 0.03) but the 
reservoir has a strong TIH anisotropy of f = 0.13, 6 = 0.08 and 'y = 0.12. The 
symmetry axis is rotated in the x/y plane so that its strike direction is now 15 
degrees. The four lines have azimuths of 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees respectively. 
Each line consists of 29 receiver positions equally spaced at a lOOm interval. The 
seismograms are calculated by ANISEIS (Taylor, 1991) which is based on the 
reflectivity method (Fuchs and Muller, 1971). 
The interval moveout is calculated individually for each line (Figure 3.16) and 
for the cross-plot analysis the difference between the azimuths 135 and 45 as one 
pair and 90 and 0 as the other is evaluated. 
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Figure 3.17: Cross-plot for the horizontal case. 
fitting line for the whole data set. 
S 
S 
25 30 35 
The solid line represents the best 
3.5 Transmission, dip and anisotropy 
Many years of studying anisotropic processing and estimation techniques have 
demonstrated the great importance of considering these effects. It is necessary 
to account for anisotropy during seismic processing because neglecting the ef-
fect can lead to errors in the velocity analysis, the normal moveout correction 
(Tsvankin, 1994) and the AVO analysis. The analyses concentrate on the esti-
mation of the anisotropic parameters E, 6 and 'y  (Thomsen, 1986), the horizontal 
and vertical velocity (Li and Crampin, 1993c), the normalised parameters of the 
elastic tensor (Miller and Spencer, 1994), polarisation direction or shear wave 
time delays (Crampin, 1981) as shown in the previous sections. These estima-
tions of anisotropic parameters are influenced by the presence of dip as well as 
lithology (Sayers, 1997). These effects do not only occur in reflection but also 
in transmission data which are recorded in a borehole. This section introduces 
a procedure for the detection of any dipping layers above the receiver zone and 
demonstrates the application to real data. 
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3.5.1 The estimation idea 
The effect of anisotropy manifests itself in the form of the deviation from the 
circular form of a horizontal (Px)  versus vertical (Pz)  slowness diagram for a 
walk-away VSP (vertical seismic profile) experiment. The circle is the expected 
form for an isotropic medium. A walk-away VSP is a special form of VSP where 
a short receiver tool is lowered into the bore-hole and one or more lines with 
different azimuths are shot for offsets -x to +x (Figure 3.18). The furthest offset 
x has a significant aperture in comparison to a zero-offset VSP where the shot is 
located as close as technically possible to the borehole. The estimation process 




Figure 3.18: Source and receiver positions for a walk-away experiment. 
of the PZPX  diagram (horizontal slowness versus vertical slowness) requires two 
steps. The horizontal components of the slowness vector in a horizontally-layered 
medium do not vary. To derive the horizontal slowness the data are sorted into 
a common receiver gather (Figure 3.19a) and then the formula 
DT(x) 
Px = 	 (3.22) ax 
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is applied at each shot point. Any dip in the layers above the receiver array 
results in a shift (Sayers, 1997) of the PxPz  diagram and therefore lead to errors 
in the estimation of the anisotropic parameters. To obtain the vertical slowness, 





is evaluated at each receiver. Usually this is achieved by fitting a line to the 
first arrivals. If the depth difference Az between the receivers is much smaller 
than the absolute depth of the first receiver, this means that as a first order 
approximation the travel time is linear in Az. Because of the small number of 
receivers the calculation of Pz  is very sensitive and small errors in the picking of 
the first arrival time can lead to errors in the estimation. 




Common receiver gather 
 
Common shot gather 
Figure 3.19: Source and receiver positions for the different gathers used to calculate 
the horizontal and vertical slowness. 
The resulting PxPz  diagram is constructed by combining the values of Px  and 
Pz for each shot position. For a single isotropic layer the diagram shows a perfect 
circle because an isotropic medium shows no angular dependence of the velocity. 
Any deviation from the circular form may be interpreted as an influence of layer-
ing or anisotropy. From the PxPz  values an estimation of the normalised elastic 
constants (Miller and Spencer, 1994) is possible. Sayers (1997) shows that this 







V 2  
[km2/s2] [km2 /s2] 
1 122 1.00 2.25 0.00 
2 2000 2.10 5.42 1.80 
3 2600 2.23 7.00 3.11 
4 3700 2.50 9.90 4.76 
Table 3.2: Material parameters for the isotropic ray tracing. 
estimation is influenced by any dip in the layers above the geophones. A dipping 
layer results in a shift of the PXPZ  diagram towards smaller values of Px  for the 
down-dip direction. 
3.5.2 The model data 
In this section I demonstrate this shift by using ray tracing through a layered 
isotropic model (Table 3.2) with interfaces that are horizontal or dipping by 5 
degrees. 
The depth of the geophones is 3045m to 3105m in 15m intervals. This particular 
geometry is chosen because it is the same as the acquisition geometry which is 
used for the real data which is presented in the following section. Figure 3.20 
shows the horizontal slowness calculated for a receiver at z = 3075m. The graph 
is smooth as it is expected for synthetic data. 
The corresponding diagram for the vertical slowness is shown in Figure 3.21. 
This graph is not as smooth as the one for the horizontal slowness. The reason 
is that only five levels can be used to calculate the derivative. Even for synthetic 
ray tracing small errors (+1-2ms) in the arrival time can occur. 
0 
E 
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Figure 3.21: Vertical slowness for the common shot gather for the geophone at 
z=3075m. 
The derived horizontal and vertical slowness, together with the best fitting el-
lipse are shown in Figure 3.22. The parameters for the ellipse are the length of 
the half axes a and b and the position of the centre x0. The results for the hori-
zontally layered model are a = 0.31764, b = 0.31820 and x0 = 3 io. The idea 
to fit an ellipse originates from the fact that an ellipse is the next closest curve 
to a circle. Any deviation from a circle which indicates layering or anisotropy 
therefore shows in the parameters of the best fitting ellipse. For this model the 
deviation from the circle is less than 0.2%. 
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Figure 3.22: Slowness diagram for the horizontally layered isotropic model. 
For the next calculations the synthetic model is changed. All interfaces apart 
from the sea-floor dip at 5° in the direction of the seismic line. As predicted by 
Sayers (1997) the whole graph is shifted in the positive Ps  direction while main-
taining the form of an isotropic circle. This fact is expressed by the parameters 
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Figure 3.23: Slowness diagram for the isotropic model with 5 degrees dipping inter-
faces. 
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I can conclude that thick isotropic layers will not change the shape of the slow-
ness diagram and therefore any deviation from the circular form for such a model 
is purely due to anisotropic influence. Secondly the shift of the whole model for 
dipping layers can be observed as predicted which may lead to miscalculations of 
the elastic parameters. 
3.5.3 The real data example 
In the following section one line of a walk-away VSP dataset provided by ELF is 
used to demonstrate the effect of anisotropy on the slowness diagram and show the 
influence of dipping layers above the receiver array. For reasons of confidentiality 
no geographical position can be given. The slowness curve derived from the real 
data shows a clear shift (Figure 3.26) which indicates, as outlined above, dipping 
layers. The idea is to derive a model from the provided log data and change the 
anisotropy and dip of the layers until the resulting slowness diagram matches the 
real data. This is by no means a unique inversion but gives one possible model 
that satisfies the slowness diagram. 
The p, pz diagram is calculated as outlined above after applying the standard 
processing steps. They include the definition of the geometry, the connection of 
the geometry information to the data the introduction of new header words to 
allow an easier sorting and the picking of the first break times. The data are of 
very high quality (Figure 3.24) which makes any data enhancing steps (filtering, 
trace killing) for the pick of the first break times unnecessary. 
The non-circular form of the resulting Px, Pz diagram (Figure 3.26) suggests 
that either anisotropy or thin layering is present. To rule out thin layering I look 
at the log data (density and velocity) for a region between 1400m and 3700m as 
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Figure 3.24: Common receiver gather for z=3075m. 
Although the log data varies a lot, big blocks are still visible. These isotropic 
blocks form the basis for the ray tracing model which is also shown in Figure 3.25. 
The slowness diagram demonstrates clearly, that the best fitting curve is not a 
circle. The parameters of the ellipse are a = 0.30449, b = 0.3300, x0 = 0.98 - 10-2 
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Figure 3.25: Density and velocity log for the walk-away VSP. The thick line on Lop 
of the log data shows the parameters used for the isotropic model. 
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Figure 3.26: Horizontal versus vertical slowness for the real data. 
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3.5.3.1 Modelling of the slowness for the real data 
In contrast to the real data result, slowness for the initial isotropic model which is 
based on the log data, shows no sign of deviation from the circular form. The next 
step is to change the isotropic parameters of the model to achieve the curvature 
which is expressed by the parameters of the best fitting ellipse, of the slowness 
diagram of the real data. I use a zero-offset VSP experiment to model the vertical 
slowness at Px = 0 and then change the isotropic medium parameters for the layers 
2 and 4 until the difference between the parameters of the best fitting ellipse is 
marginal. The anisotropic elastic tensor is constructed using PTL (periodic thin 
layering) (Bush and Crampin, 1991) which results in an elastic tensor with a 
vertical axis of symmetry (TIV). 
The best results are achieved for Thomsen parameter values of  = 0.11,6 = 0.01 
and 'y = 0.13 in layer 2 and € = 0.14,6 = 0.03 and 'y = 0.20 in layer 4 with the 
layers dipping by 5 degrees. The parameters of the resulting best fitting ellipse 
are a = 0.30559, b = 0.33203, xo = 1.45 - 10-2  where the ratio between the short 
and long axis is 0.92. The most interesting point is the difference in x0 between 
the model and the real data. This indicates that although other processing stages 
of the data set assume horizontal layering a small dip may be detected above the 
receiver level. 
The model with a 5 degrees dip maintains almost the same aspect ratio of the 
ellipse as the real data. The orientation of the symmetry axis is chosen perpen-
dicular to the surface but for small dips the influence of a different orientation 
(perpendicular to the interface) can be neglected in the Px, Pz diagram (Sayers, 
1997). The interesting point is a shift in Px  of xo = 0.0145. This is too high but 
allows me to conclude that the dip of the interfaces is smaller than 5 degrees, but 
not zero. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
I have shown in this chapter that any dip of a reflection interface changes the 
3D distribution of the travel time. Even though CMP gathers are more common 
practice I used shot gathers because the calculation of CMP gathers using ray 
tracing for dipping interfaces is extremely computation time consuming. This is 
also the reason why the theoretical investigations in the next chapter are based 
on shot gathers. 
Different anisotropic materials have different effects. While a dipping TIV layer 
shifts the offset where the minimum travel time is measured in the up-dip direc-
tion, the contours of equal travel time still maintain the circular shape observed 
for an isotropic layer. In contrast, a TIH layer shows a similar shift but also a 
change in the shape of the contours towards an elliptical shape. This behaviour 
is observed for a single as well as a multi-layer model. The interpretation of the 
observation is not complicated by these facts if a complete 3D survey is available. 
But if only a few 2D lines are measured, the parameter estimation is influenced 
by the dip. This influence is observed in reflection as well as transmission data. 
Traditional estimation methods such as the one for the fracture strike detection 
are not able to predict correct results in that case. It is therefore necessary to 
investigate the influence of the dip from a theoretical point of view and try to 
derive advanced estimation methods from the synthetic data results. This is done 
in the following chapters. 
CHAPTER 4 
Anisotropy versus structure: a 
separation approach for TIV 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I introduce the theory of the travel time equation. I will demon-
strate that the travel time equation can be separated into these four terms for 
15-20% anisotropy (Thomsen parameter c = 0.15 to 0.2) and 20 degrees dip and 
incidence angles up to 30 degrees. The accuracy of the equation and the contri-
bution of each term can then be evaluated and corrected. The four terms can 
be ranked in order of magnitude as: isotropic dip term (zeroth-order), isotropic 
dip-residual term (first order), dip-independent anisotropic residual term (second 
order), and the dip-dependent and anisotropy-dependent residual term (third or-
der). I then construct a separation algorithm based on this ordered relationship 
to estimate the dip and anisotropic residual terms from the travel time. 
4.2 A review of previous work 
The presence of structural variation in anisotropic media complicates the offset-
dependent and azimuth-dependent wave behaviour and leads to difficulties in 
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interpretation and estimation. To minimize the structural influence, those study-
ing seismic anisotropy often choose areas where the geology is known to be simple 
and the strata are horizontal or nearly horizontal (e.g. Mueller, 1991; Lewis et 
al., 1991, Shuck et al., 1993). Processing methods for estimating and interpret-
ing anisotropy are also derived for a horizontally-layered model (Alford, 1986; 
Thomsen, 1988; Sena, 1991; Li and Crampin, 1993a). This model has, to some 
extent, limited the application of seismic anisotropy, thus it is important to ex-
amine and understand the coupling effects of anisotropy and structure, and to 
develop processing methods for estimating and correcting for these effects. 
The coupling effects of anisotropy and structure were first discussed by Hood and 
Schoenberg (1989) and are important in image processing, which requires proper 
compensation for anisotropy effects. To improve DM0 (dip moveout) processing, 
Levin (1990) numerically examined the effects of anisotropy and dip on moveout 
variations, Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994) and Tsvankin (1995b) presented ana-
lytical equations for calculating travel time and moveout velocity in the presence 
of anisotropy and dip. Uren et al. (1990a) presented an anisotropic migration 
algorithm and demonstrated, using laboratory seismic data, that anisotropy must 
be taken into account for better imaging of structure. This result was confirmed 
by Alkhalifah (1995) using real data and an improved anisotropic DM0 and mi-
gration algorithm. However, the use of seismic anisotropy for reservoir studies 
raises a separate issue. Here the macro structure is well defined and constrained, 
but compensation for structural effects is required in order to obtain a better and 
reliable estimation of the anisotropy. 
4.3 The approach 
I consider a simple model with a single dipping interface (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 
I assume that the media above and below the interface are TI (transversely 
D 
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Figure 4.1: The ray path and the image point construction for a single dipping re-
flector where is the ray angle and 0 the phase angle. 
isotropic) with the symmetry axis either perpendicular to the interface due to 
geological processes that tilted the original horizontal beds, or perpendicular to 
the surface due to deposition against a tilted background (Levin, 1990). For such 
a model, the dip-dependent moveout and lateral movement of the reflection point 
are the two major effects caused by the presence of dip: non-hyperbolic moveout 
and ray deviation are the corresponding kinematic effects caused by anisotropy. 
These effects superimpose and cause difficulties in both structural imaging and 
anisotropic estimation. One of the diagnostic features of these effects is the travel 
time variation. Here I extend the developments of Levin (1990) and Tsvankin 
and Thomsen (1994) , and reformulate the approximate travel time equation 
for the single layer model in terms of dip-dependent and anisotropy-dependent 
and dip-independent and anisotropy independent terms, so that the anisotropic 
term (dip-independent) can be separated from the structural term (isotropic dip-
dependent) as shown in Figure 4.2. 
As in other travel time studies (e.g. Sena, 1991; Li and Crampin, 1993a; 
Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994), this study is based on weak anisotropy (Thomsen, 
1986). The assumption of weak anisotropy is required for both the construction 
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Anisotropy & 	= Anisotropy + Isotropic 
Structure 	 structure 
Figure 4.2: The idea of the separation. 
of the ray path geometry and for the determination of group velocity variations 
for analytical analysis. Further assumptions are required regarding the angular 
difference between the direction of the group velocity and the phase velocity. All 
these assumptions inevitably require addressing the basic question of how weak 
is 'weak' in terms of the accuracy and limitations of the travel time equations. 
Using different amounts of anisotropy (different values of the Thomsen parame-
ter f) and dip angles, I compare the travel time calculated from the approximate 
equation for different assumptions with the travel time from anisotropic ray trac-
ing (Gajewski and PenëIk, 1995). Once the accuracy of the travel time equation 
is established, I evaluate the contribution of each term within the equation and 
investigate to what extent it is possible to separate the effects of anisotropy and 
dip. I show how to compensate for each term individually or both together. All 
these results are obtained assuming a 2-D structure and a symmetry axis of the 
elastic tensor perpendicular to the interface. 3-D analysis and a symmetry axis 
perpendicular to the surface, are also discussed briefly and the extension of the 
results for these cases and some essential results are included in Appendix A. 
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4.4 The travel time equation 
To begin with, I examine the travel time equation in a TI (transversely isotropic) 
medium with the symmetry axis perpendicular to the interface (Figure 4.1). The 
source S is assumed to be located at the origin of the coordinate system. This 
is the set up for shot gathers. I use this description because the calculation of 
the alternative CMP gathers for dipping layers using ANRAY is computational 
very time consuming. In this case the ray can be constructed using the image 
point method (Dellinger and Muir, 1988). The length of the ray path L is given 
by (Figure 4.1) 
R + 	-RRL = JR + 	/(ec 	 (4.1)   ,  
where Rx and R2 are the coordinates of the reflection point R and Recx the 
x-coordinate of the receiver. Because the receiver is placed on the surface, the z-
coordinate is zero. The reflection point fi = (Ri, R) is found as the intersection 
point of the reflector and the line connecting the image point (I) with the receiver 
(Rc). The coordinates can be written as 
—Rec sin ç + D cos 
Rec - 
	
	 (Rec - It), 	(4.2) 
2Dz cos 0 - sin cbRec 
R 	
—Recsinq+Dcosq 
Iz, 	 (4.3) 2D cos 0 - sin çbRec 
where q is the geological dip, D is the depth of the reflector at the source point 
and I and I are the coordinates of the image point, 
I, = 2D sin  cos , 	 (4.4) 
Iz = 2Dcos2 . 
	 (4.5) 
Let ' be the ray angle, corresponding to the phase angle 0 (Figure 4.1) and VG(0) 
the ray velocity in the direction J' relative to the symmetry axis for the two path 
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segments when the symmetry axis of the elastic tensor is perpendicular to the 
interface. Once the ray path is known I can derive the travel time equation. 
In the case of no dip, the travel time equation is given by 
tVG() 
= 2(R)2 + D, 
	 (4.6) 
or 
t2Vb) = Rec + 4D. 	 (4.7) 
12 
(=o) 
If I introduce dip, the equation changes to 
(Rec x - r 
2 + 1,2, 	 (4.8) 
because the length of the ray path from the source to receiver is equal to the 
distance between the image point and the receiver. Substituting equation (4.4) 
and equation (4.5) into equation (4.8) leads to 
= Rec - 4RecD sin q  cos  q  + 4D sin cos2 + 4D cos4 . (4.9) 
To isolate the dip-independent term [equation (4.7)] I add and subtract 4D, 
= Rec + 4D-4D - 4RecD sin 0cos5 
12 (=o) 
+ 4D sin2 cos2 0+4D   cos4 
= 12 =0) - 4D z ( 
Rec
xsin(2) + Dz sin 2  ). 	(4.10) 
The above shows that it is possible to separate the equation into a dip independent 
[12( = 0)] and an dip dependent [ Al 2 (0)] term. To extend this separation to the 
influence of anisotropy I have to analyse the dependency on the velocity VG('/). 
Exact values of the velocity variation can be found numerically by solving the 
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Kelvin- Christoffelequation (Helbig, 1994). The required analytical equation for 
the velocity variation can be derived for the assumption of weak anisotropy. I 
examined weak anisotropy theory in Section 2.4 and apply it here to estimate 
the accuracy of the travel time equation for different assumptions related to the 
determination of VG('/). 
Equation 2.37 suggests VG(b) = V('), or the phase and the group velocities 
at a given angle are the same. I call this assumption 1. Similarly by ignoring 
the deviation LO I can assume VG (0) = Vp(0) the phase velocity to be equal 
to the corresponding group velocity (Thomsen, 1986). I call this assumption 
2. Because, VP(b) > V('4') > V(0), as shown in Figure 2.10 and proved in 
Section 2.4, for assumption 1, any amount of anisotropy will be over-expressed; 
while for assumption 2 any amount of anisotropy will be under-expressed. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 2.10 which will be discussed in more detail in the section 
4.5. 
Assumption 1 originates from Brown et al. (1991) who demonstrate that the 
difference between the phase and the group angle propagates into a second order 
effect of the ray velocity and can therefore be neglected in first order approxima-
tions. Assumption 2 was introduced by Thomsen (1986). A comparison of the 
assumptions can be found in Rommel (1993). 
Tsvankin and Thomsen (1994) derived travel time equations using VG(b) 
V(0). After substituting '/' for 0, where they only used linear terms in the Thom-
sen parameters 5 and €, they end up with the assumption VG() V(). Their 
travel time equations involve the NMO velocity and are based on assumption 1. 
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4.5 Accuracy and limits: How weak is 'weak'? 
To demonstrate the accuracy of the travel time equation (equation (4.10), for 
different assumptions of the group velocity VG(''), I calculate travel times for 
models with different amounts of anisotropy (=c x 100 in percent), different an-
ellipticities (E - 6) as shown in Table 4.1 and different dip angles. These results 
are compared with those from anisotropic ray tracing (ANRAY: Gajewski and 
PenèIk, 1995). For all the models the source is at the origin of the coordinate 
system. The reflector is defined by a given depth (11km) at the source position. 
The receiver line contains 50 receivers, equally spaced at 0.5 km starting at 1 
km. To get a better impression of the connection between the geophone position, 
the incidence angle at the reflector for different reflectors, and the offset to depth 
ratio, Table 4.2 shows the values for selected geophones. 
Density Vertical P-velocity € Anisotropy An-ellipticity 
[g/cm,] [km/s]  [%] € - 6 
2.0 2.73 0.1 10 0.117 
2.0 2.72 0.15 15 0.192 
2.0 2.69 0.25 25 0.388 
2.0 2.67 0.3 30 0.520 
Table 4.1: Parameters for anisotropic modelling. 
Figure 4.3 shows the travel times for a 10 degrees dipping interface where the 
symmetry axis of the medium is perpendicular to the interface. In all four di-
agrams the graph with the star symbol (correct group velocity) perfectly corre-
sponds to the one using the lightly shaded symbol (ANRAY), which means that 
the ray path as well as the velocity is correct. The shift of the minimum point 
of the travel time to be nearly equal in all four diagrams: The influence of the 
material properties on the minimum position is smaller than the structural effect. 
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Geophone number 1 9 19 29 39 49 
Distance [km] 1 5 10 15 20 25 
Distance to depth ratio 0.091 0.455 0.91 1.364 1.818 2.273 
Squared distance[km2 ] 1 25 100 225 400 625 
Dip Incidence angle at the reflector 
0 2.60 12.89 24.44 34.29 42.27 48.65 
10 2.62 13.32 26.30 37.78 47.27 54.87 
20 2.65 13.92 28.58 42.20 53.65 62.70 
30 2.67 14.66 31.64 48.35 
Table 4.2: Incidence angles for selected geophone positions. 
If this influence were greater, different minimum positions for different amounts 
of anisotropy would be noticeable. To quantify the accuracy of the measurement 
I use the difference between the ray tracing and the other results relative to a 
quarter of the period of the dominant wavelength which is lOms for a 25Hz signal. 
For e = 0.1 for all graphs up to a squared distance of 144km2 (offset of 12km or 
offset to depth ratio of 1.091) the time difference is smaller than lOms (Figure 
4.4a). 
For larger offsets one can see the predicted under-expression of anisotropy using 
assumption 2, because the graph of the triangles is closer to the straight line 
(isotropic case) than the correct curve. In contrast, the results using assumption 
1 (diamond symbol) deviate further from the isotropic line than the correct curve 
(overestimation). For c = 0.15 (Figure 4.4b) both assumptions are valid up to 
an offset of 9.5km (offset to depth ratio of 0.864). For E = 0.25 (Figure 4.4c) the 
under/overestimation becomes very clear. Up an offset of 7km (offset to depth 
ratio of 0.636) a coincidence (difference smaller than lOms) of the curves can be 
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Figure 4.3: The squared travel time curves (t 2 against x2 ) calculated for 10 degrees 
of dip for symmetry axis perpendicular to the interface. There are four 
different diagrams for different values of €: 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.3. Each 
diagram has four different curves for different calculation methods: As-
sumption 1 (the diamonds) where the group velocity is equal to the phase 
velocity at the ray angle (VG(11') = Vp(s/)), Assumption 2 (the triangle) 
where the group velocity is equal to the corresponding phase velocity 
(V('b) = Vp(0)), correct group velocity (stars) and the ray tracing re-
suits from ANRAY (slightly shaded hexagons). 
found. The same is valid for € = 0.3 perhaps with the breakdown point at a 
slightly smaller angle. 
Figure 4.5 shows the influence of different dip angles on the quality of the mod-
elling results. The medium has in all three diagrams € = 0.15 but the dip angle 
changes. Figure 4.5a are the results for an horizontal reflector. Here both as-
sumptions are valid for an offset of about 11km (offset to depth ratio of 1). This 
changes to 9.5km (offset to depth ratio of 0.864) for a dip angle of 10 degrees 
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Figure 4.4: Difference in the travel time between the accurate ray tracing and the 
approximate travel times for a 10 degrees dipping reflector with the sym-
metry axis of the elastic tensor perpendicular to the interface for the three 
different velocities for € = 0.1 (a), c = 0.15 (b), c = 0.25 (c). 
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Figure 4.5: Difference in the travel time between the accurate ray tracing and the 
approximate travel times for a medium with € = 0.15 with the symmetry 
axis of the elastic tensor perpendicular to the interface for three different 
dip angles. (a) zero, (b) 10 degrees, (c) 20 degrees. 
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Figure 4.3 shows clearly a predicted over/underestimation of anisotropy. The 
curve with the underestimated values of the velocity lies above (less influence of 
the anisotropy) the correct values and the overestimated one appears below the 
correct values. This suggests that the accuracy of the travel time equation and the 
anisotropy estimation is sensitive to different assumptions of the group velocity, 
a fact which has been generally ignored in previous studies (e.g. Tsvankin and 
Thomsen, 1994). 
Although this approach is based on the assumption of weak anisotropy as well 
as the approximation of the group by the phase velocity, a comparison of the 
analytical results from the approximate equation with the results from anisotropic 
ray tracing shows that for up to € = 0.2, an an-ellipticity range of 0 to + 0.3 and a 
dip of 20-30 degrees with incidence angles up to 30 degrees these approximations 
are still valid. 
4.6 Separation procedure and results 
To search for a procedure to separate anisotropy and structure, I reformulate 
the travel time equation in terms of isotropic dip-independent, isotropic dip-
dependent, anisotropic dip-independent and anisotropic dip-dependent terms. An 
ordered relationship among the four terms is established and its implication is 
used to construct an iterative separation procedure for anisotropy and structure. 
4.6.1 Decomposition of the travel time equation 
If I take equation (4.10) and use only linear terms in 6 and e for the inverse of 
the squared velocity V 2(b) I get 
12 	
- 12() (1 - 26 sin 2() cos2 () - 2€ sin 4()). 	(4.11) = 
vo 
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(26 sin 2(0)  cos2() + 2€ sin4()) 
VPO 	Vp0 
Al2(ç) Al2(ç) 
- 	 + 	2 	(26 sin2 (sb) cos2() + 2€sin4(b)), 	(4.12) V 0 	Vp0 
or 
	
12 	 Al2 
42 - 	(4=0)  
b - 2 	- 2 Vp0 Vp0 
zero—dip,isotropic dip,isotropic 
- 	l(0) 	
+ 2€ sin 4()). 	(4.13) 
V P0 
residual ,anisotropic 
I express the ray angle 	(see Appendix A) for small offsets using the known 
parameters 0, D5, Rec, and separate the anisotropic influence in dip-dependent 
(TI) and dip-independent (() parts. This procedure is also valid for the qSV and 
the SH wave (results are given in Appendix A). 
12  12 	 12(ç) 	12 =0) - ) 	 12() 	(4.14) (     
V0 VPO V 0 V 0 - V 0 










tan ()2 , 	 (4.16) 
2 cos (ç)D 	8D 
and (a) denotes the zero-dip isotropic, (b) the dip isotropic, (c) the zero-dip 
anisotropic and (d) the dip anisotropic term. 
4.6.2 Significance and implication of equation (4.14) 
Equation (4.14) shows that the travel time of a wave in an anisotropic medium 
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independent terms and anisotropy-dependent and anisotropy-independent terms. 
This makes it possible to separate the effects of anisotropy and dip and correct 
for these effects whenever necessary. I now evaluate the contribution of each 
term to the total travel time of a given wave. Testing for a range of different 
anisotropic models and different dip angles shows that each component of the 
travel time is at least an order of magnitude larger than the following one and 
that the travel time is divided into dip/horizontal, isotropic/ anisotropic parts 
which makes it possible to compensate for each one individually. As an example, 
Figure 4.6 shows the individual contribution of each term for a 20 degrees dip, 
(i = 0.15, an-ellipticity=0.19), revealing clearly this ordered relationship. Note 
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Figure 4.6: Ordering of the four different terms of the travel time equation as given 
in equation (4.14) for a medium with c = 0.15 and a dip angle of 20 
degrees. 
For processing purposes, the fourth term (dip, anisotropic residual) in equation 
(4.14) (Figure 4.6) may be neglected because it is three orders of magnitude 
smaller than the leading term. The total travel time has only three parts related 
to, respectively, the horizontally-layered isotropic background, the dip (or the 
structure), and the anisotropy. Thus, to compensate for the anisotropy effects 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Distance [km] 
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and obtain a better structural image it is necessary to estimate and correct for 
the third term in equation (4.14); to remove the effects of structure and obtain 
a reliable estimate of anisotropy it is necessary to estimate and correct for the 
second term in equation (4.14). 
4.6.3 Separation procedure 
From above, the anisotropy influence is at least an order of magnitude smaller 
than the dip influence, and one can compensate for the structural effect without 
considering the anisotropy in the initial step. After the influence of the dip is 
removed, the anisotropy estimation method for horizontal layers (Li and Crampin, 
1993a, Rommel, 1993, Tsvankin and Thomsen, 1994) can then be applied. This 
sequence may be repeated if necessary. 
Note that I do not intend to carry out a full elastic inversion of the Thomsen 
parameters, but to determine the dip angle, so that the structural influence can 
be removed. This is only possible due to the decomposition of equation (4.14) 
and the ordered relationship shown in Figure 4.6. If the travel time is given, the 
approximate dip angle can be found from the x position of the minimum of the 
travel time curve. The minimum position of the travel time curve is the same as 
the x-position of the image point [equation (4.4)]. If the x position is measured 
from the data, I find the angle as 
= arcsin(-). 	 (4.17) 
This is only true for isotropic layers, where the phase and the group velocity are 
the same. But I will now show that for moderate dips equation 4.17 can still be 
used because the error in the estimation of the minimum of the travel time are 
small. The squared travel time is given by equation 4.10. The x position of the 
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This leads to a form where the difference in the position of the minimum travel 
time between the anisotropic and the isotropic case (Xmin - xo) is expressed by a 
term which depends on the deviation of the group from the phase velocity 
12 	i,'- 
	
Xmin - x0 = 
VG &x 
	 (4.19) 
Figure 4.7 shows the difference of the x position of the minimum point (left) as 
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Figure 4.7: Difference between the x position of the minimum point for an isotropic 
(dotted) and anisotropic (dashed, E = 15%) medium for different dip 
angles (left). The solid curves represent different values of c, ranging 
from 3 to 10. The right diagram shows the error in the angle estimation 
which results from the shift. 
To evaluate how the error in the angle estimation affects the separation process 
I calculate the error in the travel time that is introduced by the error in the angle. 
Figure 4.8 shows the percentage error in the travel time for a 5 degrees error in 
the angle estimation if the dip of the interface is 15 degrees. 
Therefore equation 4.17 can be used even in the anisotropic case for a first 
estimate of the dip angle. It has to be noted that the knowledge D is required 
which might be sometimes difficult to assess. 
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Figure 4.8: Percentage error in the travel time for different offsets for a 5 degree 
error in the angle estimation resulting from an approximation of the 
anisotropic medium by the isotropic minimum point. 
From equation (4.17), the value of the residual is calculated and added to the 
data. In the second iteration step, I can estimate the anisotropy assuming hori-
zontal layers. The results are compared with the initial data. If waveform data 
are given, the influence of the dip can be removed using isotropic dip-moveout 
(DM0) correction (Hale, 1984) followed by an anisotropic residual moveout cor-
rection. Details of this are discussed by Kiihnel and Li (1997) and in Chapter 
6. 
4.7 Separation results 
Here I present, for given travel time data, the results of the separation procedure 
above for different anisotropic models. If the effects of anisotropy and structure 
on the wave propagation were totally decoupled, all graphs should be identical. 
This is not the case. Therefore I expect the method to be valid for approximately 
the same region as the forward modelling. As discussed previously, I have to 
estimate and correct for the second term in equation (4.14) in order to remove 
the influence of the structure. To demonstrate the accuracy of the separation 
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procedure, the corrected travel time (the sum of the remaining horizontal isotropic 
and anisotropic terms) is compared with the travel time calculation from ANRAY 
for the same model but with an horizontal interface at the same depth beneath 
the source as for the dipping model (Figure 4.1). Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the 
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Figure 4.9: The results of the separation process for anisotropy and structure for € 
0.15 and symmetry axis perpendicular to the interface. The three curves 
in the figure represent the results for a horizontal reflector obtained by 
ray tracing (dot), the processing results from models with 10 degrees of 
dip (star) and 20 degrees of dip (diamond). 
The three curves in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are, the ANRAY results (dot), the 
separation results from a model with 10 degrees dip (star) and 20 degrees dip 
(diamond). The ANRAY result acts as a reference curve, which represents the 
correct measurements. All curves in Figure 4.9 show a very high similarity even 
for far offsets. In this case the separation method provides sufficient accuracy be-
cause for the estimation of the anisotropy (Li and Crampin, 1993a) only the dif-
ference between the zero-offset and the other offsets is interesting. It re-confirms 
the ordering of the wavefield as expressed in equation (4.14). If the anisotropic 
influence were larger or if any assumptions during the derivation of the travel 
time equation were not valid, a significant difference between the curves would 
be noticeable. If the anisotropy (Figure 4.10) is increased, it becomes clear that 
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Figure 4.10: The same as Figure 4.9 but for € = 0.25. The different zero-offset times 
are caused by a model where the anisotropy has effected the vertical 
velocity. 
The time differences between the ray tracing results and the results of the sep-
aration process are given for f = 0.15 in Figure 4.11a and for € = 0.25 in Figure 
4.11b. For an offset of 5km (offset to depth ratio of 0.455) the difference is smaller 
than lOms (a quarter of the wave period). The limiting factor is the high amount 
of anisotropy. The image point construction is valid as long as the symmetry 
axis of the elastic tensor is perpendicular to the interface regardless of the degree 
of TI anisotropy. But the weak anisotropy assumption for the group velocity 
has reached its limits. The ordered travel time equation is based on the weak 
anisotropy assumption for the velocity and therefore breaks down both for high 
anisotropic materials and for large offsets. 
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Figure 4.11: Difference in the travel time between the accurate ray tracing result 
for the horizontal reflector and the results of the separation process for 
the symmetry axis perpendicular to the interface with c = 0.15 (a) and 
e = 0.25 (b). The two graphs in each diagram show the two different 
dip angles of 10 and 20 degrees. 
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4.8 Discussion 
The main purpose of this chapter is to establish whether it is possible to sepa-
rate anisotropy and structure, and to determine the limits and accuracy of this 
approach. An algorithm is developed for a symmetry axis perpendicular to the 
interface for a single layer 2-1) model. I have shown that the separation is valid 
for values of € of 0.15 to 0.25, for dip angles up to 20 degrees. 
The image point construction is not valid if the axis has any other orientation 
than perpendicular to the interface. Therefore the analytical decomposition is 
not possible. I will now examine the effect on the quality of the results if I still 
apply the separation algorithm. An error analysis is included in Appendix A. A 
brief discussion of the 3-1) case is also included and some relevant equations are 
given in Appendix A. 
4.8.1 Symmetry axis not perpendicular to the interface 
If the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the interface (Figure 4.1), the image 
point construction is correct. Therefore the corresponding group velocities are 
equal for both segments of the ray. When the symmetry axis is perpendicular 
to the surface, resulting from, for example, deposition on a rotated substratum 
(Levin, 1990) the image point construction is no longer valid. The incident and 
reflected rays have different angles relative to the symmetry axis of the elastic 
tensor and, hence have different velocities. However, for weak anisotropy or a 
small dip one could expect that the deviation of the reflected ray from the ray 
predicted by the image point construction will be small (see Appendix A). Thus, 
if I use the corresponding velocities for the incident and reflected rays, it can be 
expected that the accuracy of the travel time and the separation procedure will 
be sufficient up to certain values of anisotropy and dip. I test this approach for 
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Figure 4.12: The squared travel time curves (t2 against x2 ) calculated for 0 degrees of 
dip and a symmetry axis of the elastic tensor rotated by 20 degrees from 
the vertical. There are four different diagrams corresponding to differ-
ent values of €: 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.3. Each diagram contains five different 
curves for different calculation methods: Assumption 1 (the diamonds) 
where the group velocity is equal to the phase velocity at the ray angle 
(VG() = Vp(1,b)), assumption 2 (the triangle) where the group velocity 
is equal to the corresponding phase velocity (VG(5) = Vp(0)), correct 
group velocity (stars), the ray tracing results from ANRAY (slightly 
shaded hexagons) and the straight line as the solution for the isotropic 
case. 
Figure 4.12 shows the travel time calculated for zero dip. The symmetry axis 
is rotated 20 degrees from the vertical towards the x-axis; One can see that the 
travel time obtained using the correct group velocities for the two segments of 
the ray (the star symbol) is sufficiently accurate up to € = 0.15 and 25 degrees of 
incidence angle. For higher €, the star symbol deviates slightly from the shaded 
symbol, which is expected. The correct group velocity is measured at the same 
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angle as if the image point construction was valid but is different for the two 
segments of the ray. Therefore a deviation from zero of the difference between the 
ray tracing and the results for the correct group velocity express the inaccuracy 
of the image point construction if the symmetry axis is not perpendicular to the 
interface. 
An interesting phenomenon can be observed if the symmetry axis of the elastic 
tensor is rotated from the vertical towards the x-axis (Figure 4.12). It seems that 
the anisotropy has disappeared. There is no possibility to detect any anisotropy 
from the travel time curves calculated for materials with e = 0.1 and € = 0.15. 
Even in the two higher cases (€ = 0.25 and c = 0.3) the star symbol lies directly 
on the isotropic line and the ANRAY results are also very close to the isotropic 
line. This happened both for a rotation of 20 degrees towards the positive x-axis, 
or 20 degrees towards the negative x-axis, though only the former case is shown 
here. 
Figure 4.13 shows the influence of the orientation of the symmetry axis of the 
elastic tensor on the quality of the modelling results. The medium has in all three 
cases an E value of 0.15. The amount of anisotropy and the dip angles are exactly 
the same as in Figure 4.5 and the two Figures can therefore be used to describe 
the effect of a change in the axis orientation on the modelling results. Figure 4.13a 
is calculated for an horizontal reflector but with a symmetry axis rotated by 20 
degrees from the vertical as described in the last paragraph and in Figure 4.12. 
Only for short offsets up to 3.5km (offset to depth ratio of 0.318) the results are 
below the lOms margin. The same result can be found in Figure 4.13c where the 
axis is perpendicular to the surface but the reflector is dipping with 20 degrees. 
This means only the axis orientation relative to the interface is important, not the 
absolute value of the dip. For gentle dips (10 degrees), as shown in Figure 4.13b, 
the calculation is valid for an offset of 7km (offset to depth ratio of 0.636). This 
is the same result as in Figure 4.5c where the symmetry axis is perpendicular to 
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the interface but the reflector dips with 20 degrees. Therefore a change in the 
orientation of the symmetry axis away from the direction perpendicular to the 
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Figure 4.13: Difference in the travel time between the accurate ray tracing and the 
approximate travel times for a medium with € = 0.15 with the sym-
metry axis of the elastic tensor rotated by 20 degrees from the vertical 
for a horizontal reflector: (a) perpendicular to the surface for the two 
different dip angles; (b) 10 degrees dip, (c) 20 degrees dip. 
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In the following, the accuracy of the separation procedure is examined. Because 
this is an additional approximation in ray construction, I expect the accuracy 
range in terms of anisotropy and dip to decrease. By analogy with Figure 4.9, 
Figure 4.14 shows the separation results for the rotated symmetry axis. Figure 
4.14 shows that only for a dip of 10 degrees and a smaller offset range the sepa-
ration results (the star curves) are close to the ANRAY results. For 20 degrees 
of dip, the separation results (the diamond curve) show no similarities to the 
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Figure 4.14: The results of the separation process for anisotropy and structure for 
models where the symmetry axis of the elastic tensor is perpendicular 
to the surface and E = 0.15. The three curves in the figure represent 
the results for a horizontal reflector obtained by ray tracing (dot), the 
processing results from models with 10 degrees of dip (star) and 20 
degrees of dip (diamond). 
In summary, by using the image point construction with two different velocities 
for the incident and reflected rays, the travel time and the separation method are 
valid for values of f up to 0.15 and for at least 10 degrees of dip. This suggests 
that the deviation of the reflected ray from the one predicted by the image point 
construction may be neglected for gentle dips and weak anisotropy. I demonstrate 
this analytically in Appendix A. The difference between the incidence and the 
reflection angle AO is less than 1 degree for € = 0.15, 10 degrees dip and an 
incidence angle of 30 degrees. The velocity variation for 1 degree difference (see 
Figure 2.10) is less than 2%. 
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4.8.2 3-D travel time equation 
The formulation of the travel time equation using the image point construction 
can easily be transferred into 3-D as long as the symmetry axis is perpendicular 
to the plane interface. Some relevant equations are included in Appendix A.which 
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Figure 4.15: 3D travel time measurements for 135 degrees striking and 20 degrees 
dipping reflector. The medium has € = 0.15. The source is located at 
the origin, each line contains 100 receivers equally spaced at 0.5km and 
the depth of the receiver at the source is 11km. 1000 lines are calculated 
with an angular difference of 0.36° 
Again, the wavefleld is ordered and I can apply the same separation approach 
as in the 2-D case. The additional variable (strike angle) can be evaluated from 
the additional information of the y position of the minimum of the travel time 
curve, or from horizontal time slices (Figure 4.15). The relation between the x, y 
position of the minimum of the travel time curve and the dip and strike angle is 
given also in Appendix A. An example of a 3D travel time measurement is given 
in Figure 4.15, where the dip direction (the structure terms) can be estimated 
more easily using the extra azimuthal information. 
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4.9 Conclusions 
A travel time equation for a 2-D anisotropic medium with a single dipping layer 
has been derived and it was shown that the equation can be decomposed into four 
terms: an isotropic horizontal, an isotropic dip residual, an anisotropic horizontal 
residual and an anisotropic dip residual. I have demonstrated each consecutive 
term is at least one order of magnitude lower than the previous one. This means 
there exists the potential to separate the effects of anisotropy and dip, based 
on the travel time using an hierarchical procedure. However, the inherent non-
uniqueness within the inversion and the extension of the work to 3-D is a subject 
for further developments. 
An anisotropic ray tracing code (ANRAY) is used to find the limitations of the 
travel time equation with respect to the P-wave anisotropy (c) , ellipticity (€ - 6), 
dip and orientation of the symmetry axis of the elastic tensor. The travel time 
equation for an axis perpendicular to the interface is valid for at least € = 0.2 
(c - 6 0.19) and 20 degrees dip (32 degrees of incidence angle). The separation 
procedure is valid for dips up to 20 degrees (25-30 degrees incidence angle) and 
0.15 to e = 0.2 
In the case of the symmetry axis perpendicular to the surface, for € = 0.15 and 
a dip of 10 degrees (30 degrees incidence angle), the deviation of the reflected ray 
from the incidence angle is less than one degree. Hence the deviation of the exact 
reflected ray from the ray predicted by image point construction may be neglected. 
In this case, with different velocities applied for the incident and reflected rays, 
the travel time equation and the separation procedure are still valid. Cases can 
occur where the anisotropic effects are compensated by a special orientation of 
the symmetry axis as shown in Figure 4.12. In such cases the anisotropy may no 
longer be detected and the separation process is thus not applicable. 
CHAPTER 5 
Estimation of anisotropic 
parameters in the presence of dip 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I examine how anisotropic parameters such as the fracture strike 
can be calculated and how the image of a stacked section can be improved even 
though the reflectors are not horizontal. The chapter is divided into two parts. 
The first one examines a single layer and shows how the image of the stacked 
section can be improved if the anisotropy is TIV. The second part concentrates 
on a dipping, vertically fractured target layer underneath a TIV overburden. The 
basis for the single layer approach is the formula for the travel time for a dipping 
anisotropic layer which is derived in Chapter 4 and the estimation process involves 
a derivation of the residual travel time given by Li and Crampin (1993a). In the 
dipping target section I demonstrate some of the difficulties of the fracture strike 
estimation method for such a model if the seismic survey consists only a limited 
number of lines. I show that traditional inversion schemes such as least-squares 
algorithms are not able to solve the problem satisfactorily. Only the application 
of a non-linear global optimisation scheme, a genetic algorithm, proved sufficient 
to recover the desired parameters. The same method is applied in Chapter 7 to 
a real data set. 
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5.2 TIV layer 
The presence of anisotropy causes residual moveout (RM0) of the reflection 
events in a common mid-point gather, and, if uncorrected, degrades the quality of 
the stacked results. Further complications arise when coupled with the presence 
of dipping reflectors. To compensate for these effects, various anisotropic dip-
moveout (DM0) algorithms have been developed (Uren et al., 1990b, Anderson 
and Tsvankin, 1994). Here, I use a separation approach, which adds anisotropic 
RM0 correction to the traditional processing sequence of normal moveout (NM0) 
correction followed by isotropic DM0 (Hale, 1984). It is important to notice that 
the proposed scheme is wavetype independent and can therefore be used for both 
P- and S-waves. During this anisotropic RM0 the horizontal velocity is estimated 
and therefore the amount of anisotropy can be calculated. 
5.2.1 Anisotropic residual moveout 
As shown in Chapter 4, the P-wave travel time for a single dipping layer in a 
transversely anisotropic medium and the corrections for each contribution ((a): 
Isotropic NMO, (b): Isotropic DM0, (c): Anisotropic RMO) can be written as 
12 l2() - 
l(o)+ 4th Order, 	 (5.1) =  
v O 	v O 	V P0  
--- 
(a) 	(b) 	(c) 
where l is the length of the ray path, q the dip angle, v 0 the vertical isotropic 
P-wave velocity and p  a combination of anisotropic parameters. This form 
of the travel time equation is also valid for the S-wave. The velocity changes 
to the vertical S-wave velocity and the parameter (Sv  is defined by a different 
combination of Thomsen parameters. 
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(Sv 	
V 2 Rec 13 Rec P0  = (6— 
2V10 D 	D 
	 (5.3) 
where D is the depth of the reflector at the source location and Recx is the 
x-position of the receiver. 
The first way to estimate the anisotropy is to extract the residual moveouts (At) 
of the offset traces by cross-correlation with the pilot zero-offset trace after the 
isotropic DM0. Following Li and Crampin (1993a), in a transversely isotropic 
medium with horizontal layers, At can be expressed as 
At x(' 	
1 \ = 	—_---)sin2 O, 	 (5.4) 
Vh nmo, 
where xi is the offset, 0 the phase angle at the reflection point, Vh the horizontal 
velocity, and Vnmo the NMO velocity. To estimate the amount of anisotropy I 
calculate the least-squares solution for Vh using the given offset xi and its residual 
travel-time At. The incidence angle 0 is found by ray tracing through an initial 
velocity model built from v 0 assuming a small magnitude of the Thomsen 
parameter 6 (Thomsen, 1986). 
A second method is to use Equation 5.2 and find the least squares solution for 
E and 6 using the residual travel time for all offsets. 
5.2.2 Separation method 
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the P-wave travel time (Equation 5.1) can be 
decomposed into four different terms, each about an order of magnitude smaller 
than the previous one for dip angles less than about 25 degrees. Because of this 
ordering I can compensate for each contribution individually during processing. 
For the first two terms, this is done by the conventional NMO correction followed 
by an isotropic DM0 correction. The data now contain mainly anisotropy related 
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contributions which can be corrected by the anisotropic RMO correction (Figure 
5.1). 
New additional processing steps 
	
I 	 I 
I I 
I 	 I 
Re-order into' Estimation of 
Field data 	 : 
shot gathers 	I 	 anisotropy 	I 
Isotropic 	I 	Anisotropic I CMPsort 	 I 
DM0 : RMO 
CMP Isotropic zero dip 	 Further 
gathers 	 NMO 	 processing 
Figure 5.1: The new processing flow to compensate the influence of the anisotropy 
on the stacking and to estimate its strength. 
5.2.3 Results 
The synthetic model consists of two reflectors, one horizontal and one with a dip 
angle of 30 degrees. Both media are anisotropic, with Thomsen parameters for the 
top layer c = 0.12, 6 = 0.0, 'y = 0.1 and for the bottom f = 0.19, 6 = 0.0, 'y = 0.2. 
Figure 5.2 shows the difference between the results of the processing scheme 
as described in Figure 5.1. For the NMO correction the horizontal velocities 
from the input model are used to show clearly the effect of the dip and the 
anisotropy. Another velocity pick from a semblance analysis might have flattened 
the dipping event better but would have also disguised the dip or the anisotropy. 
The conventional isotropic processing would stop after the DM0 correction. The 
better horizontal alignment of the events for both reflectors after the additional 
anisotropic RMO processing demonstrates the ability of the method to improve 
stacking results. 
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Figure 5.2: Synthetic data set with a horizontal first and a dipping second reflector 
after different processing stages. First the input data itself, then the 
data after the isotropic NMO correction, then after the isotropic DM0 
correction and finally after the anisotropic residual moveout correction. 
During the estimation process a least-squares fit for the horizontal velocity using 
an initial model derived from the NMO velocities to estimate the incidence angle 
at the reflector required by the inversion process leads to a difference between the 
horizontal and the NMO velocity of 17%. Because 5 is zero as an effect of the 
material building which uses thin layering, the NMO velocity equals the vertical 
velocity and therefore the 17% is an expression of c. The difference to the input 
model arises from the ray tracing which has to be based on the NMO velocities 
and therefore ignores anisotropy. Errors in the incidence angle at the reflection 
point leads to errors in the estimation. Using the second estimation method, a 
multi-parameter search for the best fit leads to the estimation of the anisotropic 
parameters € = 0.21 and S = 0.02 which again is in good agreement with the 
model parameters. Errors are due to the required knowledge of the length of the 
ray path which can also only be derived by ray tracing from the model based on 
the NMO velocities. 
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5.3 TIH target 
As shown in Chapter 3, it is possible to estimate the strike direction of the 
symmetry axis of a TIH target layer with an TIV overburden using a four line 
cross-plot scheme. The underlying assumptions are that the symmetry axis of 
the elastic tensor of the overburden is vertical and that the interfaces are all hori-
zontal. As a consequence of these assumptions the minimum travel times of both 
layers coincide with the shot point of the four lines. Only if these assumptions 
are fulfilled will the resulting azimuthal variation of the travel time show the 
cos(20) behaviour which leads to the estimation of the strike direction. I demon-
strate below that any dip of the target layer severely violates the assumptions 
and therefore invalidates the whole procedure. 
5.3.1 Shift of the minimum point 
In the following I derive a formula for the position of the offset at which the 
minimum travel time is recorded. I show that the take-off angle at the source for 
this minimum ray is exactly the same as for a single layer. All the variables are 
described in Figure 5.3. 
The known parameters are d1, Ad, v1 , v2 and 0. The idea is to express the travel 
time as a function of the take-off angle at the source () in terms of the known 
parameters, find the angle for the minimum time, and insert this angle in an 
expression for the offset x(ç). This derivation is given in Appendix B. 
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ZL 
Figure 5.3: Ray path and variables for a dipping target layer. 
The travel time dependence on the take-off angle q  is given by 
L1 L2 +L3 L4  
t() 	—+ 	+— 	 (5.5) 
V1 	V2 	V1 
d1_________________ 
= 	 +2 
Ad 
cos(cb — O)vi 	 V2 	2 v2 J1_4sin (cb—O) 
V 1  




 sin O sin (q5—O) cos(—O) 	
—1_sin2(_0) 
(5.6) + 	
cos( - 20)vi 
To find the minimum for 0 < 0 < 90, 
0 — 	 (5.7) 
has to be evaluated. Through the use of a symbolic calculation software (Maple) 
the following important solution is found 
= 20. 	 (5.8) 
This means that the take-off angle for the ray with the minimum travel time is 
exactly the same as for a single layer. It is not influenced by the thickness or the 
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impedance contrast of the second layer! The minimum offset changes, but not 
the take-off angle from the source. The offset is given by (see Appendix B) 
0()=x1 +x2 +x3 +x4. 	 (5.9) 
Because the take-off angle is the same as for the single layer, xi is the same. 
Equation B.29 shows that the expression for x4 contains a term sin( —20). This 
term is zero for the minimum ray. Therefore the minimum ray always arrives 
vertically. The only variables which are left to shift the minimum position in 
comparison to the single layer are therefore x2 and x3 which are given by 
2 d 	v2  
x2 +x3 	 —sin 0 cos 0, 	 (5.10) 
sin2 (0) V1  
where 0 = 	= 20 is inserted. This shows that the x position of the minimum 
is a linear function of the thickness of the layer and scaled by the velocity ratio. 
Figure 5.4 underlines the above. Notice that there is no change if the thickness 
is zero. 
5.3.2 Residual travel time for dipping layers 
In the previous section I demonstrated that any dip influences the position of 
the minimum point for the second layer in comparison to the first. I now exam-
ine what influence this behaviour has on the residual travel time, show models 
for isotropic and anisotropic target layers, and investigate to what amount of 
anisotropy the resulting residual travel time can be used to find the fracture 
strike. Figure 5.4 shows that the minimum of the second layer is only shifted 
by at most 200m, for a realistic target thicknesses of about 400m. Further, as 
shown in Chapter 3, the contours of the 3D distribution of the travel time for a 
isotropic layer are circular and that for a TIH layer are elliptical. In the following 
investigation I will therefore use synthetically calculated circles and ellipses. The 
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Figure 5.4: Variation of the offset where the minimum travel time is observed for the 
second layer relative to the minimum point for the first layer for varying 
thickness (Lid) and varying velocity of the second layer in percent of the 
first. The dip angle is 10 degrees and the velocity in the upper layer 
2.3km/s. The unit for the colour bar is km. 
top layer is represented by a circle (isotropic or TIV), with a steeper moveout 
than the ellipses for the bottom but a lower apex. Anisotropy is introduced as 
the ratio between the long and short half axis of the ellipses and varies between 
0 and 20 percent. 
For each of these anisotropic materials the residual moveout is calculated and the 
result is shown in Figure 5.5. For isotropy (Figure 5.5a) the resulting contour plot 
still shows circles but dip affected the position of the maximum. Therefore it is not 
be possible to apply the four line cross plot method. Similarly, for TIH anisotropy 
between 5 and 15% (Figures 5.5b-d) the contours still show ellipses, but again 
shifted ones. The azimuthal behaviour for a circle centred at the origin of the 
coordinate system does show the cos(2) variation the fracture strike estimation 
method requires. In the next sections I therefore examine what kind of azimuthal 
variations the shifted contours produce and how these information can be used 
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Figure 5.5: Variation of the residual moveout for an isotropic overburden and a 
10 degrees dipping TIH target layer with varying strength of P-wave 
anisotropy. a): 0%, b): 5%, c): 10%, d): 15%, e): 20%. 
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5.3.3 Estimation of the strike direction 
An analyses of least-squares procedures showed that it is not possible to estimate 
the position and orientation satisfactorily. The problem is still to find the ellipse 
that gives the best fit to a set of data points of equal travel time for which all 
positions on or around an ellipse are known. To calculate the centre of gravity for 
the resulting polygonal fails because of the unequally distributed values. There 
are far more points on the side closer to the centre of the survey lines than on 
the opposite side, which shifts the centre. 
An analysis similar to the estimation of the first motion for P-waves, where an 
eigen-analysis of the covariance matrix is performed in order to find the axis of 
the best fitting ellipsoid, fails as well. The assumption that the centre of the 
ellipsoid is located at the presumed geophone position can not be maintained for 
the residual travel time. 
In order to solve the problem for the shot gather domain, a more sophisticated 
inversion technique has to be applied. A non-linear optimisation technique should 
lead to good results. Due to the huge parameter range it seem unwise to use a 
simple linear search through the whole parameter space. Instead I use a genetic 
algorithm (GA) to perform the search for the best fitting ellipse. An explanation 
as to how a GA works is given in the next section. The advantage is that the 
resulting parameters not only describe the centre but also the length of the half 
axis and therefore the strike direction of the symmetry axis of the TIH target 
layer as well as the strength of the anisotropy. 
5.3.3.1 Genetic algorithms 
The problem is how to find the best values for a multi-parameter model. Tra- 
ditional search algorithms often depend highly on a good a priori model or the 
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smoothness of the parameter space, in order not to get trapped in local minima. 
In each step only a single value is considered. 
In contrast, a genetic algorithm uses many models simultaneously. In a similar 
way to biological evolution it improves the solution from generation to generation 
by the principles of "the survival of the fittest" and "mating". To achieve an 
improvement, a number of steps are repeated for every generation. Matching the 
biological equivalent to these steps requires the transfer into mathematics and 
then simulation by a computer program (see Goldberg (1989) for more details). 
Initially, an ancestral population has to be available containing enough diversity 
to assure a broad genetic spectrum. In every generation each individual is exposed 
to the same fitness test ("the survival of the fittest"), which depends on the 
actual environmental conditions. The better an individual is adapted to these 
conditions, the higher are its chances to mate successfully, pass on its genetic 
information and therefore produce more off-spring. After many generations the 
best solution will dominate the population. 
Adaption of a GA to the problem of fitting an ellipse The transformation 
from the DNA of the living world to a computer program is performed by coding 
the parameters in a sequence of binary bits (0 or 1). The number of bits necessary 
for each parameter depends on the required accuracy with which the problem is 
to be solved. The best fitting ellipse with its axes parallel to the coordinate axes 
is described by four parameters. The midpoint x0 , yo and the length of the half 
axis a and b. If 210  = 1024 different values for each variable are allowed, the bit 
code for each individual of the population will consist of a 40 bit sequence. 
individual = 1000110101 1110101011 0111010011 0001101011 	(5.11) 
-J 
X0 	 YO  a 	 b 
For the ancestral population 2000 of these individuals are created randomly. 
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The overall fitness of an individual is given by the sum of the values of a certain 
function for all the input data. This function is defined for the best fitting ellipse 
problem as the distance between a data point and the ellipse calculated for the 




Figure 5.6: Definition of the fitness of the ellipse for a given set of parameters 
(x0 , yo,  a, b). First the angle a between the midpoint and the data point 
x, yi is estimated, then the point on the ellipse for this angle (A) is cal-
culated. The fitness function for an individual of the population is given 
by the sum of the fitnesses for all data points. 
In principle a GA is designed to find the individual with the highest fitness value. 
In order to apply it to a minimisation problem such as here, a new function is 
defined as the difference between the maximum and the actual fitness value. 
After this transformation the best individual will have the highest number and 
the usual GA procedure can be followed. 
While in biology the single step of reproduction includes mating and with it 
automatically the survival of the fittest, it is necessary to split it into two stages 
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for the computer algorithm. First a new generation is formed based on the 
fitness value. It is simulated by a biased roulette wheel, whose slots are allocated 
according to the percentage of the fitness of each individual on the sum of all the 
fitnesses. A roulette wheel that consists of 100000 slots 




is chosen and spun 2000 times to find the individuals of the next generation. 
Before mating 






Figure 5.7: Mating procedure for two individuals of the new generation. The cross-
over point is determined randomly for each pair and the bit sequence is 
exchanged. 
Secondly the "mating" procedure, which requires the exchange of information 
between two individuals, is performed. The selection process of the individuals 
of the new generation is already random it is not necessary to search for mat-
ing partners. Always the two neighbouring individuals are used. For each pair 
the cross-over point beyond which the bits of the two individuals are exchanged 
(Figure 5.7) is determined randomly. 
Other more sophisticated implementations include the biological equivalent of 
mutation where a factor can be introduced which allows the random change of 
single bits with a probability of f.g. 0.001. This is not considered in this algorithm. 
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It has to be mentioned that one disadvantage of the GA is the high number of 
individuals that are necessary to achieve a good result. If the fitness function is 
complicated then the computation time prevents a successful application. 
5.3.3.2 Example 
As a realistic example a four-line configuration for the model with a 10% TIH 
target layer is chosen. Instead of a contour plot of the residual travel time now 
only four lines are given (Figure 5.8). 
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Figure 5.8: Azimuthal variation of the residual travel time for a 10 degrees dipping 
10% TIH target layer for four survey lines. 
For these lines the x,y position of a given residual travel time (here 0.998s) is 
estimated and used as an input for the GA. The range for the midpoint (x0 , Yo) 
and the length of the half axis (a, b) is subdivided into 1024 (= 2 0 ) steps which 
allows an accuracy of 5.8 metres. The calculation is performed with a starting 
population of randomly chosen 2000 individuals. Two hundred generations are 
calculated and for each generation the parameters (x0, Yo,  a, b) for the best fitting 
individual are written to a file. 
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Figure 5.9: Development of the parameters (x0, yo,  a, b) for the best fitting individual 
for 200 generations. 
The result is shown in Figure 5.9. It is clearly visible that, after an initial 
random distribution where the best fitting individuals are very different from 
each generation to the next, the best fitting individuals start to dominate the 
population and the solution converges very rapidly to a constant level. This is 
because almost all members in the population represent the same parameter set. 
Figure 5.10 shows the ellipse and the input data for the best result calculated 
by the GA. The direction of the longer half axis (here b y - axis) indicates the 
direction of the fracture strike in the target layer. 
5.4 Conclusions 
I have shown that it is possible to extract information about anisotropic pa-
rameters even if the reflectors are not horizontal. In the case of a single layer 
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Figure 5.10: Best fitting ellipse and input data for the 10% TIH target layer. The pa-
rameters of the ellipse are: xo = 0.5332, yo = —0.0058, a = 0.9316, b = 
1.506. 
the application of an additional processing step, the residual moveout correction 
(RMO) was able to improve the quality of the stacked section. During this pro-
cess an accurate estimate of the horizontal velocity leads to the determination of 
the anisotropy of the layer. In order to apply the technique the data have to be 
re-sorted into shot gathers. 
For the two layer case it was necessary to introduce a sophisticated inversion 
scheme to resolve the problem of the symmetry direction for a TIH layer. One 
possible model is that of vertical parallel fractures. Therefore the fracture strike 
can be interpreted as one of the symmetry directions. The application of the 
method for the horizontal layer is not able to produce any reliable results, because 
the assumptions are violated as soon as the shot point and the point where the 
minimum travel time for the two layers is recorded do not coincide. The study of 
the behaviour of the residual travel time for a dipping target zone reveals that the 
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contour lines of the travel time can still be approximated by an ellipse if the TIH 
anisotropy of the target layer is smaller than 20%. This observation leads to the 
inversion idea. For any given number of survey lines equal residual travel times 
are assumed to lie on or close to an ellipse. The problem of determining this ellipse 
is solved by the application of a non-linear inversion scheme, a genetic algorithm. 
This scheme is able to estimate all the parameters of the ellipse simultaneously 
and therefore represents a method for the determination of the fracture strike 
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Figure 5.11: Variation of the interval travel time for non-parallel interfaces. The 
difference in dip is 5 degrees. All the other model parameters are the 
same as Figure 3.12. The scale of the colour bar is seconds. 
Figure 5.11 shows the same model as Figure 3.12 but with a 5 degrees dip 
difference for the top and the bottom interface. Even in this case, where the 
interfaces are not parallel, it is possible to estimate the direction of the strike 
from the interval travel time. Investigations into oblique dip angles and other 
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phenomena are subject to future studies. 
The restriction that in the example presented, the fracture are parallel to the 
coordinate axes is not essential. It is straightforward to introduce a rotation 
angle as an additional parameter in the GA and therefore the detection of any 
orientation of the fracture strike is possible. 
The estimation of the major and minor axes of the ellipse and even the shift of 
the centre itself arises because I do the calculations and derivations of the relevant 
equation for shot gathers rather than CMP gathers because of the difficulty with 
ANRAY to produce CMP gathers. An investigation into how CMP gathers can 
be used to estimate the symmetry direction of a dipping TIH material, has to be 
refered to future studies. 
CHAPTER 6 
AVO analysis for orthorhombic 
media 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I concentrate on a dynamic aspect of wave propagation, the re-
flection coefficient. After a review of the derivation for two isotropic media the 
reflection coefficient for the contact of two orthorhombic media is presented for 
all pure and mixed wave modes. It can further be shown that the result for the 
P-P coefficient can be separated under certain conditions into a TIV background 
and a TIH contribution. 
The problem is to find the reflection response for a plane wave at the contact 
between two welded solids. The values for the boundary conditions which have to 
be fulfilled at the interface vary, depending on whether the half-spaces involved 
are a solid, a fluid or vacuum. The fluid/solid contact occurs at the sea bottom 
or the core mantle boundary, the contact to the air at the earth's surface. The 
kinematic boundary condition for the interface between two welded solids is that 
the components of the displacement are continuous across the interface. The 
dynamic boundary condition requires the traction to be continuous across the 
interface. Using the description of the potentials of plane P and S waves combined 
with the boundary conditions, a set of equations can be derived. Their result 
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describes the amplitudes of the reflected and converted wave as a fraction of the 
incident wave amplitude. 
The results for all possible combinations of incidence and reflected waves and 
types of half-spaces are listed in Aki and Richards (1980). But these exact solu-
tions are algebraically complicated and offer little insight to the physics involved. 
Further difficulties arise as these solutions depend on the density, the compres-
sional and shear velocity of both media and therefore any numerical study involves 
the exploration of a six-parameter model space (Thomsen, 1993). 
Fortunately, it is possible to introduce appropriate linearizations for these equa-
tions in many practical applications. The linearization is based on the assumption 
that the differences in the parameters between the two media are small. The re-
sulting expression contains only three parameters and because of its simplicity 
allows the physics to be understood. 
In a similar way Daley and Hron (1977) gave the exact equations for the reflec-
tion coefficient for TIV media but their solution was even more complex than the 
isotropic case. Thomsen (1993) and with an improvement Riiger (1995) gave the 
linearised equations based on a small contrast in the vertical elastic properties 
and the assumption of weak anisotropy. It was shown that anisotropy has a first 
order influence on the reflection coefficient even for small angles of incidence. 
Li et al. (1996b) and Li et al. (1996a) gave the linearised solutions for the reflec 
tion coefficients for all mixed and converted modes in an orthorhombic medium. 
This approach is outlined in greater detail in section 6.3 later in this chapter. 
6.2 	Effects of dip 
Studies of amplitude variation with offset often assume all the reflectors to be 
horizontal. A dipping interface poses problems in several areas: Errors will occur 
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in all the parameter estimations that depend on the reflection angle, the NMO 
corrections depend on the reflector dip and mis-positioned events could interfere 
(Resnick et al., 1987). In order to apply the estimation techniques developed in 
the next section the data have to be corrected for any influence of the dip of the 
interface. This correction has to preserve the amplitude information. Resnick 
et al. (1987) showed that in order to observe the AVO behaviour properly, the 
prestack migration algorithm needs to be amplitude preserving. These techniques 
show that it is possible to correct data for the influence of any dipping layer even 
in the dynamic respect. 
The reflection coefficient for a dipping layer has the same meaning as in the 
horizontal case: it is an expression of the impedance contrast between the two 
materials. For a dipping interface between two isotropic materials it will there-
fore change the offset dependency of the reflection coefficient in comparison to 
horizontal layers because the incident angle at the reflection point changes. Ad-
ditionally, for two anisotropic layers the impedance at the same incidence angle 
can change as well because the dip will change the direction of the symmetry 
axis. The following sections will focus on special estimation methods for in the 
symmetry plane of horizontal but orthorhombic media. 
6.3 Orthorhombic AVO 
To derive a linearised form of the reflection coefficient the symmetry plane of 
two orthorhombic media for all pure and mixed modes, the concept of impedance 
matrices introduced by Schoenberg and Protazio (1992) is used. The results of 
these linearised equations are then compared with numerical solutions to evaluate 
the accuracy of the approximations. 
Orthorhombic anisotropy may be the most common form of anisotropy in sedi- 
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mentary basins, resulting from a combination of thin layers and aligned fractures. 
As shown in Chapter 2, the orthorhombic medium is described by nine elastic 
constants. 
Wave propagation is considered in the vertical symmetry plane of (x1 - x3) 
(Figure 6.1) where the mediums response is equivalent to TIV. The orthorhom-
bic element is the difference between the behaviour in the two vertical symme-
try planes. In this case, the qP - and qSV-waves are decoupled from the SH 
wave. Thus for simplicity, qS can be used to denote the quasi- SV wave, and the 
impedance matrices reduce to a 2x2 form, 
qS j* TqS 
- I 
qP \ I rq p 
i'! 	/ 
P1, 	i3 
I x 1  
-Ad
i2  
= 32 - 
I tqP 	P2, a2,  02 
PP2P1 I 
Aa = a2 - a1  
21 tqS 
Figure 6.1: The reflection and transmission of qP- and qS-wave in a vertical sym-
metry plane at a single anisotropy/ anisotropy interface. The following 
notation is used: 
rq p and rqs: reflected qP- and qS-amplitudes; tq P and tqs:  transmitted 
qP- and qS-amplitudes i1 and ji: qP- and qS incidence angles i2 and 12: 
qP- and qS transmission angle i and j*:  qP- and qS polarisation angles 
P1, a1 and 3: density, qP-velocity at angle i1 and qS-velocity at angle ii 
of the upper medium P2, a2 and /32: density, qP-velocity at angle i2 and 
qS-velocity at angle j2  of the lower medium The L variations represent 
the change across the interface. 
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R= 
(rq p 	TSP) 
= 	- Y'Y). 	(6.1) 
TqPqS TqSqS 
The two matrices X and Y can be derived (Schoenberg and Protazio, 1992) 
lithe velocity field in the incidence halfspace due to the incident and reflected 
P and S waves is considered. The second equation that is necessary to define 
X and Y is the stress-velocity law. These two formulations allow the reordering 
of the velocity and traction components in the incident medium in matrix form. 
In this formulation the matrices X and Y have the dimension of impedance. 
First the expression for the impedance matrices X and Y, and their corre-
sponding changes LX and AY for wave propagation in the (x1 - x3 ) plane of an 
orthorhombic medium is presented. For a wave propagation in the vertical sym-
metry plane (x1 - x3) of an anisotropic medium with orthorhombic symmetry 
these matrices are given by (Schoenberg and Protazio, 1992): 
( xli X12 	
( 	
ep1 
X21 X22 ) 	—(Ci siep1 + C3383 ep3 ) — (Ci3sies1 + C3383es3 ) 
(6.2) 
( Yii Y12 	
( —
055 (81ep3 + 83ep1 ) —055 (si es3  + 83SeS1) 	
, 	(6.3) 
\ 	Y21 Y22 ) 	 P- P3 	 e83 	) 
where (ep1 ep3)T  and (es, es,)' are the qP- and qS-wave polarisation vectors, 
and (s1 83)T  and (s1 s3 )' the qP- and qS-wave slowness vectors (horizontal 
and vertical slowness). It is shown in Appendix D that this formulation including 
the deviation of the polarisation direction leads to the reflection coefficient for all 
modes in the symmetry plane of the contact of two orthorhombic media. 
The linearised reflection coefficients for orthorhombic media are given by 
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1 (/c33 - Lci\ 
) + 
1 - [La I 	- 
2p'82 (ei 	23) + - - 
22 	C551 
I sin2 i rq pq p 
2 	C33  a j 2 [ a C33 	p' 0 a2 	C55 ] 
1La 
+ --sn 2 i 	ita n2i+— 
1( 2 1_)tan2ip, (6.4) 
2a 2 a 









_____ c33  a - cos ,lcosJ a 
ph32 + 
/tp' sin 2i ____ 
(6.5) 
sin 2i 
sin  1 	1 1 zC55 
z/3) 
p'a/i /zp' 	/3\ 
rqsqp 	= 
-- cosi L - - 
+ 2__) cosicosi 
c33 
C55 + 2 5 	1 + 
2 
sin 2i 




1 (AC55 z3\ 1 2p'a2 	2) 
( 
c551 
- 2 Sfl2  TqSqS 	= - 
2 C55 - - - 	
+ c55  j 
] 
1L\,@ 
- 2 jtan2 j + 
17a 
- i) tan 2 js. (6.7)
2 Tsin 02 
In the above equations, the A variables represent a change of the elastic properties 
across the interface, following the convention of Aki and Richards (1980). Variable 
p' reduces to the density p for isotropic media, as defined in equation (D.11). (Pk 
and Sk (k = 1, 2) can be calculated using the same expression for (p and s, 
equation (D.29), by simply replacing the average elastic properties in (D.29) with 
the elastic properties in the corresponding medium. The equations contain hidden 
angular dependencies. They are resolved in the following section where reduced 
formulations for TI media are introduced. Finally the accuracy of these results 
is compared with numerical solutions and in case of the P-P reflection coefficient 
with that of other publications. 
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6.4 Weakly fractured medium 
A medium containing aligned vertical fractures can give rise to an effectively TIE 
medium. There are different models to describe such a medium in the literature. 
Hudson (1981) used physical parameters such as crack density, aspect ratio and 
fracture contents. Schoenberg and Douma (1988) introduced fracture compliances 
for a more general representation. On the other hand, Thomsen (1986) proposed 
a set of parameters which are linked to practical seismic measurements. Here 
a link between the Hudson fracture model and the Thomsen parameters will 
be introduced. Then the reduced equations are presented in terms of Thomsen 
parameters and their significance for determining fracture parameters is discussed. 
6.4.1 Hudson fracture parameters 
Consider the TIE medium with aligned vertical fractures striking at the x2 direc-
tion. Assume this TIH medium is obtained by fracturing an isotropic background 
medium with density p, P-velocity Eb and S-velocity /3b,  and use Ed  as the fracture 
density, ar  as the aspect ratio of the fractures, and c f as the P-wave velocity of 
the fluids within the fractures if any. To the first order of Ed  and ear,  the elastic 
constants Ckj can be written as (Hudson, 1981), 
C11  =Pa 2 ( - ab  EdU33
Ob 
 
C13 = p(a -  2/3) (i - ab Edu33 ) 
C33 = [i_ 
(2 
2 
EdU33 13b o,) 	
j 
C44 = p/3 
C66 = P13b (1 - €dUll), (6.8) 
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where 











for fluid-satuated fractures. 	
(6.9) 
a f 
Although there are quite some recent theories about the fracture model, such as 
Schoenberg and Douma (1988), Thomsen (1995), and Liu et al. (1996), these 
recent theories all reduce to the above equations of Hudson to the first order of 
fracture density. 
6.4.2 Thomsen parameters 
The Thomsen parameters for the TIH medium can be written as: 
C33 - C11 	2C66 + C13 - C11 	C44 - C66 
6 = € = 
	2C11 = 	2C66 	
(6.10) 
Comparing this definition for TIH with the original definition for TIV (Thomsen, 
1986), one may notice an interchange of indices between 11 and 33, 44 and 66. 
This interchange is necessary in order to keep the quantities of Thomsen param-
eters of a TIH medium the same as its equivalent TIV medium. The interchange 
is the result of a 90 degrees rotation of the symmetry axis of an equivalent TIV 
medium (a Bond transformation, Winterstein, 1990) from vertical to horizontal. 
By keeping the Thomsen parameters of TIV and TIH with the same values and 
link the definition by the Bond transformation, the need to use a different set 
of effective Thomsen parameters for the TIH medium (Tsvankin, 1996) can be 
avoided. Any equations derived in terms of Thomsen parameters either for TIH or 
TIV will have the same meaning and quantities, hence avoiding confusion during 
applications. 
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A simplified 6 is defined here, which is the first order approximation of the 
original 6 (Thomsen, 1993, and Sayers, 1995). This approach is justified because 
linearised equations which are only accurate to the first order of the anisotropic 
parameters are considered. 
Substituting equation (6.8) into (6.10) gives 
2€ (i - 	U; 6 	2 d (u33 	U11 ; 	EdUl1, 	(6.11) 
b) b I 
which makes it possible to invert the physical fracture parameters (fracture den-
sity, aspect ratio and contents) from €, 6, and 'y.  In particular, 7 is completely 
determined by the fracture density, while E and 6 are determined by both the 
density and aspect ratio. For fluid-saturated fractures, E will be completely de-
termined by the fluid and the aspect ratio. This explains from another angle why 
P-wave anisotropy is very sensitive to fluid-saturated fractures, and shows that 
different behaviour of these parameters may be used to determined whether the 
fractures are dry or saturated. 
6.4.3 Reduced equations 
The reduced equations are now derived in terms of Thomsen parameters for the 
weakly fractured TIH medium. Since the vertical plane (x2 - x3 ) parallel to the 
fracture strike is an isotropic plane, P- and SV-waves propagating in this plane 
is determined by the background velocities cb and /3b,  but the SH-wave (the slow 
wave) propagating in this plane is determined by the velocity (1 - 7)/3b. Thus 
only wave propagation in the (x1 - x3 ) plane perpendicular to the fracture strike 
is considered. Therefore the velocities c and 3, the elastic constants Ckl,  and 
other relevant variables such as p', (p and (s,  equations (D.11) and (D.29) need 
to be expressed in terms of the Thomsen parameters. 
The velocities a and 0 in the (x1 - x3 ) plane of the TIH medium can be written 
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= 	b(1 + 6sin2 icos2 i + € COS 4 i - 




- 1 	2 + 61)sin2jcos2j - 72+71
Ob 	
), (6.13) 
where Ek, 6k and 7k  (k = 1, 2) are the corresponding Thomsen parameters for the 
upper (k = 1), and lower (k = 2) medium. 
Following equations (6.8) and (6.10), the relevant TIH elastic constants and 
their changes across the interface can be written as: 
C11 	= p(l - 2e)c; C33 = pc; 	
- 	+2 AOzb 
C33 - P Ceb 
C55 = C66 = p(l - 2'y)/3,; 2---- - 2(72 - 71). (6.14) 
Other relevant variables p', p', L(P and A(s can be written as: 
ab 	 C 	
1 
P' = p 1+ (2€ —6)— 2(€ - 6) sin 
Ob  
2 i cos2 ij 
AP AP c 
P' 	- P 	




Lp [(62 - 6 - 2E2 + 2e) - 2(62 - 61 - 2 + e) sin  i] cos2 i; 
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Substituting equations (6.12) to (6.16) into equations (6.4) to (6.7) yields, 
TqPqP 	= TPPb + 2 [62 - 61  - 2€ 2 + 2 	
8 	1 + --(y —'yi)  sin 2 i a2 
 
- 	- (62 € i  )Sin 2 i tan 2 i; (6.17) 
rqpqs 	rpsb + 
sin  
4 
— ('y2 - 7i) cos i cosj + (62 - 6 - 262 + 2€i ) 
[b 




—'yi ) sin2 i + 2(€2 	1 	6 	+6i) sin i] 
1 ( sin i 	sinj\ + 	- - I cosJ cosiJ 
rqsq p 	TSPb + 
sin  
cv
(62 	6 - 2E2 + 2€) COS iCOS 
10b 
4/3b + —(72— 7i) COS i COS j - 4(72 - 71)sin2 j 
2c
ab 
+ 	--(€2 —62  +61)Sifl2icos2j ] 
1 	j + ( sin 	sin  (6.19) 
Ob k. cosi COS j 
TqSqS 	rssb - 
1 c 
	(62 - 6 	2 + e1) sin 2 j 
+ 	1(72 7i)(1 —7sin2 j+ sin 2 jtan2 j), (6.20) 
where Tppb, rpsb, TSPb and TSSb are the isotropic reflectivities controlled by the 
background velocities cb, and /3b  and their associated changes Aab  and A3b across 
the interface, as defined in equations (6.23) to (6.26) which replace ao and 00 with 
b and /3b. 
6.5 Isotropy and TIV media 
The isotropic refiectivities can often be used as a reference point for studying 
anisotropic behaviour. The reflection coefficients for a TIV medium in terms of 
Thomsen's parameters agrees with previous studies (Rüger, 1995). 
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6.5.1 Isotropic media 
Denote the average density, P- and S-wave velocities of the upper and lower 
isotropic medium as Po, a0 and ,8, and their corresponding changes as Apo, La0 
and z/30 . The relevant isotropic elastic constants and their changes across the 
interface can be written as: 
2 LC33 z\Z +
ao 
	 (6.21) C33 p0a0; 
C33 zP = 
C55 = C = Po/ 	- 
AG - LZS + L/3O -a—, 	(6.22) 
C55 	zs 	ijo 
where Zp = poc çj , Zs = pol3o, and C= p002  are used as P-wave impedance, 
S-wave impedance and shear modulus. 
Substituting equations (6.21) and (6.22) into equations (6.4) to (6.7), and using 
the relevant simplifications for isotropic media (p' = Po, A(p 	0, a = ao 





+ - 	- - 	sin i+------sin2 itan2 i 
1 
4/3AC) 	
2 1La0rpp0 (6.23) 
Zp 2 a0 a C 2 a0 
TPSO 	
= sini (1LPO - 80 _-cosicos j 02+_---sin 
/3 AG 	2 (6.24) 
cosj 2 Po 
rspo 	
sin 	(1Lp 30 AC - / cos i cos j + 
AC 	2 sin (6.25) 
cos 2 Po 
1AZ8 	1 /A130 
= 	-  TSSO 	- 




--sin 2 jt an' j. (6.26) 
 2 Z - 2 /3 2 	30 
Equations (6.23) to (6.26) agree fully with Aki and Richards (1980). 
6.5.2 Weak TIV medium 
TIV anisotropy often results from a sequence of thin layers (Bush and Crampin, 
1991). The procedures to derive the reflection of coefficients for weak TIV media 
are similar to those for weak fractured TIH media apart from two major varia-
tions. The first variation is due to the symmetry axis. The TIV medium has a 
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vertical symmetry axis. Consequently, the corresponding stiffness tensor is often 
defined as, 
C11  
Cii - 26166 
C13 
Cii - 2C66 C13 
C11 	C13 








and the corresponding Thomsen parameters are defined as 
C11 - C33 	2C44 + C13 - C33 	C66 - C44  
= 2C 3 = 	C33 	 2C 44 
Comparing (6.28) with (6.10) shows the interchange of C11 and C33, C44 and C66 , 
and these interchanges are intended to keep the quantities of Thomsen parameter 
the same for TIV and TIH. 
The second variation in the derivation process is the choice of reference at-
tributes. For a TIV medium, it is convenient to choose the vertical velocities 
(the velocity along the symmetry axis) for reference purposes, while for fracture-
induced TIH medium it is convenient to choose the velocities of the un-fractured 
background medium. Assuming that the corresponding vertical velocities are c 
(qP-wave) and Oo (qS-wave), the velocities c and 3 can be expressed in terms 
of f, 5, and 'y  as (Thomsen, 1986): 
= 	ao(1+Ssin2 icos2 i+E sin 4 i), and 	(6.29) 
= 	
(
i +- 5) sin 2jcos2j). 	 (6.30) 002  
With these differences in mind, and following the procedures for the TIH medium, 
the reflection coefficients and a weak TIV material can be derived as 
2 	 2 	2 i; TqPqP = Tpp + (52 - 6i) sin i + ( f2 - € i)sinitan 	 (6.31) 
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TqPqS 	= rpso + 
sin i 
i + 2(€2 - [ 	- 6) sin2 	El - 62+ 6) sin 2cosj 
1 (sini - + (6.32) 
2 	cosj cosi) 
TqSqP 	= TSPO + 
sin  
[CEO 
(62 - 6) COS 'l COS j 
2 COS i /o 




 COS-- j 
(6.33) 
rqsqs 	TSSO - 
1 O 
(62 - 6 - 62 + fi) sin 2 j, (6.34) 02 
where the polarisation deviation is given by 
=- 	[( - 6) 
- 2(62 - 6 - 2 + ') 	
2  cos2 i, 	(6.35) 
ao 
-- /3 2 
a02 
[(62 - 6) - 2(62 - 6 - + e1) Sin  i] cos2 j, 	(6.36) 
where Tpp, TPSO, rspo and TSSO are the isotropic reflectivities controlled by the 
vertical velocities cE0, and /30 and their associated changes Lc0 and L00 across 
the interface, as defined in equations (6.23) to (6.26). 
Equation (6.31) of rq pq p agrees fully with Rüger (1995). Similar to TIH medium, 
equations (6.31), (6.32), (6.33) and (6.34) show that the TIV anisotropy also has 
a first order effect on the AVO response for all four modes. 
6.5.3 Accuracy of the equations 
Equations (6.4), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) are sufficiently accurate for relatively strong 
anisotropy (up to 20% P- and 10% S-wave anisotropy) for the wave propagation in 
a symmetry plane of orthorhombic media, as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Figure 
6.2 compares the reflection coefficients calculated by equations (6.4) to (6.7) with 
the numerical results for a TIV/TIV interface with anisotropic parameters and 
elastic constants shown in Table 6.1. 
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Medium p (g/cm') c 0 (km/s) Oo (km/s) 5 C "i' 
Upper 2.3 2.700 1.574 0.02 0.02 0.00 
Lower 2.2 2.300 1.466 0.15 0.20 0.10 
Table 6.1: Density p, P- and S-wave vertical velocities c j and 0, and Thomsen 
parameters: 6, c and 'y. 
For all four reflections, the approximate analytical results (solid lines) agree with 
the exact numerical results (dotted lines) very well (Figure 6.2). Figure 6.3 corn-
pares the reflection coefficients for a TIV/TIH interface, and the upper and lower 
media are the overburden and 10% fractured materials in Table 6.2. Again, for all 
four reflections, the overall agreement between the approximate analytical results 
(solid lines) and the exact numerical results (dotted lines) is acceptable (Figure 
6.3), although the accuracy for rq pq p is slightly lower (Figure 6.3a). 
Materials p (g/crn3) c 	(km/s) /3b  (km/s) d ar Content 
Overburden 2.3 3.048 1.574 - - - 
Fractured 
sand 10% 
2.19 2.183 1.502 0.10 0.01 dry 
Table 6.2: Elastic parameters of the overburden and the reservoir model. The over-
burden is assumed with TIV anisotropy (6 = 0.02, c = 0.02 and 'y = 0), 
and the listed background velocities are the vertical velocities. The 
columns show the density p, the background P- and S-wave velocities 
b and 13b,  the fracture density Ed,  the aspect ratio ear,  and the fracture 
content. 
The changes in accuracy from Figures 6.2a and 6.2d to Figures 6.3a and 6.3d 
are due to changes in impedance contrast. In Figure 6.2, the F- and S-wave 
impedance contrasts are 15% and 7%, while in Figure 6.3 the corresponding 
contrasts are changed to 28% and 5%. In general, equation (6.4) for qP-wave 
reflection coefficients is more robust than equation (6.7) for qS-wave reflection 
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of reflection coefficients calculated using the linearised equa-
tions (6.4), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) (solid lines) with numerical results (dot-
ted lines) for a TIV/TIV interface shown in Table 1: (a) rq pq p, (b) rqpqs, 
(c) rqsqp and (d) rqsqs. The dashed line in (a) is result of the calculation 
based on the equations given by Rüger (1995). 
coefficients, in terms of percentage anisotropy and impedance contrast. 
Equations (6.4) to (6.7) are expressed in terms of the stiffness tensor and are 
valid for wave propagation in the symmetry plane of orthorhombic anisotropy 
with a small impedance contrast. 
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Figure 6.3: As Figure 6.2 but for a TIV/TIH interface. The upper medium is over-
burden materials with weakly TIV anisotropy and the lower medium is 
the material with 10% fracture intensity (equivalent 10% effective TIH 
anisotropy) in Table 6.2. 
6.6 The separation approach 
One possibility to interpret the difference of the AVO response in the two vertical 
symmetry planes is due to the orientation of fractures in the medium. As pointed 
out earlier, different stress regimes can also cause azimuthally varying medium 
parameters, but in this section I assume that the azimuthal changes are due to 
fractures. I show that the influence of these fractures or cracks on the reflection 
coefficient can be separated from the TIV background response if the cracks are 
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represented by Hudson-style random distributions of thin voids. 
The expression is based on the reflection coefficient formulation for orthorhom-
bic media as described in the last section, combined with the weak crack density 
perturbations to the elastic tensor and consequently the phase velocities. The 
anisotropic parameter 'y can be directly measured in the vertical symmetry planes 
of a TIH medium. This parameter has a linear relationship with the crack den-
sity, and can thus characterise the material. Numerical results show that the 
perturbation is valid for crack densities up to 0.15. 
The separation is valid for weak distributions of thin cracks and introduces a new 
crack-dependent term in the velocity expression. The validity range is defined by 
using comparisons with numerical calculations, and shows how a 3D survey could 
lead to the determination of the crack density. 
6.6.1 Theory 
The separation process is based upon the formula for the P-P reflection coefficient 
at the interface between two orthorhombic media (equation 6.4). The aim is to 
write the equation in the following form 
TIV 	crack 
TqPqP = TqPqP + rq pq p. 	 (6.37) 
To separate this equation into TIV and crack-dependent parts the crack depen-
dency of the elastic tensor elements is introduced and then the effects of this 
change in the elastic tensor on the velocity and the deviation term are investi-
gated. The resulting expression is then linearised under the assumption that the 
anisotropy and the impedance contrast between the two media is weak. 
The influence of the cracks on the elastic tensor can be described using a first 
order approach (Hudson, 1981), which separates the elastic tensor in a background 
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plus some crack-dependent perturbation 
	
background + crack 	 (6.38) cii = Cij 
Because the investigation concentrates on thin cracks for which the aspect ratio 
is less than 0.001, only the tensor element C55 is influenced. The additional 
contribution of the thin cracks can be expressed as 
crack = _C 9r0i55 	U11E, 	 (6.39) 
where c, describes the crack density of the medium and 
16 a 
33a - 2/3d' 	
(6.40) 
the diagonal matrix element introduced by Hudson (1981). This change of C55  
has a non-negligible effect on the velocities. 
In a weak anisotropic medium containing cracks the change in the polarisation 
deviation and the phase velocities of the P and S wave can be written similar to 
(Thomsen, 1986) 
,TIV + t, 
,- 
— (.,p 	c 
a = ao(l+yp+yc ), 
= I3(1+ys+c), 	 (6.41) 
where (c  describes the crack contribution to the deviation, y and Ys  denote the 
weak TIV anisotropy extension and Yc  and the crack-related parts. To find out 
the first order contribution of the cracks on the velocities I insert the changed 
tensor element 
C55 = backround(1 - Uiifc), 	 (6.42) 
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into the equation for the phase velocity in a weak anisotropic medium (Backus, 
1965) 
3(C33 + C11) + 2(C13 + 2C55 ) 
8 
C33 - Cii 
+ 	 cos(2ç) 
2 
C33 + C11 - 2(C13 + 2C55 ) 
+ 
	
	 cos(4). 	(6.43) 
8 
If only the C55 contributions are considered 
Yc 	_4Uii€csin2(2i), 2 a0 
= 	_Uii €c Cos 2 (2i), 	 (6.44) 
where i is the incidence angle. The change of the elastic properties of the two 
media across the interface is assumed to be small. This weak impedance contrast 
allows the following perturbation approach for the crack related terms in equation 
(6.4) 
C55 	- C IV +  




+Yp+Yc, a a0 
0 00 
 
= 	+ L\(C , 	 (6.45) 
where 
= —(U1c1 TTtL L) C 
__ _ /0 A(c- 	a 	
/3 77C 	COS2  icos(2i), 
- 
1002 
1Yc = hlcsin2 (2j). 	 (6.46) 2 a 
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1 and u denote the lower and upper layer. Inserting the results of equation (6.41), 
(6.44), (6.45) and (6.46) into equation (6.4) yields 
crack 
	
r~p = + (yc - 	 sin2 i 2 	2 a0 
02 
+ Ay, sin2itan2i+ (1 - 	 ) tan' iL\(c 	 (6.47) 
This can be reduced to 
crack = 	(U42) - U11 41)) sin2 i. 	 (6. 48) a1 
If the definition of the Thomsen parameter 'y 
C44 - C66 
'7= ' 	 (6.49) 2C44  
for a TIH medium is used as well as the fact that C55 = C66 , I can express the 
crack parameter UiiEc in terms of 
'7 	UiiEc. 	 (6.50) 
Inserting equation (6.50) into equation (6.48) the final result is given by 
crack 
rPP
= 2(2) - 7(1)) sin2 Z. 	 (6.51) 
a1 
The importance of this equation is that the crack density has a first order influence 
on the reflection coefficient. Assuming an un-cracked overburden it may even be 
possible to invert the data for the anisotropic parameter 7
, the parameter which 
describes the shear wave anisotropy. This can be done by measuring the difference 
in the qP-qP reflection coefficient parallel and perpendicular to the crack strike 
as suggested by Riiger (1995). The difference in these measurements is given by 
SYM - 	 = 2 
31 
'7(2) sin  i, 	 (6.52) pp 	pp 
W, 
which allows a direct inversion for the anisotropic parameter 
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6.6.2 Results 
To establish the range of validity for equation (6.48) the reflection coefficient is 
calculated for three different models (Table 6.3), where the media always have 
a TIV background defined by the Thomsen parameters €, 6 and 'y. Only the 
lower medium contains the cracks and they are introduced by altering the elastic 
tensor elements C55 and C66 according to the formula. C66 has no influence on 
the analytical expression but for the numerical calculation it has to be taken into 
account for completeness. 
Layer Vp Vs p 6 € 
up 1 3.05 1.83 2.2 0.10 0.10 0.1 0.00 
low 1 3.15 1.90 2.3 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.10 
up 2 3.05 1.83 2.2 0.10 0.10 0.1 0.00 
low 2 3.15 1.90 2.3 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.15 
up 3 2.70 1.57 2.3 0.02 0.02 0.0 0.00 
low 3 2.30 1.50 2.2 0.15 0.20 0.1 0.10 
Table 6.3: Material properties for the modelling in the vertical symmetry plane. The 
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Reflection coefficient for the model upi/lowerl (Table 6.3). The numer-
ical result is shown (solid line) together with the approximation and its 
two parts (TIV and crack). 
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Figure 6.6: The same as Figure 6.4 but for the model up3/lower3. 
Figure 6.4 demonstrates that even for high angles of incidence the difference 
between the separation formula and the numerical results is marginal. An increase 
in the crack density (Figure 6.5) shifts the highest point of agreement toward lower 
angles of incidence. The same effect has a change in the impedance contrast as 
can be seen in Figure 6.6, which reflects that the analytical formula is based on 
a small impedance contrast. 
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6.6.3 Synthetic data example of the separation 
To verify the claim of equation 6.52 that an inversion for the anisotropic parameter 
'y is possible if the overburden is isotropic, a synthetic seismogram is calculated 
based on the model parameters given in Table 6.3. The overburden is isotropic 
but with the same velocities and density as material up 1. The orthorhombic 
material is given by low 1. 
The calculation is carried out by the ray tracing package ANRAY for the two 
directions parallel and perpendicular to the fractures. The reflector depth is 500m 
and 30 geophones are positioned every 50m giving a total profile length of 1500m. 
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Figure 6.7: Amplitude variation with offset for an isotropic/orthorhombic model 
with the parameters given in Table 6.3. The solid line shows the di-
rection parallel to the fractures, the dotted one perpendicular to the 
fractures. 
For this synthetic example the velocities c and 01 as well as the depth of the 
reflector are assumed to be known. Using this information, the difference between 
the two directions (Figure 6.8) is inverted for incidence angles smaller than 30 
degrees for the shear wave anisotropy of the target layer. 
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Figure 6.8: Difference of the amplitude variation with offset for the lines perpendic-
ular and parallel to the fracture strike. 
A value for 'y is calculated for every incidence angle. The final averaged result 
reads Yav = 0.0938. As it can be seen from Table 6.3 the input value for 'y is 0.1, 
which shows a very good agreement. 
6.7 Discussion and conclusions 
Generalised and linearised equations for the tensor reflectivities of all anisotropic 
single and mixed modes in the vertical symmetry plane of media with monoclinic 
symmetry, probably the lowest symmetry which can be encountered in seismic 
wave propagation in rocks, have been developed. Furthermore reduced analytical 
equations for fracture-induced transversely isotropic media have been presented 
and in addition, a simple algebraic framework for the derivation of reflection co-
efficients was established. These expressions are valid for up to 20% P- and 10% 
S-wave anisotropy, and can be applied to interfaces with up to 20% F- and 10% 
S-wave impedance contrasts. They may be used as the basis for multicomponent 
AVO analysis and inversion in anisotropic media. More accurate expressions for 
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the polarisation deviations of qP and qS waves in anisotropic media have been 
developed. These polarisation deviations have significant first-order effects on the 
AVO signatures, and this is contrary to one's impression from travel time studies, 
where the effects of polarizations deviations on travel time are often negligible. 
A link between the Thomsen parameters (Thomsen, 1986) of measurable seis-
mic quantities and the Hudson formulation (Hudson, 1981) of physical fracture 
parameters, equation (6.11) is established. 
It was further demonstrated that it is possible to separate the formula for the 
reflection coefficient in an orthorhombic medium into a TIV and crack-related 
part. The crack dependent term can be used to invert for the anisotropic param-
eter 'y if the upper medium contains no cracks. For weak crack densities (up to 
cc = 0.15 which is the upper limit for realistic materials) the separation agrees 
with the numerical modelling results. 
An analytical expression for the azimuthal behaviour of the P-S reflections could 
not be established. A numerical investigation (Li, 1998) shows that the azimuthal 
reflection response of the P-S wave for a shale/gas-sand interface for a range of 
aspect ratios and crack densities is still elliptical as it is known for the P-P 
reflection. 
CHAPTER 7 
Real data example 
7.1 Introduction 
In order to show the practical applicability of the techniques described in the 
previous chapters, especially the estimation of the fracture direction, an analysis 
of a real data set is required. For azimuthal analyses, the data should comprise 
more than one survey line which intersect in a common point. Saga Petroleum 
provided such a data set. It has been acquired at different times over a 15 year 
period as part of an exploration study in the North Sea. These marine seismic 
data are of high quality and should allow the detection of any anisotropy. 
I apply three techniques to the data. They include the interval moveout, the 
azimuthal change of the NMO velocity, and analyses of the AVO gradient. A 
description of the data set is followed by the processing sequence and the results. 
7.2 The data 
The data I use comprise four lines of marine reflection data. Three lines are 2D 
surveys and one line is part of a much larger 3D survey. These lines intersect at 
the position where a well was drilled and density and velocity logs are recorded 
for depths up to 3200m. Figure 7.1 shows the relative position of the lines and 
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Figure 7.1: Orientation and position of the seismic lines and the well. The numbers 
along the lines indicate the shot points. 
the well location. The numbers alongside each line indicate the shot numbers. 
All line and well labels are renamed for reasons of confidentiality. 
Spreading the data acquisition over more than a decade results in different 
data quality and acquisition geometry which gives rise to the different spatial 
resolution. Table 7.1 gives details of the geometry (shots and channels) as well 
as the spatial resolution (CDP). The improvement in marine streamer technique 
enabled the recording at receiver intervals of 12.5m as shown in line 4. The high 
resolution is reflected in the small CDP interval (common depth points) with high 
fold. The length of the lines varies between 12 and 18km (see Figure 7.1). 
This type of acquisition allows in principle the determination of most of the 
components of the elastic tensor at the well position if it is assumed that the ma- 
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terial is TI. The vertical velocity is given by the log itself, while the NMO velocity 
can be determined for every reflector during processing. They are connected to 
the anisotropy parameter 6. The parameter € can be found from the vertical and 
horizontal velocity. In this case no shear log is available and also because it is 
marine data, no shear waves are recorded. The lack of shear information does 
not allow the determination of C44 or C66. For the modelling in the following 
sections I have to assume a fixed ratio between P and S wave velocity. The main 
interest in this chapter is to apply the the fracture strike estimation technique to 
one single layer, not the inversion of the elastic tensor with depth. This problem 
might be interesting for future studies. 
7.3 Processing 
The raw data are provided in SEG-Y format. In order to apply the estimation 
techniques, a basic processing sequence is applied to the data. For the fracture 
strike estimation it is essential to define the target and to find the shot and 
CDP gathers for each line near the well location. Because no navigation data are 
available and the map is not precise enough, a comparison of the stacked sections 
for each line in the region of the well with a synthetic reflection seismogram is 
required in order to estimate the FFID and CDP for the well position for each 
line. This is important, as only for these shots and CDP can any changes in 
the parameters be attributed to azimuthal changes in the rocks. The following 
processing steps are applied equally to each line. 
7.3.1 Geometry 
The raw SEG-Y data, acquired in shot-receiver gathers , contains no geometry 
information in its trace headers. These information are crucial for any later 
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Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 
Azimuth: 
from North [degrees] 49 250 319 179 
Shots: 
Total 793 568 1049 828 
Interval [m] 25 25 25 25 
Channels per shot: 
Number 60 132 60 240 
Interval [m] 50 25 50 12.5 
CDP: 
Range 1-852 1-1268 1-1107 1-3560 
Maximal fold 60 66 60 30 
Interval [m] 25 12.5 25 6.25 
Numbers with max fold 60-793 131-1138 60-1049 233-3328 
Well position 410 200 550 2250 
Recording: 
Sampling interval [ms] 4 2 4 2 
Record length [s] 6 7 6 6.144 
Velocity analysis: 
Minimum [rn/sI 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Maximum [m/s] 3500 3500 3500 3500 
Sampling interval [m/s] 50 50 50 50 
Table 7.1: Shot, receiver and CDP (Common Depth Point) information for the four 
survey lines shown in Figure 7.1. 
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processing as they provide the connection between all shots and receivers. 
S4 S3S2S1 	R I  R2 R3 R4 
Shot-receiver coordinates 
S4 S3 S2 S1 	R R2 R3 R4 




Figure 7.2: On the left, the shot-receiver coordinates are displayed. This is the way 
seismic data is recorded. S denotes the shot, R the receiver positions. 
For two different shots (1 and 2) the seismic ray paths are indicated by 
the solid and the dashed lines. On the right the midpoint-offset domain 
is displayed. The projection of the midpoint of the gathers is equal to 
the CDP for a horizontally layered Earth. The subscripts in the right 
graph indicate corresponding shot and receiver numbers (after Yilmaz, 
1987). 
For most processing purposes it is important to be able to sort the data into 
different domains. Such sorting can only be achieved if the proper geometrical 
information is combined with the data. Figure 7.2 shows the two different data 
domains. 
The lack of any navigation information means that only the observer logs and 
the survey map (Figure 7.1) could be used to establish the geometry. The map 
is provided as a hardcopy which is not precise enough and the logs contain the 
geometry for the line, but all coordinates are relative. Therefore an additional 
correlation between the lines is needed. I use the horizon calibration to gain this 
information. 
7.3.2 Example gather and muting 
Figure 7.3 shows a typical shot gather for line 1. It is characterised by high 
amplitudes of the first arrivals. These high amplitudes require the application 
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of a mute. Data are often muted prior to other processing as it reveals lower 
reflections, especially the ones from the target zone. Figure 7.4 shows the same 
shot gather as Figure 7.3 after adding the top mute. The reflections at two way 
travel times of about 3 seconds are now much more prominent than in the original 
gather. The mute parameters are picked for one or two representative gathers 
and then applied to all shots for one particular survey line. Even though all the 
lines were shot in the same area, different acquisition time and equipment require 
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Figure 7.3: Shot gather for line 1, shot no. 410. 
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Figure 7.4: Shot gather for line 1, shot no. 410 after the application of a top mute. 
The two horizontal lines at 2700ms and 3200ms indicate the target area. 
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7.3.3 Velocity analysis 
A velocity analysis is performed for some selected CDP gathers and the veloc-
ity function is then spatially interpolated across the whole line (Yilmaz, 1987). 
Semblance analysis is often used which measures the signal coherency along the 
hyperbolas defined by the velocity, offset and travel time. The advantage is that 
areas of low amplitude coherent signals are magnified and those of high coherency 
limited to a certain maximum. 














Figure 7.5: Semblance analysis for the CDP gathers at the well location for all lines. 
Dark areas indicate a high coherency. The lines on top of the semblance 
plot show the velocity picks. These values were used for the NMO cor-
rection as well as the inversion. 
Figure 7.5 shows the results of a semblance analysis for the four lines at the 
well position. Dark areas indicate good agreement between the hyperbola and 
the data. The fact that all four lines show the same characteristics confirms the 
choice of these specific CDPs as the ones for the intersection point. 
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7.3.4 Normal moveout correction (NMO) and stack 
The normal moveout correction is designed to remove the offset effects from seis-
mic data. The results of the velocity analysis provide the depth dependent ve-
locity function which is used to flatten an event for each offset. After NMO 
correction, the traces are stacked which improves the signal to noise ratio. Fig-
ures 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 show the stacked sections for all four lines. They are 
used to determine the target horizons and the CDP for the well location which 
is indicated by the arrow. 
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Figure 7.8: Stacked section for line 3 for CDPs with maximum fold. 
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Figure 7.9: Stacked section for line 4 for CDPs with maximum fold. 
7.3.5 Well tie 
The final horizon calibration and quality control of the choice for the CDP at 
the well location is done by a comparison between a synthetic seismogram and 
the stacked section. The synthetic seismogram is calculated on the basis of the 
log information for the well. Both density and velocity logs are available. Figure 
7.10 shows both data for the whole depth range. Note that the logging does not 
start at the sea bottom but at a depth of 781m. The assumption of a constant 
velocity and density between the sea bottom and the beginning of the logging 
can lead to small static shifts. 
The model derived from the logs contains only twelve major layers (Figure 7.10, 
right). The materials are isotropic and a constant Vp/Vs-wave ratio of 1.8 is 
assumed. The interfaces are placed at depth positions where a visible change 
in either the velocity or the density is detectable (Figure 7.10, right). Multiple 
suppression is applied during the calculation of the synthetic seismogram. The 
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Figure 7.10: Density (left) and velocity (middle) log for the well at the intersection 
point of the four lines. The right graph shows both logs again. The 
horizontal lines indicate the interfaces of the model used to calculate 
the synthetic seismograms and the thick lines on top of the log data 
show the model parameters derived from the log. The top and bottom 
of the target are indicated. 
area of interest is the thin layer just above the sharp velocity and density increase 
at a depth of about 2800m. 
Figure 7.11 shows shot gathers for all lines for locations near the well. The 
reflection from the bottom of the target is indicated. It is clear that all lines 
match well apart from line 2 which shows a mismatch of about 20ms. This can 
be due to different recording equipment and conditions. Line 2 is the oldest of 
the four lines. Figure 7.11 (top right) shows line 2 with reversed polarity which 
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Figure 7.11: Shot gathers for locations near the well for each line. Top left: line 1; 
Top middle: line 2; Top right: line 2 with reversed polarity, Bottom left: 
line 3; Bottom right: line 4. The horizontal lines indicate the bottom 
of the target. Only line 2 (middle) shows a mismatch of about 20ms. 
The polarity change can not reduce the mistie. 
is not smaller than before. 
Figure 7.12 shows the zero offset synthetic seismogram together with represen-
tative CDP gathers for line 2. The real data is shifted by the 20ms which the 
shot gathers suggest. The synthetic trace is repeated ten times for clarity. The 
most important feature is the good agreement of the two sections after the shift 
for the reflection from the top and the bottom of the target zone as well as the 
last prominent reflection in the data above the target zone at around 21OOms. 
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Figure 7.12: Comparison between the synthetic seismogram calculated from the well 
logs and selected CDP gathers for line 2. The top and the bottom of 
the target are indicated. The CDP gathers are time shifted by 20ms. 
7.4 Geological setting and structural variation 
Apart from the log data no further geological information is available, which 
makes it difficult to describe the geology for the area of study in detail. The 
data were collected in the Norwegian sector of the Fife field in the Central North 
Sea. In the UK sector of the Fife field the primary reservoir is sandstone but 
additionally a fractured chalk sequence is used for its potential as hydrocarbon 
reservoir. The chalk sequence is known to be fractured (MacBeth et al., 1997). 
The information provided with the log data shows that the overburden is formed 
of a uniform sequence of calystone similar to the other study of the area (Mack-
ertich, 1996). It is therefore reasonable to assume that a similar sequence can 
be found in the area of study. This is one of the reasons why Saga Petroleum 
provided the data set for fracture analyses. 
Structural variations in the target zone can be best identified in the CDP gathers 
for the well position. Note that the big influence as it can be seen in Figures 7.6, 
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Figure 7.13: Stacked sections for CDP gathers around the well for each line. Top 
left: line 1; Top right: line 2; Bottom left: line 3; Bottom right: line 4. 
7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 is only apparent because each Figure shows the complete line and 
therefore any structural variation is amplified. 
A more precise way is to look at a stacked section for CDP gathers just around 
the well (Figure 7.13) and to quantify the influence in terms of milliseconds per 
CDP. 
The maximum can be seen in line 1 where a difference of about 20ms is observ-
able. However, synthetic calculations for reflections from a depth of 2600m and 
for the same offset range as in Figure 7.13 show that a dip of 3 degrees already 
exceeds the 20ms limit. Therefore the influence of the structure can be ignored. 
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7.5 Azimuthal moveout and velocity analysis 
To estimate directional changes in physical parameters, investigations of the az-
imuthal behaviour are required. The analyses can focus on kinematic attributes 
such as the interval travel time or the NMO velocity or dynamic ones such as the 
AVO gradient which are discussed in section 7.6. This section concentrates on 
the kinematic parameters. 
7.5.1 Moveout for shot gathers 
As shown in Chapter 5, the azimuthal variation of the interval travel time allows 
the estimation of the fracture strike. 
Figure 7.14: Left: Shot gather at the well location for line 1, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
diagram for the top and the bottom of the target zone. 
As shown in Chapter 3, in order to calculate the fracture strike, the travel time 
difference between the top and the bottom of the target is required. Once the top 
and the bottom horizons for the four lines are established, the travel times for the 
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Figure 7.15: Left: Shot gather at the well location for line 2, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
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Figure 7.16: Left: Shot gather at the well location for line 3, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
diagram for the top and the bottom of the target zone. 
The good quality of the data narrows the error margin for these picks sub-
stantially. Only in the far offset the picking accuracy is reduced. These events 
are muted and not included in the following fracture strike estimation process. 
Figures 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17 show the shot gathers for each line at the well 
position together with the travel time picks. 
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Figure 7.17: Left: Shot gather at the well location for line 4, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
diagram for the top and the bottom of the target zone. 
After the pick, the interval travel time is calculated as the difference between 
the bottom and the top. Figure 7.18 gives the difference for all the four survey 
lines for the shots at the well position. 
A smoothing is necessary for the inversion procedure where one specific value 
for the difference is required for each line. The smoothing is achieved by a least-
squares fit of a high order polynomial to the original data. The result is given on 
the right side of Figure 7.18. 
Equal interval travel times for each line are then used as input parameters for 
the genetic algorithm. To ensure no dependence on the choice of pick I used 
several different times. The development of the best fitting parameters for these 
picks are shown in Figure 7.19. 
The fracture strike direction is given by about North 12 degrees East with a 
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Figure 7.18: Difference in the travel time for the four different lines for the shot 
gathers at the well location. On the left the original picks and on 
the right the smoothed results. Line 1: solid, Line 2: dotted, Line 3; 
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Figure 7.19: Development of the best fitting parameters for the ellipse. 
7.5.2 Moveout for CDP gathers 
In this section the estimation of the strike direction from the interval travel time 
is repeated for CDP gathers. The negligible amount of dip present in the data at 
the well location should lead to very similar results as in the shot gather analysis. 
Figures 7.20, 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23 show the CDP gathers for each line at the well 
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Figure 7.20: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 1, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
diagram for the top and the bottom of the target zone. 
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Figure 7.21: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 2, together with the 
time picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus 
offset diagram for the top and the bottom of the target zone. The 
data is shifted by -20ms to equal the vertical travel times for the other 
lines. This static shift may be due to different recording conditions and 
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Figure 7.22: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 3, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
diagram for the top and the bottom of the target zone. 
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Figure 7.23: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 4, together with the time 
picks which are used for the inversion. Right: Picked time versus offset 
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Figure 7.24: Difference in the travel time for the four different lines for the CDPs 
at the well location. On the left the original picks and on the right the 
smoothed results. Because of the unreliable time pick in the far offset 
region, offsets greater than 2000m are not considered in the inversion 
process. 
Figure 7.24 shows the resulting interval travel times and Figure 7.25 gives the 
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Figure 7.25: Development of the best fitting parameters for the ellipse for two dif-
ferent set of input parameters. 
The fracture strike direction is given by about North 10 degrees East with an 
TIH anisotropy of about 5%. This result is very similar to the shot gather. It 
confirms that the dip has a negligible influence on the parameter estimation for 
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7.5.3 NMO velocity 
In order to verify the result from the investigation for the interval travel time, a 
similar analysis is applied to the normal moveout velocities of the four different 
lines. Grechka and Tsvankin (1996) showed that the azimuthal variation of the 
NMO velocity for a TIH medium is always an ellipse and the orientation of the 
axis indicates the fracture strike. This prediction is tested here for the moveout 
velocities which are picked for the top and the bottom reflection from the target 
for the four survey lines (Table 7.2). 
Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 
VNMO top {m/sJ 









Table 7.2: NMO velocities for the top and the bottom of the target area which are 
used as input for the GA inversion. 
Figure 7.26 shows the development of the parameters for the top of the target. 
It indicates that the anisotropy in the overburden is very small because the length 
of the half axes of the ellipse a and b are almost equal. This behaviour is reflected 
in the development of the rotation angle. Because the solution is almost a circle 
the GA can not find a good solution for the angle. 
In contrast, Figure 7.27, which shows the development of the parameters for the 
bottom of the target verifies the existence of anisotropy. The two half axes are 
not the same any more. The percentage of anisotropy derived from the inversion 
is about 3% and the rotation angle is given by North 100  East. 
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Figure 7.26: Development of the parameters for the best fitting ellipse for the NMO 
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Figure 7.27: Development of the parameters for the best fitting ellipse for the NMO 
velocity for the bottom of the target. Each generation contains 4000 
individuals to increase the spread in the parameter space. 
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7.5.4 Interval velocity 
The estimation of the anisotropy from the moveout velocity for the bottom of 
the target does not show the target parameters but an average which includes 
the overburden. To estimate the target parameters itself, an analysis of the 
interval velocities has to be done. The interval velocities are calculated by the 
Dix equation 
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The interval velocities are then used as input for the GA. The development of 
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Figure 7.28: Development of the parameters for the best fitting ellipse for the interval 
velocity. 
The unusual high anisotropy (33%) and the fracture strike of a = 0 are due to 
two factors. First, the estimation of the interval velocity with the Dix equation 
produces errors especially for thin layers. Secondly Al-Dajani and Alkhalifah 
(1998) have shown that a reliable estimation is based upon the target thickness, 
the absolute travel time, the error which is allowed for the velocity estimation 
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and the expected velocity anisotropy. It can be expressed in the following form 
At 	velocity error % 	
(7.2) 
t - velocity anisotropy % 
This means that for a velocity error of 4% and a 40% velocity anisotropy for 
a target at the time depth of 2810ms, the thickness in time should be at least 
281ms. But because the target zone in the data set is only 85ms it is clear that the 
percentage of anisotropy and the strike direction can not be resolved confidently 
from the interval velocities. 
7.5.5 Influence of the dip 
Because the results of the shot gather and CMP gather analyses are very similar, 
the influence of the dip has to be very small. To confirm this result, the influence 
of the dip can be estimated by applying the GA to the residual moveout. As 
shown in Chapter 6, the most general ellipse is defined by 5 parameters. With 
the strike direction given by the interval moveout and the NMO analysis only 
four unknown parameters remain which can be resolved by the input from four 
lines. Table 7.3 gives the parameter range. The bit length is 15 which allows 
32769 different values for each parameter. 
Parameter 	Range 
Long axis a 0km <a <4km 
Short axis b 0km < b < 4km 
Rotation angle c North 100  East 
Midpoint x0 —2km <xo <2km 
Midpoint Yo —2km < Yo < 2km 
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Figure 7.29: Development of the parameters for the best fitting ellipse for 300 gen-
erations. 
To estimate the fracture strike direction the positions of equal interval travel 
time are calculated for each line. This forms the input data for the genetic 
algorithm. The whole inversion is repeated for several different time picks to 
ensure that the inversion result is not biased by one specific pick. Figure 7.29 
shows the development of the parameters for the best fitting ellipse. The travel 
time for this example is picked at 71ms. 
Figure 7.30 shows again the smoothed interval travel times but now the different 
lines are plotted according to their geographical orientation. The different colours 
indicate different travel times. The four bigger dots mark the position where the 
interval travel time is 71ms for each of the lines. The ellipse is calculated for 
the parameters of the best fit for the 300th generation. An average over several 
inversions leads to the following results: 
. The fracture strike direction is about North 100  East. 
The dip has almost no influence on the estimation. 
. The TIH anisotropy calculated from the different length of the axis of the 
ellipse gives about 5% from the interval travel time and 3% from the NMO 
velocity analysis for the bottom of the target. 
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Figure 7.30: The smoothed interval shot gather travel times together with the best 
fitting ellipse calculated from the inversion results. The big dots mark 
the four points of equal interval travel time which were used as input 
for the inversion. 
7.5.6 Error analysis for the GA inversion 
To estimate an error for the GA itself is difficult because the algorithm is con-
structed to produce always the best possible fit for a given resolution and input 
data. The fit is no indicator of any error as it changes with changing input data. 
In order to asses what errors are introduced in the inversion by the data, I use 
the NMO velocities for the top of the target layer because the result is a circle 
and both axis have the same length. I perturb the input data randomly by a 
maximum of +5% which is a good average of the picking error. The resulting 
new data set is then inverted and the difference between the length of the axis 
of the ellipse is used as an indicator how errors in the picking propagate to the 
inversion result. The final error is given by an average over 10 different pertur-
bation results. It shows that the error in the inversion is about the same as the 
error in the picking. 
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Run no. 

























Table 7.4: Inversion results for different perturbated input data. a and b are the 
length of the axis of the ellipse. 
7.6 AVO analysis 
The AVO analysis is an additional tool to confirm the fracture strike. As it 
is shown by Riiger (1996) and Li and Mavko (1996) the azimuthal variation of 
the amplitude as well as the AVO gradient follow a cos(20) variation. Because 
a cosine is completely described by three parameters it should be possible to 
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Figure 7.31: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 1, together with the 
time picks at which the amplitude is used for the AVO analysis. Right: 
Amplitude versus offset diagram for the picked times for the top and 
the bottom of the target zone. 
I use information from reflections from the top and the bottom of the target 
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zone. The first step is to pick the amplitude for each line for the CDP gather 
at the well. The Figures 7.31, 7.32, 7.33 and 7.34, show these CDP gathers 
together with the travel time picks. The diagrams on the right side always show 
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Figure 7.32: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 2, together with the 
time picks at which the amplitude is used for the AVO analysis. Right: 
Amplitude versus offset diagram for the picked times for the top and 
the bottom of the target zone. 
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Figure 7.33: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 3, together with the 
time picks at which the amplitude is used for the AVO analysis. Right: 
Amplitude versus offset diagram for the picked times for the top and 
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Figure 7.34: Left: CDP gather at the well location for line 4, together with the 
time picks at which the amplitude is used for the AVO analysis. Right: 
Amplitude versus offset diagram for the picked times for the top and 
the bottom of the target zone. 
The AVO response is given by 
Amplitude = A0 + G . sin (02 , 	 (7.3) 
where A0 is the zero-incidence amplitude, G the gradient and i the incidence 
angle at the reflection point. The gradient is therefore given by the slope of the 
best fitting line in a coordinate system where the units on the x-axis are sin  and 
on the y-axis the amplitude. To calculate this angle i, I use ray tracing in the 
same model (Figure 7.10) which is used to calculate the well tie (Figure 7.12). 
The model is the same for all lines. 
For the calculation of the AVO gradient, the zero-incident amplitudes for all lines 
are normalised to the same number. Theoretically, zero incidence amplitudes at 
the well position must be the same for all lines. The differences in the measured 
data are due to different recording procedures. Figure 7.35 shows the results for 
all lines for the reflection from the top of the target zone. All lines (Figure 7.35a, 
7.35b, 7.35c and 7.35d) show an acceptable distribution of the data points. The 
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Figure 7.35: All diagrams show the normalised amplitude versus the squared sin of 
the incidence angle at the reflector together with the best fitting line: 
a) Line 1, b) Line 2, c) Line 3 and d) Line 4. 
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In order to decide whether the minimum or the maximum in the cosine function 
gives the strike direction, I analyse the reflection response both parallel and per-
pendicular to the fractures using the equation for the P-P reflection coefficient 
(equation 6.4 Chapter 6). The input parameters are given by the log data (top: 
Vp = 2.304m/s,p = 2.314g/cm3, bottom: Vp = 2.587m/s,p = 2.407g/cm3), 
where a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.8 is assumed. The cracked rock contains fluid-filled 
Hudson style cracks (Hudson, 1981) up to second order (Crampin, 1993) with an 
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Figure 7.37: Reflection coefficient for the top of the target parallel (solid line) and 
perpendicular (dotted line) to the fractures. 
Figure 7.37 shows the reflection coefficient for the low-high impedance interface 
on the top of the target. It is obvious that the gradient parallel to the cracks 
(solid line) is more negative than perpendicular to the fractures. The minimum 
in the cosine function must therefore give the fracture strike. 
The strike direction (Figure 7.36) is given by North 80 degrees West which 
is very different from the direction estimated from the kinematic measurements 
which is calculated to be about North 10 degrees East. 
The failure of the estimation of the fracture direction from the AVO response for 
the top of the target may be due to overburden effects in the different directions. 
In order to compensate for the overburden effects, I use a normalisation scheme 
based on the the amplitude of the reflection event from the top of the target zone. 
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As demonstrated by Sayers and Rickett (1997) and Li (1998), the azimuthal 
AVO response from the bottom of a fracture layer is often more significant than 
the response from the top. Thus the reflection event from the top of the fractured 
layer may be used as a calibration horizon. To reveal the AVO response from the 
bottom of the fractured layer and to compensate for the overburden effects, scaling 
factors can be calculated from the top event based upon normalisation. These 
scaling factors can then be applied to the reflection amplitudes of the bottom 
event. This procedure was first used by MacBeth et al. (1997). 
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Figure 7.38: All diagrams show the normalised amplitude for the bottom of the 
target versus the offset. a) Line 1, b) Line 2, c) Line 3 and d) Line 4. 
After calibrating the top reflection event, the resulting amplitude from the bot-
tom should then be governed only by the target itself. Figure 7.38 shows the 
normalised amplitudes for all lines. They are normalised to an amplitude of 10 
for the top reflection. 
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Figure 7.39: All diagrams show the normalised amplitude for the bottom of the 
target versus the squared sin of the incidence angle at the reflector. a) 
Line 1, b) Line 2, c) Line 3 and d) Line 4. 
The calculation of the AVO gradient is conducted for the same model as for 
the top reflection with the only addition that the target itself is now part of the 
model. Figure 7.39 shows, similar to Figure 7.35, the squared sine of the incidence 
angle versus amplitude diagrams for all data lines. Again, the AVO gradient as 
one of parameters of the best fitting line, is used as input for the calculation of 
the fracture strike. 
In contrast to the reflection from the top of the target, the distribution of 
the data points allows me to include all AVO gradients for the fracture strike 
estimation. Only line 4 (Figure 7.39d) is not as good defined as the others. Figure 
7.40 shows the results of the best fitting cos 20 analysis for the AVO gradient. 
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Figure 7.40: Best fitting cosine for the gradient for the reflection from the bottom 
of the target. 
The fracture strike is given at about North 10 degrees East, which is in very good 
agreement with the results from the kinematic section. 
7.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter I analysed a four-line marine data set in order to apply some of the 
techniques I developed in the previous chapters of this thesis. The main area of 
interest is the estimation of the fracture strike direction for the target zone. The 
seismic lines intersect at the point where a well is drilled and log information for 
the density and velocity are available. However, the data contained no geometry 
information in the trace headers and in order to apply any technique it is essential 
to estimate the CDP gather at the well position accurately. Only for these CDP 
gathers can the differences between the lines be connected to azimuthal changes 
in the parameters. After the normal processing steps of geometry setup, velocity 
analysis, NMO correction and stack, I compared the stacked sections for each line 
with a synthetic seismogram which was calculated based on the log data. The 
result not only gives an accurate estimate for the CDP number for each line at 
the well position but also helps to identify the top and the bottom of the target 
horizon in the stacked section. 
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Three techniques are used to estimate the fracture strike. First the residual 
moveout is combined with the analysis of the azimuthal changes in the NMO 
velocity to gain an initial estimation. Because the number of data lines was 
limited to four it was not possible to apply the estimation technique for dipping 
TIH layers as it requires a minimum of five observations. The analyses of the 
stacked sections for each line in the region of the well showed no evidence of a 
structural variation greater than 3 degrees dip. I was then able to estimate the 
fracture strike by fitting an ellipse to the residual moveouts for the different lines. 
This procedure was carried out for both shot gathers and CMP gathers. The 
shot gather approach is chosen because the theoretical developments, which are 
presented in the previous chapters, are all based on shot gathers. The CMP 
gather analysis was used to verify the shot gather analysis. For small dips the 
results of the two configurations should be the same. The GA inversion for both 
gathers gave very similar results. 
To confirm the result, I estimated the fracture strike by fitting an ellipse to the 
NMO velocities and then fixed the direction to analyse the effects of the dip using 
the interval moveout. The results for this analysis are an anisotropic behaviour 
of about 5% and a strike direction of about North 10 degrees East. The analysis 
shows no evidence of the influence of dip. 
The results of the NMO analysis have to be viewed with some caution. The 
inversion for the velocities from the top of the target zone showed no sign of 
anisotropy, while the bottom indicated about 3%. But this is an average for the 
whole depth range. To analyse specifically the target I used the interval velocity. 
But errors in the estimation of the interval velocity and the small thickness of 
the target do not allow a confident estimation. 
I could also show that the errors in the inversion using the GA are of the same 
order as the picking error for the velocities. 
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Secondly, I analysed the AVO gradient for both the reflection from the top and 
the reflection from the bottom of the target zone. The normalised amplitudes for 
the bottom of the target lead to the same fracture strike as the kinematic analysis 
while the AVO analysis for the top of the target showed no agreement at all. This 
can be due to overburden effects which are eliminated by the normalisation. 
Overall, the application of the different techniques to the real data showed that it 
is possible to estimate the fracture strike. However, the reliability of the results 
depends very much on the thickness of the target zone and even more on the 
number of observations that are available. If more observations than inversion 
parameters are available, the GA is much better constrained and therefore the 
confidence in the results is higher. 
CHAPTER 8 
Summary 
The primary purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the anisotropic param-
eter estimation in the presence of dipping interfaces. This has been achieved by 
deriving approximate analytical equations for the problems. Synthetic analyses 
lead to the anisotropic parameter range where these equations are valid. This 
allowed the derivation of estimation methods for anisotropic parameters in the 
presence of dip. The methods were tested successfully for a marine reflection 
survey where the fracture strike was estimated independently with two different 
methods. Below I summarise the main conclusions. 
8.1 Effects of anisotropy and dip 
For a single dipping TIV layer, I derived a travel time equation and showed that 
it can be decomposed into four terms: an isotropic horizontal, an isotropic dip 
residual, an anisotropic horizontal residual and an anisotropic dip residual. I have 
demonstrated that each consecutive term is at least one order of magnitude lower 
than the previous one. The validity range of this equation was investigated in 
terms of the P-wave anisotropy (€), the ellipticity (E - 6), dip and orientation of 
the symmetry axis of the elastic tensor. It was shown that it is applicable up to 
= 0.2 (E - 6 0.19) and 20 degrees dip. A separation procedure for the effects 
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of anisotropy and dip, based on the travel time is valid for dip angles up to 20 
degrees and Thomsen parameters of € = 0.15 to € = 0.2. It is shown that the 
deviation of the group from the phase direction has only a second order influence 
in the position of the minimum point upon which the separation scheme is based. 
If the orientation of the symmetry axis is changed the range for the anisotropic 
parameters becomes smaller. Cases can even occur where the anisotropic effects 
are compensated by a special orientation of the symmetry axis, where anisotropy 
can no longer be detected and the separation process is thus not applicable. 
8.2 Estimation technique and real data results 
Traditional estimation methods such as the one for the fracture strike detection 
are not able to predict correct results if the target layer is dipping. It was therefore 
necessary to investigate the influence of the dip from a theoretical point of view 
and to derive an estimation method from the synthetic data results. For the two 
layer case, a sophisticated inversion scheme using a genetic algorithm proved to 
be necessary to resolve the problem of the fracture strike direction. The study of 
the behaviour of the residual travel time for a dipping target zone revealed that 
the contour lines of equal travel time can still be approximated by an ellipse if the 
TIH anisotropy of the target layer is smaller than 20%. This observation leads 
to the inversion idea. For any given number of survey lines, equal residual travel 
times are assumed to lie on or close to an ellipse. The problem of determining 
this ellipse is solved by the application of a non-linear inversion scheme, a genetic 
algorithm. This scheme is able to estimate all the parameters of the ellipse 
simultaneously and therefore represents a method for the determination of the 
fracture strike direction for a dipping target zone. 
The method was used successfully for the real data where the NMO ellipse and 
the residual travel time were fitted. It is shown that the error in the estimation 
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of the direction is about the same as the error which is assumed for th pick of the 
velocity. The fracture strike was estimated to be North 10 degrees East which 
was confirmed by analyses of the AVO gradient but only after a normalisation 
for the reflection from the bottom of the target zone. 
The results for the inversion of the interval travel time shows that the method 
is not applicable to deep thin targets. The anisotropy estimation shows at least 
33% TIH anisotropy in the target zone and a direction far different from the 
other inversions. The low confidence interval is due to the limited number of 
observations that are used for the inversion procedure. 
8.3 AVO studies 
I analysed the AVO response for the interface of two orthorhombic media. Gener-
alised and linearised equations for the tensor reflectivities of all anisotropic single 
and mixed modes have been developed. Furthermore, reduced analytical equa-
tions for TIH media were presented and, in addition, a simple algebraic framework 
for the derivation of reflection coefficients was established. Comparisons with nu-
merical calculations show that these expressions are valid for up to 20% F- and 
10% S-wave anisotropy, and can be applied to interfaces with up to 20% F- and 
10% S-wave impedance contrasts. More accurate expressions for the polariza-
tions deviations of qP and qS waves in anisotropic media were developed. These 
polarisation deviations have significant first order effects on the AVO signatures, 
and this is contrary to one's impression from travel time studies, where the effects 
polarisation deviations on travel time are often negligible. 
It was further demonstrated that it is possible to separate the reflectivity of 
an orthorhombic-orthorhombic interface into a TIV background and a crack pa- 
rameter related part. The crack dependent term can be used to invert for the 
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anisotropic parameter 7 if the upper medium contains no cracks. For weak crack 
densities (up to € = 0.15 which is the upper limit for realistic materials) the 
separation agrees with the numerical modelling results. 
8.4 Suggestions for future work 
This thesis identified some areas for further research. I think the most likely to 
achieve positive results is the application of the hierarchical travel time equation 
and the separation algorithm to a real data set where the target zone is highly 
anisotropic and the structural variation is greater than a minimum of 10 degrees 
dip. However, the successful application of this technique depends on high quality 
data. This type of recordings are achievable using the latest acquisition techniques 
such as seabed recordings. The synthetic applications suggest that it should be 
possible to enhance the stacked section and to estimate anisotropic parameters 
in due course. 
The theoretical work in this thesis is based upon shot gathers. This is due to 
the fact that it turned out to be very difficult and time consuming to calculate 
CMP gathers with ANRAY. An interesting field could be the investigation of the 
observed phenomena in CMP gathers as they are commonly used in exploration 
processing. It may also be that some of the difficulties I encountered are due to 
the fact that I used the shot gather formulation. 
Time lapse investigations try to monitor the changes of the behaviour of a 
reservoir over a certain period of time. Two of the key parameters in fractured 
reservoir characterisation are the crack geometry and their filling. An extension of 
the separation technique for the crack-related reflectivity from a TIV background 
for an orthorhombic medium for other than thin cracks could fill the gap between 




then be linked directly to the crack parameters. 
It is important that 3D data are properly sampled (Ziolkowski, 1997), in order 
to realize the full potential of the azimuthal parameter estimation techniques and 
to achieve reliable results of high resolution. Four line configurations as shown 
in Chapter 7 satisfy the theoretical criteria for obtaining a solution but with a 
higher sampling the reliability of the results could be increased substantially. 
8.5 Software used for this thesis 
The layout of the thesis is achieved by using LATEX, the references and citations are 
produced by BibTEX. Most diagrams are produced with the Generic Mapping 
Tool (GMT) written by Wessel and Smith (1995). Other diagrams are drawn 
with the Unix tool Xfig. ANRAY is used for the ray tracing and ANISEIS for 
the zero-offset well tie seismograms. ProMax version 6.0 is used for all the data 
processing. All other calculations are done by C and FORTRAN programs which 
are written by myself. 
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APPENDIX A 
Travel time related derivations 
A.1 Decomposition of the travel time equation 
In the following the ray angle is expressed in terms of the given parameters dip 
angle (), receiver offset (Rec) and depth of the reflector at the source point (Di). 
See Figure 4.1 for the definition of the symbols. I start with the triangle SRRec 
(source, reflection point, receiver). The length of the first side of the triangle 
(this is equal to the first segment of the ray d1 , Figure 4.1) can be expressed as 
d1 
= D cos(ç) 
(A.1) 
cos() 
The second part is given by 
= cos() (D - Rectan()) 	
(A.2) 
cos() 
Using the cosine rule 
Rec = d + d - 2d1d2 cos(2), 	 (A.3) 
insert equation (A.1) and (A.2) and solve for cos(2), yields 
cos(2) 	
1 2D cos(qi)2 
- 	
- 2D cos()Rec sin() 
- 2 cos()D(D cos() - Recx sin()) 
1 Rec 2 - Rec cos(q)2 - Rec cos('b)2 




Travel time related derivations 
This can be rewritten and solved in terms of cos2() 
cos2(') 	
—2D COS(0)2  + 2D cos()Rec sin() - Re + Rec cos(0)2 
4 cos (q)D(—D cos (0) + Recx sin(q)) - Rec 
U 
U 
2 cos ()D(—D cos() + Recx sin()) 
4 cos (q)D(—D cos() + Recx sin()) - Rec 
(A.5) 
A.1.1 P-P reflection 
Now the group angle can be replace in the residual anisotropic term of equation 
4.13 by inserting equation A.5 and expanding the resulting term into a Taylor 
series for small offsets Rec. Let Q be the part of the residual anisotropic term 
of equation 4.13 which contains anisotropic parameters 
Q 	= 	26 sin 2() cos2() + 2€ sin 4 () 
16Rec + 16sin() Rec + 136— 56cos()2  + ecos()2R4 + O1Re 
2 D 	2 cos() D 	8 	Dcos()2 	 X 	
C 
(A.6) 
Finally, rearranging the equation into dip dependent (T) and independent (() 
parts gives 
Q = 
6 Rec2 	26)R 	
(A.7) 
	
- 2D+ 8D' 
T 	
= 6 smn R 	
+6 
 3R 	
tan()2. 	 (A.8) 
2 cos(0)D3 8D 
A.1.2 qSV-qSV reflection 
If the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the reflector the image point construction 
is valid for S-waves as well. Therefore, to find the travel time equation I only 
have to replace the velocity with the weak anisotropic expression for the qSV- 
wave (equation 2.29). Then I can use the same scheme as above to separate 
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between dip dependent and independent parts. Because of the velocity change, 
the definition of Q changes 
Q = 2 VP0 sin ) cos2()(c - 6) 
vsvo 
1 V$0 Re 	
- 6) + 1 V
0 Rec sin(ç) 
(6 -  6) 2V0 D2 
	
z 2V 0 DI cos() 
- 	1 V 0 Re C4  (-36+36-56    cos()2 + 5€cos()2) + 0(r
5), 8V0 D4 	 Cos 
(A.9) 
and finally 
V 0 Rec(13Rec - 1), 
	 (A.10) 
6 2V 0 D 8 D 
T - (c -6)_V0 Rec 	 tan()). 	(A.11) tan 0(1 - 
3Rec 
- 	2V 0 D 8 D 
A.1.3 SH-SH reflection 
Using equation 2.30, the weak anisotropy expression for VSH and a Taylor expan-
sion gives 
Q 	= 2'y sin 2() 
1 Rec2 	1 Rec sin() 	1 Rec —3+4 COS2) + O(Rec). 
2 z D2 D cos() 7 8 D 	Cos 
(A.12) 
Which leads to the final result 
Rec2 	Rec 
=




tan 0(i + 	tanq). 	 (A.14) 
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A.2 Ray parameter perturbation 
If the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the surface, the reflecting angle 02 is not 
equal to the incidence angle 01 and the image point construction is not longer 
valid. Here I prove that for gentle dips and weak anisotropy the image point 
construction may still be a good approximation because the perturbation of the 
ray parameter caused by the change in the orientation of the symmetry axis is 
small in terms of the parameters € and 6. In the following I will show that 
sin 01 - sin 01  
(1+v), 	 (A.15) 
VP  - V 2  
is a good approximation, where Vp1 and Vp2 are the phase velocities connected 
to the phase angles 01 and 02. i-' represents a small perturbation term. Let 
L0 = 02 - 01 	 (A.16) 
AV = V(01 + 0) - V(01) 	 (A.17) 
If I use the weak anisotropy expression for the P-wave phase velocity [equation 
(2.28)], I can write AV, which is a second order term, for small z0 as 
LW 
= av 
L0 = V'LO = Vp0 (6sin(20) cos(20) + 4€ sin' (0) cos(0))L0. (A.18) ao 
For small AV and z\0 the horizontal slowness at the reflection point is given by 
sin(01 ) 	sin(02) 
 
V(02 —) 
sin(0i +A 0)  
= Vp(0—q+ AO) 
sin(01)+cos(01)0 
 
sin(01) + cos(0i)0 
/v  = Vp(01 - 	)(1 + Vp(Oi-) 
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This leads after a Taylor expansion of equation A.22 for small LW to the following 
expression for the horizontal slowness 
sin(01)sin(01)
+ 
 cos(9i)O'\ 1 - 	/.V 	
A 23 
VP (01 + ) - 	- ) Vp(Oi - 	Vp(Oi - 
sin (0k ) 
, 	(1 + cot(Oi)z0). 	 (A.24) 
VpU - () 
Figures A.1 and A.2 show the variation of L0 for two materials (c = 0.15 and 
€ = 0.25) for a range of dip angles. For € = 0.15 and 30 degrees incidence angle 
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Figure A.1: The deviation of the reflection angle from the angle of incidence for a 
symmetry axis perpendicular to the surface for c = 0.15. 
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Figure A.2: The same as Figure A.1 but for c = 0.25. 
A.3 3-D data analysis 
In this section the travel time and the separation equation will be derived for a 
three dimensional layout of source and receiver. The reflector is a plane defined 
by a dip and a strike angle and one point in space. I start with the formula for the 
coordinates of the reflection point for the 3D case, where the source () and the 
receiver (Rec) position, the dip (5) and strike () angle and one point belonging 
to the reflector (13) are given (Figure A.3). 
Assume 
 
Rc = RecJ+ RecJ -4- Reck,  
13 = D+DJ+Dk,  
R+ RJ+ Rk,  
= iJ+iJ+iE  
where i,3 and k' are the Cartesian unit vectors. 
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North 
y 
Figure A.3: 3-D ray path and image point. 
To find the reflection point ], a line 12(j) = Rec + j(Rec - 1) connecting the 
image point and the receiver, intersects with the reflector for a special value 
The explicit formula for fl is given below. 
= Rc + j'(Rc - I, 	 (A.30) 
with 
- -sin W sin c(D - Rec) - cos sin (Rec - D) + cos (Rec - D) 
- - sin sin (Rec - I) + cos sin (Rec - 4) - cos (Rec - I) 
 
RX  = Rec + j'(Rec - Ii), R = Rec + j'(Rec - Ii,,), R = Rec + j'(Rec - Ii), 
 
and 
I = 	- B (sin  sin ç5), 4 = S+B (cos  sin ), I = S - B cos , (A.33) 
where 
B = 2(—sinsin(D - S) - cososin(S - D) +cosç5(S - Di)). (A.34) 
The length of the ray path L can now be found, 
(A.35) 
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with 
d1 - R)2 + ''kJy - Ry) '2 + (S - R)2  (A.36) 
d2  = 	J(Rec - R)2 + (Rec - R)2 + (Rec - (A.37) 
A.3.1 Moveout extension for a dipping reflector 
The principle of how to separate the influence of the dip and the anisotropy is the 
same as it was applied for the 2D case. Starting with the formula for the non-
dipping reflector and isolating this term in the general formula, so that 12  (q = 0) 
and 'Al2 (0, o) remains. The source is located at the origin of the coordinate 
system, the receiver on the surface (Rec = 0) and the vector of the known point 
belonging to the reflector equals 115 = (0, 0, Di). For the non-dipping case I find 
tV = Rec + Rec + 4D. 	 (A.38) 
The squared general formula looks the same as in the 2D case except that a y 
term is added. 
t2V 	(Rec - r 2 + (Rec - I)2 + I, 	 (A39) x 1x) 
with 
Ix 	= 2D cos q5 sin  sin y, 	 (A.40) 
It,, = —2Dcosqsinqcosy, 	 (A.41) 
I, 	= 2D cos2 çb. 	 (A.42) 
Inserting A.40, A.41, A.42 into A.39 and adding and subtracting 4D 2  as it is done 
in the 2D case, leads to 
P VG2 = Rec + Rec + 4D 
12(0=0) 
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+D 
=—D sin2 ' 
- 	4RecD cos sin q  sin + 4RecD2 cos sin q5  cos y. 	(A.43) 
The expression for L12  (q, ) can be simplified and the final result is 
t2V 2 = 12 (q = 0) 	 - y cos )]. 	(A.44) 
Equation (A.44) shows that even in the 3-D case it is possible to separate the 
travel time equation for a plane reflector with an arbitrary dip and strike angle 
into a dip dependent and a dip independent part as long as the symmetry axis of 
the elastic tensor is perpendicular to the interface. This suggests that I can use 
the same separation procedure as in 2-D. 
A.3.2 Separation process 
For the separation process, if travel time data are given, I have to find the dip 
and the strike angle of the reflector from the minimum position of the travel time 
curve. As in the 2D case, I assume the source to be located at the origin of 
the coordinate system and the point belonging to the reflector at the same x,y 
position (ö = (0, 0, Dr )). The apex of the travel time curve is measured at the 
position I, It,. 
ço is the strike and 0 the dip angle. Dividing A.40 by A.41 yields 
- 	- sin = tanço, 	 (A.45) 
I - cos 
or 
y = arctan( 
Ix
T). 	 (A.46) 
y 
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To find an expression for 0, A.40 and A.41 are squared and then added. Keep in 
mind, that sin q cos 5 = 1  sin(2) and I use C = - -ft- and E = -. This leads to 
C2  + E 2 = 	sin2 (2) sin2 0 + sin 2(2) cos2 0  
C2  + E2  sin2 (2ç).  
The desired solution is therefore 
arcsin(C2 -+ E2). 	 (A.49) 
In real data processing the strike may be directly determined from the 3-D travel 
time contour map as shown in Figure 4.15. 
A.4 Interval moveout 
Consider two line-azimuths at 01 and 02  to the fracture strike in the target. 
Denoting the interval moveout for the two line-azimuths as /t 1  and L42. For 
azimuth 01 , Atil can be written as, according equation (3.5), 
+ z2 + 2x + z? 
/t1(01, x) = tbottom - t 0p = 2x  
22 	
- 
v 2 (O2, ') 	v1(01) 	
(A.50) 
and similarly, for azimuthal 02, 
/ 	 2/x + z2 	2/x? + z? - tl t 2 (q 2 , x) = tbottom - t0p 	
v2(O, 2) + v i (0) 	
top' 	(A.51) 
where x, x, O and O'2  are the corresponding values of x1, x2 , 0  and 02, for az-
imuth 02.  The differences in these variables are caused by the azimuthal velocity 
variation. For an azimuthal isotropic overburden, t 0  = t, and it follows that, 
/tai = L\t 2 - Lt 1 = ttail + /-t02; 	 (A.52) 
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2/x2 + z? 2/x 2, + z2  1 - 
tail 	= v i (0) v i (0i) 	 (A.53) 
2x2 + 	z2  2x + z2 - 
taj2 	
= v2(0, 2) 
(A.54) 
v 2(02 , 01) 
Let 
Xi  = x1(1 + ii'), x' = x2 (1 + v2), 0 = 01 + L01 , 0 = 02 + A02, (A.55) 
where v1, v2 , L01 and L02 are small quantities and in the same order as the 
anisotropy parameters € and 6. For weak anisotropy, higher orders of these terms 
can also neglected in searching for linearized solutions. For the model in Figure 
3.8, noting 
X1 + x2 = x/2, x + x = x/2, 
and 
xi = z1 tan 01 , a4 z1 tan 0; x2 = / z tan 02 , x = Az tan 0'2  
yields the following linearized relations, 
V1 = --112, L01 = - 
x2 sin 20 	
(A.56) 
x1 sin 202 
and 
L01 	 A02112= . 	 (A.57) 
sin 	 sin 01 cos01 ' 	02 COS 02 
From the velocity equation (3.7) in the main text, it can been shown that for 
small z01 and z02 , to the first order of the anisotropy parameters, 
v 1(0) = v i (01), 	 (A.58) 
and 
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Also applying the Snell's law for the two azimuths gives, 
sin 01 -  sin 0 	sin 01 - sin 0  
v i (0i ) - v 2(02, 2) v i (0) - v 2(0,) 
Note that strictly speaking, the Snell's law should be applied to the phase veloc-
ities and the phase angles. Although the differences between the ray and phase 
properties are first order anisotropy terms, their contributions to the azimuthal 
velocity difference are of second order or higher, hence are ignored here. 
Substituting equations (A.56), (A.57),(A.58) and (A.59) into (A.60) gives, 
- x2 (sin 2  02 - sin  &) sin  02 12€ - 6 - (€ - 6) (sin2 02 + sin2 ) sin  02  
x1 cos2 02 + X2 cos2 01  
 
and 
x1 (sin2  02 - Sfl q') sin  02 12€ - 6 - (€ - 6) (sin2  02 + 5fl 2 01) sin2 02  
V2 = - 
X I cos2 02 + X2 cos2 01  
(A.62) 
Substituting equations (A.56), (A.57), (A.58), (A.59), (A.61) and (A.62) into 
equations (A.53) and (A.54), and keeping only the linear terms of the anisotropic 
parameters gives, 
- 2x -+ z,2 	x2  sin2  0 
tajl - 
Vpi(91) xi cos2 02 + X2 COS 2 01 






X1 cos2 02 + x2 cos2 01) 
x 	(sin2 02 - sin2 	sin2 02 12€ - 6 - (€ - 6) (sin2  02 + 	sin2 021. 
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From the Snell's law, equation (A.63) can be rewritten as, 
	
- 	2 x 22 +z2 	x1 Sin' O2  
tail - 	
X 
v 02 x1 cos2  0 + x2 cos2  0 
x 	(sin2 02 - Sin  ql) sin  02 12E - 6 - ( f - 6) (sin2 02 + sin2 ) sin2  02  
 
Finally, substituting equations (A.64) and (A.65) into equation (A.52) gives, 
2/x + z2  
1ta j = 	 X 
VP02 
X 
	02 - sin  l)  sin  02 12E - 6 - (c - 6) (sin2  02 + sin  l)  sin  021 
 
Noting x2 = x/2 - x1 and equation (3.9) in the main text gives rise to equation 
(3.8). 
APPENDIX B 
The minimum travel time for two 
isotropic layers 
In this appendix I will derive a formula for the minimum of the travel time for 
two dipping isotropic layers. The known parameters are z1 , Liz, v1, v2 and 0. All 
the variables which are used in the following derivation are defined in Figure 5.3. 
I try to find expressions for the different segments of the ray L, its depth ZL and 
its offset x. First I define some trigonometric relations. 
	
= 	 (B.1) 
Z1  
Cos oz = 	 (B.2) 
Li 
- x1  
cos(90 - c)  - z ,  
ZLI 
 cos -   
- L1  





z1  = 
cos( - 0) cos(90 - 	
(B.6) 
Z1 
ZL1 = 	 cos. 	 (B.7) 
Cos (çb-0) 
The length of L2 and L3 are equal. Therefore only one of them has to be consid- 
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ered. To find the angle /3 Snell's law is applied at the interface. 
	
sin 	Sifl/3 	 (B8 
V1 	 V2 








= L2 ' 
 
sin(0+/3) 	= - L2  
 
Which leads for the second segment to 




i 	sin  2(_9) I  
= sin(0+/3), 	(B.14) 






The length of the third segment is equal to the second but only in the horizontal 
case are the depth and the offsets equal as well. For a dipping layer it reads 
cos(/3-0) = L3, 	 (B.17) 
sin(/3 - 0) = 	. 	 (B.18) 
(B.19) 
Which means for the third segment 






4 sin 	- 0) 	
- 0). 	 (B.21) 
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To derive the expression for the fourth segment I need to know the depth at A 
(ZA). But this is given by 
	
ZA = ZL 1 + ZL 2 - ZL3 	 (B.22) 
= L1 cos 0 + L2 cos(0 + @) + L3 cos(/3 - 0) 	 (B.23) 
= 	L1 cos 0 - 2L2 
V2
— sin 0sin( - 0) 	 (B.24) 
V1 
z1 	 2z 
cos— 	 — sin 0sin(—O). (B.25) 
cos(-0) F:V~2 
Together with 
cos(c-0) = ZA   
sin(c - 0)  
I find 
cos(-8) 	
- 	 2z 
V1 
L4 	
= 	 /1_sin2 
	sin O sin (q —0) 
(-o) v'j 





c05 cos(_O)  
2Lz 	V2 





The travel time as a function of the take off angle 0 is therefore given by 
t() = 	 (B.30) 
V1 	V2 	V1 
Z1 	 z_z 
+2 
= 	cos(-0)v1 	v21_4  Vj sin2(o) V 1 
Z1 COS 	 2ziz 	!z sin 0 sin(ç - 0) cos(-9) - / 2 	 VI 
+ 	
i/1-_--sin2(0_6) 
cos( - 20)vi 
(B.31) 
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To find the minimum for 0 < 0 < 90 I have to solve 
5t() 
aq 	- o 
	 (13.32) 
It can be shown that this problem has the unique solution 
20. 	 (B.33) 
APPENDIX C 
The LSQ solution for a cosine 
In this appendix I will derive a formula for the least squares solution for a co-
sine function with arbitrary frequency. I will show that the problem is uniquely 
solvable if at least three data points are given 
The function to minimize is given by 
c(O, A, Yo) =(yj-  (A cos(x + ) + yo)).  
First the derivatives with respect to the unknown parameters have to be calcu-
lated. The next step is to separate in each term the variables dependent on the 
unknown parameters from the observed data. The resulting three equations have 
to be zero to satisfy the criteria to be an extrema. I will show that this system 
of equations is solvable. 
196 	i=N 
OA = 	
(2(y— Yo - A (cos x cos - sin xi sin )) (sin x sin 	cos xi cos 
= 	2 sin 	sin x) —2 cos 	cos x) —4A cos 0 sin 5(cos xi sin xi) 
f 	 e 	 h 
+ 	2Acos2 ç(cos2 x)-2y0 sin q5(sin x) +2y0 cos 	(cos xi) 
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i=N 
+ 	A sin 2 q 	(sin 2 x), 	 (C.2) 
- 	= 	(-2y + 2A COS xCOS 0 - 2A sin x sin +yo) 
Yo i=1 
i=N 	 i=N 	 i=N 
= 
(C.3) 
- yo  - A (COS xCOS - sin x sin )) 
A(—cosx sin q - sin xi cos 
i=N 	 i=N 	 i=N 
= 
2A sin 	( COS xi ) +2ACOS 	sin xi) 2Ayo sin 	(COS xi ) 
- 
- 	2A2 cos2 	(cos; sin x) +2A2 sin 2 0 	(COS xi sin xi) 
+ 	2A2 sin  COS 	(sin 2 x). 	 (C.4) 
It follows that the equation system I have to solve can be written as 
0 = 	f sin - e cos - 2hA cos sin ç + gA cos2 q - cyo sin 0 + by0 cos 
+ 	kA sin 2 q 	 (C.5) 
0 = —a+bAcosçb—cAsinçb+iyo 	 (C.6) 
0 = e sin + f cos - by 0 sin - cyo cos - gA sin cos - hA cos2  
+ 	hA sin 2 +kA sin  COS q. 	 (C.7) 
The solution involves the solving equation C.6 in terms of Yo, 
a b 	c 
yo=---+-Acosq---A sin çb+z, 	 (C.8) 
inserting it into equation C.5 and solving the resulting equation in terms of A 
A 	
ecosq— fcosq+ sinq — cos 
(C.9) 
Now insert equation C.9 into equation C.8 and both the results from new equation 
C.8 and C.9 into equation C.7. This equation now only contains çb as parameter 
and can be solved. The result is 
(_b2 f - ehi + ebc + bah + gfi - gca\ 	
(c. lo) =—arctan 
_ec2+eki_bak+bcf_hfi+hca) 
To find the solution for another frequency than 1, xi has to be replaced by n 
where n is the number of cycles in the interval 0 < x < 27r. This will change 




In this appendix, the derivation of how to set up the impedance matrices, de-
rive its changes and the effect of the deviation of the polarisation direction are 
explained and it is shown how the general form of the reflection coefficient is 
obtained. 
D.1 The impedance matrices 
Using the definition in Figure 6.1, vectors used in equation 6.2 and 6.3 can be 
written as: 
(ep1'\ 	- (sini*  
ep3) - cosi* 
(esi 	




(si ' = (sin i/a 
cos i/o 
(Si - (sinj/0) .  
83) 	- 	Cos j/ 	
(D.2) 
Following the convention of Aki and Richards (1980), i and j are used as the 
average propagation angles of the upper and lower media for qP and qS; i and 
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j* as the corresponding average polarisation angles. ci and /3 are the average qP - 
and qS -phase velocities of the upper and lower media associated with direction i 
and j, and Ckj (k, 1 = 1, 2,..., 6) as the average elastic constants of the upper and 
lower media. Substituting equations (D.1) and (D.2) into (6.2) and (6.3) gives, 
sin i* =( 	
cosj* 
	







sin(i* + i) 	cos(j* + 3)) 	
(D.4) 
Cos i* 	_ sin j* 
Similar to Thomsen (1993), the definition of polarisation deviations is given by 
sin Z` = (1+(p) sin i 
sinj* = (1+s)sin3'. 	 (D.5) 
where the variables (p  and  (s  define the deviations between the polarisation 
direction (j*  and  j*) and the propagation direction (i and j) of qP-wave and 
the qS-wave. These quantities are small for weak anisotropy and therefore the 
impedance matrices can be expressed as 
X = 
Y(0) +y' 	 (D.6) 
where x° and y(°)  are the impedance matrices for i 	i and j = j, the wave 
propagating in an isotropic plane where no polarisation deviation occurs. 
sin i 	cosj 
(2p' a sin  3 - 	0 sin 23) 
C33  
= 	—Cos j, 	 (D.7) 
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Y(0) 	c / -sin2i -it cos 2j) 
) cosi 	-sinj 
C55  
= --cosi, 	 (D.8) 
and x 1 and y')  are the small perturbations in the impedance matrices related 
the polarisation deviations (p and (s, 
I (psini 	-(s cos j tan 2 j 
= 	
2(pp' sin j (s(2p'cos2 j + 	)tanj) 
y(l) = ( -(p 




The variable p' is defined as 
, 	1 
P = - C13), 	 (D.11) 
which can be interpreted as a generalised density. Equation (D.6) shows that 
impedance matrices X and Y can be separated into an initial term plus a small 
perturbation due to the polarisation deviation. 
D.1.1 Changes in the impedance matrices LX and AY 
In order to calculate the reflection coefficient, the changes of the impedance ma-
trices LX and AY have to be derived. This is done by differentiating X and Y 
with respect to each of the relevant variables in equation (D.6). A differentiation 
operator 5 is defined 
o = API  +C _ +C55 	+C13 _ 
Op 	(9C33 	DC55 	SC13 	Sri 	0/3 
+ 	A 1 
. 0 0 	0 0 
(D.12)  
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which leads to 
Ax = 	+ AX(I) a(x(°)) + 3(X(') ) 
AY = + AYM = 	+ 	 (D.13) 
Differentiating x° and y(°)  in equations (D.7) and (D8), and noting /i = 
tan i and Lj 	tan j, gives 
cos i tan iL\c/a 
= 	[2a sin 2 PF + 2p'sin21a 
' 	-- + c (c - ___ +4pasi 2  s n 	a 	a 	C33 ) 
- sin j tan j./3//3 
/3 sin 2jp' + p'sin2jL/3 
+2p'/3 cos 2j tanj AO — 
(D.14) 
C55 [2 tani4 










c55 '1 I 
- c55 )jI 
- cos j tan j/3//3 	) 
(D.15) 
Similarly, differentiating x' and y(')  in equations (D.9) and (D.10) leads to 
I 	L(pS1fli 	 (s cos jtan 2 j 
= 
2App'a sin 2 j (s(2p'/3 cos 2 j + 	
tanj ); (D.16) 




—(p Cos i tan 2 i 	— sSinj ) 
All the A quantities are assumes to be small and therefore any other than linear 
term are ignored. 
D.2 Polarisation deviations p and Cs 
The polarisation deviations, as defined in equation (D.5), are determined by 
the polarisation vectors which are in turn determined by the eigenvectors of the 
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Kelvin- Christoffel equation. For wave propagation in the x1 - x3 symmetry plane 
of the orthorhombic medium, a simple analytical solution of the polarisation 




sin i* 	1 ( (C55 ± C13) 	a2 
	
i*) 
_ (c11 sin 2i ±C55cosi))' 	
(D.18) 
2 a 	a 
j 
(eS3) 










sin i cos 2 	
(c11 
sin2 i 	cos2 	2 
NP = 	+ C13) a2 
	 a2 + [P 	2 a2 
)] ,(D.20) +C55  
N 	c55 + C13) 
.2 
= 	[ 	 2 	
] + 




Cl sin2  j 	cos2  j " 1 
2 
are the normalisation factors for obtaining unit polarisation vectors. 
To derive equation (D.29) for polarisation deviations (p and (s,  the inverse of 
the normalisation factors (1/Np and 1/Ns) has to be linearised in terms of the 
small anisotropic quantities 6', e and €' which are defined as follows: 
(C55 + C13) 2 - (C11 - C55) 2  
- 	2C11 (C11 - C55) 
2C55 + C13 - C11  
C11  
















1 a2 / c11 —055 \ 
Np0 C11 Cos i 
1-4 




/3 	[(C55 + C13)2 	2 	
+ (, 	
C11 - C55 
I Cos sin2 )21 
 Sin 3' 
- c55 [ c 5 	 C55  
1 	2 
(1 + 	
ll - c55 \ 




0 - [(c55 + C13) 2 sin2 i + (C11 - C55)2 cos2 
1 
N 0 	= - [(C55 + C13)2 cos2 j + (C11 - C55)2 sin2]
55 
 
Further, 1/N 0 and 1/N50 can be linearised as, 
1 	C11 	(i+6F2Cll sin  2i)_ 
NPO - C11 - C55 C11 - C55  
C11 	(i - 	C11 	sin 2 ), 	(D.25) 
C11 - C55 C11 - C55  
1 	C55 	(i+ F 2Cllcos2 )_ 
N - C11 - C55 C11 - C55  
C55 
(i7;- 6, C
11  cos2 	 (D.26) 
C11 - C55 	- C11 - C55 
  
Substituting these two equations into equations (D.23) and (D.24) gives the un-
earised version of the inverse of these normalisation factors as, 
1 	 a2 	
(i - 	
C11 	 C11  
C11 —055  N )' 
(D.27) 
- (C11 —055)cosi 	C11 —055  
1 	 ,2 	
(1
2 
C11 	, 	C55 \ 
cosj + Es C11 - 	
. (D.28) 
Ns - (C11 - C55) sinj 	C11 - C55  
Finally, substituting (D.27) and (D.28) into ep, and e51 in equations (D.18) and 
(D.19), together with the definition of polarisation deviation in equation (D.5), 
and making some manipulations yields the polarisation deviations. 
C11 	
(6' cos2-  Ep) 
C11 - C55 
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Cli 	
(6, 
cos 2 + 
C55 COS 2 j ,\ 
= 
- 	 3 	2 .E 	; (D.29) ,-i 	 s ) C11 - C55 '-iii sin 3 
D.3 Reflection coefficients 
To find the reflection coefficients, equations (D.6) and (D.13) are substituted into 
equation (6.1) where x' and y) are assumed to be small. 
R = 	(x(°)-'Ax(°) - y(0)_1y(0)) + (X°)x(') - y(0)_1y(1)) 
(D.30) 
Two 2 x 2 matrices are introduced 
0 —1 




10 1 '\ 
'B = 	 I 	 (D.31) 
\-1 0) 
in order to write the inverse of matrices x° and y(°) as, 
1
1AX(0)T IB 
Y(0)-1 - 1 1AY(0)T1B , 	 (D.32) 
where superscript T denotes matrix transpose operation. Substituting (D.32) 
into (D.30) gives, 
R 	= 	1 (IA 
X(O Tj 	- 'AY 
Tj 
1 (j,X(0) Tj"~'X(')IAY Tj Y(l)) 	 (D.33) + 	
- _____ 
Substituting equations (D.7), (D.8),(D.14), (D.15), (D.16), and (D.17) into (D.33) 
and manipulating them accordingly leads to the formulation of the linearised 
reflection coefficients for orthorhombic media 
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r q pq p 
1 (L.C33 	
+ - 
- Lo\ 	1 
- 
~Aa 2p',82 (e +2 	2,82 	C551 - I 	Sill 2 '1 





2 i tan 2 i + 
/32 
1_) )tan2 ip, 
a2 () 2 










(zp' 2 sin 
(D.35) 
C33 P' 	0 \ 
TqSqP 	= 
sin  1 	1 (LC55 	
2,8) 
P'/3 1Lp' + 	
L\/3 	
COSzCOSJ  








55 2 sin 2)' 
1 
(C55 
3\1 IL/3 2p'o/3 	
2 /3 	2 
zC55 
- 	
-;-- + 	— 	I 
2 sin TqSqS 
- 	 - 
c55 C33 P c55 
- 
1/3 2 sin jtan 2 j+ 
1 1' o 	
2 - i) tanjs. (D.37)  
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